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Abstract 
Scheduling jobs on a single machine so as to minimize the completion time vari-
ance (CTV) is a well-known NP-hard problem. The characterization of jobs in 
an optimal sequence has become a major topic of study in the literature. The fa-
mous Schrage's Conjecture characterizes the positions of a fewjobs in an optimal 
sequence, which has been partially proven by Hall and Kubiak. In this thesis, 
we generalize this conjecture to fully characterize the positions of all jobs. This 
results in a sequence which can be constructed in O(nlogn) time, where n is the 
number of jobs. Instead of examining the exact optimality of the sequence, our 
primary concern is to investigate its performance within the framework of prob-
abilistic analysis. Our main result is that, when the processing times are ran-
domly drawn from a uniform distribution, the sequence is asymptotically optimal 
in probability. This result is significant, since it actually shows that Schrage's 
Conjecture is true in a probabilistic sense, although it is not exactly optimal in 
some worst cases. 
Specifically, we will prove that, when processing times are uniformly dis-
tributed, the error of our proposed sequence converges to zero in probability, 
at a rate 0 (n_ i ) as n grows. Other results will also be established, which include 
ii 
I 
(i) when the processing times follow a symmetric structure, the CTV problem has 
2[早」exactly optimal sequences (where [xJ denotes the largest integer no greater 
than x), which include our proposed sequence and other heuristic sequences sug-
gested in the literature; and (ii) among the 2[罕」sequences，our sequence is the 
best while a commonly suggested sequence is interestingly the worst in an average 
sense. Moreover, we will prove that our proposed sequence is in fact the best, 
in a probabilistic sense, among all V-shaped fixed sequences (it is a well-known 
result in CTV studies that an optimal sequence must be a V-shaped sequence). 
The worst-case error of our proposed sequence will also be analysed, and a bound 
no more than | is obtained. 
Our results on the CTV problem will be extended to a more general model, 
which is to schedule n jobs on m parallel machines about a common due window, 
so that the total earliness and tardiness penalty is minimized. We will show that 
this model subsumes many models having been studied in the literature. We will 
further derive a number of basic properties on the problem. In particular, we will 
show that, under a symmetric structure, there exist a set of promising solutions for 
the problem. Each of the solutions can be constructed in 0{n log n) time. Within 
the framework of probabilistic analysis, we will show that the promising solutions 
are asymptotically optimal in probability. The result of our research provides an 
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1.1 Problem Formulation and Motivation 
We consider a problem of scheduling n jobs on a single machine. The processing 
times of the jobs are denoted by p1,p2,. • • ,Pn, which are assumed to be positive. 
The machine can process onejob at a time, and splitting and preemption of jobs 
are not allowed. Alljobs are assumed to be available at time zero. The objective 
is to minimize the variance of the completion times of the n jobs. Mathematically, 
the problem is to determine a sequence rr 二 (yr (1) , . . . , 7r (n)) G H^, where H^ is 
the set of all permutations of the first n positive integers, so as to minimize 
CTV{n)^f^[a{n)-C{n)]\ 
i=i 
where Ci (7r) 二 Ej=i ^M") ^^  the completion time of the job n (z), which is sched-
uled in position i in the sequence 7r, and C (rr) = ^ E L i ^i (^) is the mean 
completion time of the n jobs under n. 
The model formulated above is commonly known as the Completion Time 
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Variance (CTV) problem, which was first formulated by Merten and Muller [24], 
motivated by the file organization problem in a computing system, where it is 
desirable to provide users the same response times by minimizing the variance of 
completion times of retrieving files referenced by the users. Kanet [19] showed 
that the problem may have applications in other situations like service systems 
where uniformity of services is desired. 
The CTV problem is also a typical model in earliness/tardiness (E/T) schedul-
ing. E /T scheduling has become a main stream of research in the scheduling field, 
which is largely motivated by the Just-In-Time (JIT) concept in manufacturing 
systems, and aims at improving the overall productivity and eliminating waste. 
Usually, a company may have to produce a number of products under certain due 
dates. If a product is completed after the due date (i.e.tardy), then there will 
be loss of reputation, contract penalty, etc. On the other hand, if a product is 
completed before the due date (i.e. early), then there will be an inventory cost 
in order to store the finished product. Therefore, a problem with the company is 
how to schedule the jobs so that both the earliness and tardiness are minimized. 
In some situations, all jobs may have a common due date (which may represent 
a common delivery time). When large deviations of job completions from the 
due date are not desirable, a problem is to schedule the jobs so as to minimize 
the mean squared deviations (MSD) from the common due date. Bagchi [1] has 
shown that the MSD problem is equivalent to the CTV problem. Thus, a solution 
to the CTV problem would imply a solution to the earliness/tardiness problem. 
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1.2 Past Research Works 
There have been many known results and algorithms for the CTV problem. 
Merten and Muller [24] showed that the order of the last n — 1 jobs in any 
sequence can be reversed without affecting the variance. This implies that there 
are at least two optimal sequences for n > 3. Eilon and Chowdhury [11] found 
that any optimal sequence must be V-shaped with respect to the processing times 
(i.e. jobs preceding the shortest job are in a decreasing order and jobs succeeding 
the shortest job are in an increasing order) and proposed some heuristic methods 
based on this V-shape property. Kanet [19] used the sum of absolute differences 
in completion times as an alternative measure of variation, and proposed an 
O{nlogn) procedure to minimize this measure (see Appendix E for details); Vani 
and Raghavachari [34] examined the optimality conditions for the CTV problem 
with up to 18 jobs. Bagchi [2] extended Kanet's result to bicriteria problems, 
where the objective is to minimize the weighted sum of the average and the vari-
ation of completion times with given weights; Gupta et al. [13] analyzed on the 
existing heuristics and proposed a new heuristic to improve a given sequence. De 
et al. [9] presented a pseudo-polynomial algorithm, which can find an optimal 
sequence in 0{n^P) time, where P is the sum of all the processing times. Cai 
'5] derived an 0{nP) algorithm which can find an approximate solution with a 
relative error less than (几―”^(.?) for n > 3. Ng et aL [25] obtained a tight lower 
bound for the mean completion time of an optimal sequence, which can reduce the 
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computational requirements of the algorithms given by De et al. [9] and Cai [5 . 
Ng et al. also extended the CTV problem to include controllable processing times 
(i.e. processing times that can be compressed with some additional costs), and 
proposed some pseudo-polynomial time algorithms and some heuristic algorithms 
in [26], [27] and [28:. 
Recently, Kubiak [22] proved that the problem is NP-hard, which means that 
finding a polynomial time algorithm to optimally solve the CTV problem is un-
likely. As such, it is very important to study the characterizations of optimal (or 
good) solutions so that they can be constructed analytically. In this respect, the 
work of Schrage [33] is pioneer. He proved that the longest job should always be 
scheduled first in an optimal sequence, which is known as the Longest-Job-First 
Policy (see also Cheng and Kahlbacher [6]). He further proposed a conjecture, 
now commonly known as Schrage's Conjecture, on the positions of the second, 
third, and fourth longest jobs in an optimal sequence. Hall and Kubiak [15 
proved Schrage's Conjecture regarding the second and the third longest job. Un-
fortunately, Kanet [19] showed that Schrage's Conjecture on the fourth longest 
job is not correct in some instances. 
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1.3 Results of the Study 
In this thesis, we will examine the CTV problem first (Part I). A series of results 
will be established, which are now summarised as follows: 
(1) The well-known Schrage's Conjecture will be generalized to fully charac-
terize the positions of all jobs, which yields a sequence iVait- The sequence 
can be constructed in O(nlog n) time. 
(2) An asymptotical probabilistic analysis will be carried out for Hait- We will 
show that the sequence Hait is asymptotically optimal in the sense that its 
relative error will converge to zero in probability as n grows. The convergent 
rate is in the order of n ] in a probabilistic sense. 
(3) We will show that the sequence iVait is the best V-shaped sequence, in the 
sense that it minimizes the expected CTV among all the V-shaped fixed 
sequences, when the processing times of the problem instance are randomly 
drawn from a uniform distribution and then sorted in non-decreasing order. 
Eilon [11] has shown that any optimal sequence for the CTV problem must 
be V-shaped. Although our results does not guarantee TVait optimum, it does 
indicate that it is the best of the V-shaped fixed sequences in an average 
sense. 
(4) When the processing times follow a symmetric structure, the CTV problem 
has 2^^J exactly optimal sequences (where [xJ denotes the largest integer 
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no greater than x), which include our proposed sequence 7Tait and other 
heuristic sequences suggested in the literature. 
(5) When a general CTV problem is concerned, TVait is the best solution among 
the 2^^J sequences, while another sequence, which has been proposed as a 
good solution in the literature, is interestingly the worst, in the sense that 
7Tait minimizes the expected CTV while the other sequence maximizes the 
expected CTV. 
(6) The worst-case bound of the sequence 7Vait is no more than 爭 .A l t h o u g h 
many heuristics for the CTV problem exist in the literature (see, for ex-
ample, [11], [13], [19], [23] and [34])，none of them has given a worst-case 
analysis, except [23]. Kubiak [23] showed that his heuristic sequence has a 
worst-case bound equal to 1. 
Results on the CTV problem will be extended to a more general E/T model 
in Part II. This model includes many problems discussed in the literature. To 
facilitate the analysis, the model will first be transformed to an equivalent problem 
(ZS). We will establish the following results. 
(7) Some essential properties of the ZS problem will be derived. 
(8) Under a symmetric structure, there is a set of optimal solutions, called the 
promising solutions, each of which can be constructed in 0 {n log n) time. 
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(9) For the general problem where the symmetric structure may not be satisfied, 
each of the promising solutions is asymptotically optimal in the sense that 
its relative error converges to zero in probability as n increases, when the 
processing times are randomly and independently drawn from a uniform 
distribution and then sorted in ascending order to form n order statistics. 
The convergent rate is also in the order of n ] in a probabilistic sense. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
In order to facilitate the presentation of the results, the remainder of the thesis is 
divided into two parts. Part I will be devoted to the CTV problem. In Chapter 
2, the Schrage's Conjecture will be generalized to obtain the sequence 7Tah. We 
will show, in Chapter 3, that there are 2[宇」optimal sequences, which include 
our sequence 7Tait, when the processing times follow a symmetric structure to be 
introduced in Section 3.1. Based on this and the upper bound obtained in Section 
3.2, the asymptotic convergence result of the sequence iTait will be presented in 
Section 3.3. In Chapter 4, we will determine, using probabilistic analysis, the best 
and the worst sequences among the 2^^J sequences. In Chapter 5, the sequence 
7Tait will be shown to be the best V-shaped sequence in an average sense. Then, 
the worst case bound no more than 爭 will be established in Chapter 6. 
Part II will discuss the extensions of the results on the CTV problem to a 
more general E/T scheduling model, to be defined in Section 7.2. The applicabil-
ity and difficulty of this E/T problem will be discussed in Section 7.3. The E/T 
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problem will be transformed to an equivalent problem (ZS) in Chapter 8, where 
some essential properties about the ZS problem will be given. An 0{n log n) algo-
rithm and the promising solutions will be provided in Section 8.3. The promising 
solutions will be shown to be optimal under a symmetric structure in Section 9.1. 
Based on this and the upper bound obtained in Section 9.2, asymptotic optimal-
ity result of the promising solutions will be established in Section 9.3. Finally, 
some concluding remarks and future research directions will be given in Chapter 
10. The readers are assumed to be familiar with order statistics and probability, 
although we also include some preliminary results in Appendix A as a reference. 
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Part I 
THE CTV PROBLEM 
9 
Chapter 2 
A GENERALIZATION OF 
SCHRAGE,S CONJECTURE 
2.1 Schrage's Conjecture 
In 1975, Schrage [33] described some important findings about the CTV problem. 
He proved that the longest job must always be scheduled first in an optimal 
sequence. He further analysed on the optimality of the problem and derived the 
optimal sequences for n < 5. By assuming that pi < p2 < .. . < Pn, the optimal 
sequences he obtained for n < 5 can be tabulated below. 
n Optimal sequences 
T " (1) 
2 (2,1) 
3 (3,1,2) and (3,2,1) 
~4~ (4,2,1,3) and (4,3,1,2) 
—5 (5，3，2,1,4) and (5,4,1,2,3) 
For n 二 6, Schrage pointed out that one could no longer simply order the jobs 
according to their processing times and then pre-specify the optimal process-
ing sequence based on this order. He justified this argument by using the fol-
lowing example. Suppose that the processing times are 32, 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1. 
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Then, (6,4, 3,1,2, 5) is an optimal sequence for this problem, while the sequence 
(6,4,3,2,1,5) is not optimal. On the other hand, if the processing times are 32, 
18, 8, 4’ 2 and 1, then the sequence (6,4,3, 2,1, 5) is optimal, while the sequence 
(6,4, 3,1,2, 5) is not optimal. 
Based on the observations above, he made a famous conjecture, now known 
as Schrage's Conjecture, on the positions of a few jobs in an optimal sequence. 
He conjectured that an optimal sequence would be of the form 
(n, n — 2, n — 3, ???, n — 1). 
That is, the longest job comes first, the second longest job comes last, the third 
and the fourth longest jobs come in second and third positions, respectively, while 
there is an unspecified sub-sequence in between. 
Schrage proved his conjecture for the position of the longest job. In 1977, 
Eilon and Chowdhury [11] proved that any optimal sequence must be V-shaped. 
This property together with a theorem given by Merten and Muller (1972), which 
stated that the order of the last n-l jobs in any sequence can be reversed without 
affecting the variance (Theorem K of [24]), would imply that 
1. There are at least two optimal sequences for n > 3. 
2. One of the two optimal sequences has the second longest job in the last 
position (Lemma 2 of [15]). 
Therefore, the positions of the longest job and the second longest job have been 
settled. 
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Schrage's Conjecture is obviously true for n < 5. However, it is not always 
correct in general. In 1981, Kanet [19] devised a problem of n 二 8 as a counter-
example against Schrage's Conjecture. The processing times in his example were 
16, 13, 12, 10, 9, 8, 2, and 1, respectively. He proved that the two optimal 
sequences to this problem are (8,6,4,3,1,2,5,7) and (8,7,5,2,1,3,4,6) , neither 
of which are of the form (8, 6, 5, ???, 7). That is, the position of the fourth longest 
job in Schrage's Conjecture is not correct. This example, however, does not 
disprove Schrage's Conjecture on the position of the third longest job. 
In 1987, Vani and Raghavachari [34] showed that, for n = 6, an optimal se-
quence to the CTV problem is (6,4,3,2,1,5) or (6,4, 3,1,2,5). This result implies 
that Schrage's Conjecture is valid for n = 6. For n 二 7, Vani and Raghavachari 
demonstrated that we only need to examine the following five sequences for find-






Moreover, they showed that there are some problem instances where only se-
quence A, among these five sequences, is optimal. Although sequences B - E 
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follow the Schrage's Conjecture, sequence A does not. This means tliat there 
exist some problem instances that the position of the fourth longest job in the 
Schrage's Conjecture is not correct for n = 7. Vani and Raghavachari further 
showed that Schrage's Conjecture on the position of the third longest job is cor-
rect for problems with up to 18 jobs. The question on the position of the third 
longest job for n > 18 remained open until 1991, when Hall and Kubiak [15 
finally proved that Schrage's Conjecture on the position of the third longest job 
is correct. That is, for any instance of the CTV problem, there exists an optimal 
sequence of the form (n, n — 2, ???, n — 1). 
2.2 Generalization 
Although it has been known that Schrage's Conjecture does not generally hold 
for exact optimal sequences, it is possible that a near optimal solution possesses 
the pattern it specifies. After a careful examination of the optimal solutions 
for those benchmark problems discussed in the literature (see, for example, [34]) 
and, particularly, a large number of computations for a wide variety of problem 
instances, we have indeed observed that this is true in most of the cases. More 
importantly, we have further found that many optimal solutions and almost all 
approximate solutions exhibit a regular pattern, which is a full and complete 
generalization of Schrage's Conjecture to all the n jobs [29 . 
Assume that the processing times have been sorted in ascending order, i.e. 
pi < p2 < . . . < pn (throughout Part I of this thesis, we assume that jobs are 
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sorted in this order). The sequence we propose, denoted by 7Tait, can be expressed 
as: 
7Tait 二 (n,n — 2,n 一 3,n 一 6,n - 7 , . . . ,n — S,n — 5, n - A,n - 1). 
This sequence is to: 
1. schedule the longest job to the first position, 
2. schedule the second and third longest jobs to the last and second positions 
respectively (i.e. a right-then-left pattern), 
3. schedule the fourth and fifth longest jobs to the third and second last posi-
tions respectively (i.e. a left-then-right pattern), 
4. continue to schedule the next longest jobs in the manner described in Steps 
2 and 3 so that we have an alternating right-then-left and left-then-right 
pattern until all jobs have been scheduled. 
Remark: Note that 7Tait can be constructed in 0{n) time after the processing 
times have been sorted in non-decreasing order pi < p2 < ... < Pn. The sort-
ing needs O(nlog n) time. Therefore, the time complexity to construct 7Tait is 




We will analyse, in this Chapter, the behaviour of the sequence Hait- As a prepa-
ration, let us introduce a few lemmas first. 
Lemma 1 below rewrites the objective of the CTV problem in matrix form. 
Lemma 1 For any vr G H^； 




X = ； 
\ P<n) 
and . 
/ l . ( n _ l ) l . ( n - 2 ) l - ( n - 3 ) . . . 1 . 1 \ 
1 • (n - 2) 2 • (n - 2) 2 . (n - 3) .. • 2 • 1 
A= l - ( n - 3 ) 2 • (n - 3) 3 • (n - 3 ) … 3 . 1 • • • • 
• • • • 
» • » • 
\ 1 . 1 2 • 1 3 . 1 . . . {n — 1) . 1 
is an {n — 1) x {n — 1) matrix. 
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Proof. From [33], we have 
f : [ C , ( 7 r ) - C ( 7 r ) ] ' 
j=i 
二 - £ ( r - l ) ( n - r + l)p2^,) + 2 ^ {r-l){n-s^l)p^^r)P.{s). 
^ r = 2 2<r<s<n _ 
Writing the quadratic form inside the square brackets in symmetric matrix form 
will get the result. • 
Remark 1: From the proof above, it is clear that Lemma 1 is true even if some 
(or all) pi^ s are not positive. 
Remark 2: Without ambiguity, in the following, we will write interchangeably 
the matrix A as (aij) or (aij), where 
— —/ z(n - j ) ,z < j 
" ” 一 � _ \ j{n-z) ,z>j . 
The next two lemmas describe some properties of the matrix A. 
Lemma 2 A is a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
Proof. For i < j , aij = i {n — j) — ajf, hence, A is symmetric. To prove that 
A is positive definite, we let yi G R and y 二 ( y] . . . Vn ) G R " . By (3 .1)， 
y^Ay > 0. Now, suppose that y^Ay = 0. By (3.1) again, we get 
E (yi + . . . + y] — yf 二 ^ y ' ^ y 二 •, 
• ^ T"h J = 1 
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where y = ^ E]^i{yi + . . . + Vj)- Therefore, yi + • •. + y] - y 二 0 for j 二 1，.. •，n. 
That is, 
‘y i -y 二 0 
yi + V2 -y 二 0 
< yi + V2 + V3 -y = 0 . 
• • • • • • 
� y i + V2 + ys + •. • + Vn -y = 0 
For j = 2 , . . • , n, by subtracting the ( j — l)-th equation from the j-th equa-
tion, we have yj = 0. Hence, A is positive definite. 口 
Lemma 3 For i,j 二 1, •.., n — 1, ai，j = an-i,n-j -
Proof. For 1 < i < j < n — 1， 
<M,:i = i{n - j) 二（n - j) [n 一 {n - z)] = an-i,n-j-
For 1 < j < i < n — 1, as A is symmetric (Lemma 2), we have 
Q^i,j _ ^j,i 一 ^n-j,n-i 一 ^n-i,n-j ‘ 
• 
3.1 Optimal Sequences under a Symmetric Struc-
ture 
In this section, we examine a CTV problem in which the processing times have 
the following symmetric structure (SS): 
Pn > Pn-1 = Pn-2 > Pn-3 二 Pn-4 > Pn-5 = Pn-6 > . . •. 
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The results we obtain on this problem will serve as a basis for our probabilistic 
analysis. The next theorem reveals the pattern of the optimal solutions for this 
problem. 
Theorem 1 If the processing times follow the symmetric structure (SS), then 
any sequence of the form 
(n, a1,a2,. . . , an-2 ,^n- l ) , 
where a^,an-z G {n - 2z,n — 2i + 1} and a,- / a^-i for i = 1,2, •. •, [ ^ J； and 
ifn is even, a j 二 1，is an optimal sequence to the CTV problem. 
Proof. We first prove a particular case and then generalize it to all other 
cases. Consider the proposition that (n, n — 2, n — 4, • •.，n - 3, n — 1) is an op-
timal sequence for the CTV problem. This is the case where cq 二 n — 2i and 
an-z 二 n — 2i + 1 for i = 1,2, •. • , [ ^ J , and i fn is even, a^ : 1. We prove this 
proposition by induction on n. 
When n 二 1,2, it is trivial. Assume that the proposition is true for some 
n — 2 > 1. Then, consider the case of n. Hall and Kubiak [15] have shown 
that there exists an optimal sequence with the longest job processed first and the 
second longest job processed last. Thus, we can write 
7T = (n, z'i, • . .’ Zn-2, n — 1) G n^ 
and 
A = (Z1, . . ., in_2) e n^-2, 
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where E^ is the set of all permutations of the first n positive integers and Un-2 
is the set of all permutations of the first n - 2 positive integers. Letting P = 
Pi + .. . + P n and C] (A) = p” + . . . + p”, j = 1,2,. • - , n - 2 , we have 




n2 r n2 ^ " ^ � — n2 
= k - c ( 7 T ) + p - c ( ^ ) + E k + ^ . W - ^ W (3-2) 
L � L ,=i 
and 
— 1 r 1 C (7T) = — npn + {n — l)Pz, + . . . + ^Pzn-2 + 1 . Pn—1 n L J 
1 \ 1 1 
=-(npn + P” + • . . + Pzn-2 + Pn-l) + 一 (^ - 2)Pn + • • • + 1 • Pln-2 n \ y n L J 
= P . + ^ + ^ C ( A ) , (3.3) 
n n 
where Q = pi + . . • + Pn-i and 
C (A) = ^ 5 C,(A) = ^ [(n — 2) p“ + . . . + 1 . p . . _ ; • 
71 — L _i n — Z L � 
3 — 丄 
Let CTV (A) be the CTV value associated with pi,- • -,Pn-2 under the sequence 
A. Using (3.2) and (3.3), and letting v = C (A), we have 
CTV{7r) 
= - Q + ( n _ 2 ) ^ 2 I f ( n - l ) Q - ( n - 2 ) z ; 1 ^ ! g [ c " ^ � ‘ Q - 2 ^ l ' 
n n •_. [ ] n . 
L J 匕 J J_丄 
= - Q + ( n - 2 ) z ; 1 ^ I r ( n - l ) Q - ( n - 2 ) z ; 1 ^ ! g ^^ ^ ^ ,^ 二]2 
—_ 几 [ 几 J j=i ] 
, ,fQ-2v\^ 
+ n - 2 p — — 
\ V n 
19 
二 C T V ( A ) + ^ ^ ^ [ C ( A ) - ^ 1 ' + ^ . (3.4) 
n L Z」 L 
By the induction assumption, A* 二 (ji — 2, n - 4, n — 6,. .、n — 5, n 一 3) mini-
mizes the first term CTV (A) . Moreover, 
C(A*) = " ^ [{n 一 2)pn-2 + {n - 3) Pn—4 + . • . + 2 . Pn-5 + 1 . Pn-3] . (3.5) 
n — Z 
Because Pn-1 = Pn-2, Pn-s 二 Pn-4, Pn-5 = Pn-6, . . ", We haV6 
C ( A * ) 二 - ^ [{n - 2 ) Pn-1 + {n - 3 ) Pn-3 + . . • + 2 . Pn-6 + 1 . Pn-4]. ( 3 . 6 ) 
n — Z 
Adding (3.5) and (3.6), and dividing the sum by 2, we obtain 
一 1 Q 
C(A*) = - [{pn-2 + P n - l ) + P n - 4 + P n - 6 + . . ' + Pn-5 + Pn-s] = j -
This means that A* also minimizes the second term of (3.4). As the third term ^ 
is independent of job sequence, we conclude that (n, n — 2, n — 4 , . . . , n — 3, n — 1) 
minimizes CTV (7r). Thus, by induction, the proposition is true for all positive 
integers n. 
On the other hand, by virtue of the symmetric structure SS that pn—i 二 Pn—2, 
Pn-3 二 Pn-4, Pn-5 = Pn-6, . . •’ the positions of Pn-i and Pn—2, Pn-3 and Pn-4, 
p^_5 and Pn-6, etc. can be interchanged without changing the objective value. 
Therefore, any sequence of the form 
(72, a1,a2, . • -,<^n-2, OLn-l), 
where a “ an-i G {n — 2z, n — 2i + 1} and a,- + a^—i for i = 1,2, •. •， [ ^ J , and if 
n is even, a^ 二 1，is an optimal sequence to the CTV problem. This completes 
the proof. ^ 
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Corollary 1. There are 2[宇」optimal sequences specified by Theorem 1 under 
the condition that the processing times follow the symmetric structure SS. More-
over, the sequence Tr^/t and its dual sequence (obtained by reversing the jobs in 
the last n — 1 positions 0f7Tait), i.e. 
心 = { n , n - l : n - 4,p 一 5,n — 8 , . . . ,n - 7:n - 6, n - 3,n - 2), 
are two of these sequences. 
Proof. Since there are two possible choices for each a^, a^-i pair, for i 二 
1 ， 2 , - . . , [ 宇 」 ， t h e first part of the Corollary follows immediately. It is easy 
to see that 7Tait and ir'^ ^ possess the pattern as specified by Theorem 1. 口 
Remark: Note that either 7Tait or vr� , can be constructed in 0{n) time after the 
processing times have been sorted in non-decreasing order pi < p2 < ... < Pn-
The sorting needs 0(nlog n) time. 
3.2 An Upper Bound for the Relative Error 
Starting from this section, we will return to our general CTV problem with arbi-
trary processing times, which do not necessarily satisfy the symmetric structure 
(SS). We will analyze the relative error of the sequence iVait when it is applied to 
the general CTV problem. An upper bound will be derived, which will be utilized 
in the probabilistic analysis in the next section. 
For brevity, consider n = 47V + 1，where N is a non-negative integer (the 
analyses for the cases with n = 4N + 2, n 二 AN + 3 and n 二 47V + 4 are similar). 
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Accordingly, our proposed job sequence can be written as 
7Tait 二 (4iV+l,4yV - 14iV - 2, 47V — 5 47V - 6 ’ . •. ,4N — 7, 4N - 4 , 4 ^ 3 ^ ^ . 
、 V 乂 、 NT V 
Let 
, C T V ( ^ a u ) - C T V ( ^ ^ ) . � 
^ = C T V M (3.7) 
be the relative error of 7Tait w.r.t. the optimal sequence 7r*. Note that R > 0. 
For any given processing times pi < p2 < . . . < P4N+i, define a new CTV 
problem with the following 4N + 1 processing times 
Pl = Pl < P3 = P3 < P5 二 P5 < . . . < P4A -^l 二 P4N-1 < P4N+U 
which are obtained by reducing p21,i 二 1,. • •, 2N, to p21-1 in the original process-
ing times. Let the CTV value for scheduling this reduced 47V + 1 processing times 
using sequence vr G H4N+1 be denoted by CTV1 (7r). Because some processing 
times are reduced, it is clear that 
CTV(7T*) > CTVl(7r*). 
As the reduced processing times satisfy the symmetric structure SS, by Theorem 
1, 7Tait is an optimal sequence to CTVl (7r). Thus, 
CTV (7T*) > CTVl (7T*) > CTVl {nait) > 0. (3.8) 
Combining (3.7) with (3.8), we have 
^^CTV{n.u)-CTVl{^^u) , • 
R - C T V l ( . . . ) • (3.9) 
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Let 
P = {P4N-1, P4AT-3,P47V-5,P4iV-7, . . . , P 3 , P l , P l , P 3 , • . -jP4N-7,P4N-5,P4N-3,P4N-lY 
symmetric 
be the processing time vector whose entries are the reduced processing times 
occurring according to 7Tait, excluding the first scheduled job, 
q = (p4iV-l, P4N-2,P4N-5,P4N-6, . . • ,P3,_P2,Pl,P4, . • • , ^ 4^-7, 4^AT-4, P47V-3,P47V)^  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ �•""•V"^ ^ ^ ""-«V•"^  ‘ V ^ ^ ^ 
be the processing time vector whose entries are the original processing times 
occurring according to 7Tait, excluding the first scheduled job, and 
Ap = q - p 
= ( 0 , Ap4iV-3, 0, Ap4N-7, • . . , 0, Api,0, Ap3, • . . , 0, Ap4iV-5, 0, Ap4N-lf 
where Api 二 p<+i — pi, i 二 1,3, •..，4N — 1. By Lemma 1, we have 
CTV{7rait) = - c i ' A q (3.10) 
n 
and 
CTVl {i^ait) 二 -p^Ap. (3.11) 
n 
Using (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and noting that A is symmetric, we have 
q'Acj - p'Ap 
R - ^ " ^ ~ " , 
= ( p + Ap)^A(p + A p ) - p ^ A p 
— p^Ap 
= 2 p ^ 4 ( A p ) + ( A p ) ^ ( A p ) . 2) 
p^Ap 
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As A is symmetric positive definite (Lemma 2), by p.33 of [16], 
p^A (Ap)] 2 < p^Ap • (Ap)^ A ( A p ) . (3.13) 
Using (3.12) and (3.13), we have 
R < 2 y W p • (Ap), A (Ap) + (Ap)^ A (Ap) 
一 p^ Ap 
—|(Ap)^A(Apy (Ap)^A(Ap) 
—^| p^ Ap p > . ^ 
Before ending this section, we write p^^p and ( A p / A (Ap) in another form 
which will be useful in the probabilistic analysis in the next section. 
Lemma 4 
N N 
(Ap)^ A (Ap) = J2 Y1 a2(7V+z)-l,2(iV+j)-lAp4t-3Ap4j-3 
i=l j=l 
N N 
+ 2 X! X] ^ 2^(iV+0 — l，2(Ar-j) + lAp4‘_3Ap4j_i i=l j = l 
N N 
+ ^  X^  «2(7V+0,2(A^ +i)^ P4i-lAp4j_i (3.15) 
i=l j=l 
and 
_ 2N ‘ 
p'Ap = 2 { 4 N ^ l ) 2 Y^ (2iV + l-0P2z-i^ -i+E(2A^  + l-0pLi . 
[l<j<K2iV i=l _ 
(3.16) 
Proof. See Appendix B. 口 
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3.3 Asymptotical Probabilistic Analysis 
We now examine the relative error of the proposed sequence 兀 。 " b y probabilistic 
analysis. For this purpose, we assume that the processing times arc first (lravvu, 
randomly and independently, from a uniform distribution U (0’ a), forming a ran-
dom sample (for our definition of a random sample, please see Appendix A) from 
U (0,a), where a > 0. Then, they are sorted in ascending order of. inagiiitude 
such that pi < p2 < . . . < Pn, forming n order statistics from U (0, a). Note 
that after the sorting, p1,p2, • ' -,Pn are neither uniformly distributed nor inde-
pendent. Further, the relative error R becomes a random variable. We shall show 
that R tends to zero in probability as n — 00. To present the result, we neecl the 
following definition about the order of convergence in a probabilistic sense. 
Definition 1: Let {Xn]^=i be a sequence of random variables and {/?^}^1 be a 
sequence of non-zero numbers. If there exists a constant B > 0 such that 
/ V \ 
lim Pr ^ < B 二 1’ 
一 \ Pn — 
then we say that the sequence {Xn|Pn)^=i is bounded by B in probability and 
write Xn = Op {Pn)-
Remark: In this thesis, we will write Xn ~^ c to mean that X " tends to be a 
constant c in probability as n tends to infinity (See Definition 5 in Appendix A). 
We are going to show that R = Op (n~^), which implies that R ~^ 0. Again, 
in the following we only consider the case with n — AN + 1. The results thus 
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obtained can be similarly proven when n = 4N + 2, n 二 4yV + 3 and n 二 4N + 4. 
Lemma 41 in Appendix A and Equation (3.14) will be used to establish the 
probabilistic convergence of R. Hence, let us prove the following lemmas firstly, in 
which we examine the expectations and the variances of p^v4p and (Ap)^ A (Ap). 
The proof of Theorem 2 below will consist of the utilizations of these lemmas. 
Lemma 5 
r ^ |^ P'^ P^  1 i™^^^j=^-
Proof. By taking expectation for (3.16) and using (A.1) (note that A denotes 
Appendix A), we obtain 
E {p'Ap) 
‘2N i-1 2N 
=2(4iV+l) 2ff(2iV + l_z�E(p2hi j^-i) + X](2A^  + l — 0^ (pL—i) 
i=lj=l i=l _ 
, � 2 �27V i-l 2N 
=(.:^ :^ H4^ Vs) 1¾¾、训 + 1 -') (2J.-…+ S(2汉 + 1 - ' ) <"• - 1) \ 
-Sfey[-#4 + 4(" + #3-(4"+3)g�2" + i)g“ 
Note that 
2N 
Y j = 2yv' + yv, 
i=i 
2N o 1 
Yf 二 |A^3 + 2yy2 + J#, 
i=i ’ 
2N 
Y j 3 = 4 7 V 4 + 4 y v 3 + iv2, 
z'=l 
2N oo o 1 
jy4 二 y^v5 + 8yv^  + -yv^--yv. (3.17) 
i=i ^ '3 15 
After simplification, we have 
E (p^Ap) 二 4 寧 + 1)以2 /8 8 4 l—N + 丄）（3.i8) 
vP ^ ^) (2yV + l)(47V + 3) V5 3 3 3 15； � ) 
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Therefore, 
lim E ( _ 二 寻. 
N^oo \N^a^J 5 
Hence, 
1. ^ /pMp\ 1. ^ (p'Ap\ f N )4 1 lim E ~ : r ^ - iim t ^ ^ , , . , , = —• 
n^oo \^ n^a^ ) N^oo \N^a^ / \AN + lJ 80 
• 
Lemma 6 
lim V ( ¾ 二 0. 
n—oo 乂 ri^a^ j 
Proof. By equation (B.2) in the Appendix B, we have 
( P � ) 2 
r 1 2 
2N 2N 
= 2 ^  ^ [a2N+i,2N+j + a2N+l-i,2N+j) P2i-lP2j-l _ 2=1i=i _ 
2N 2N 2N 2N 
=4 ^ ^ ^ Y1 {a2Ni-i,2N+j + 0,2N+l-i,2N^j) {a2N+k,2N+l + 0,2N+l-k,2N+l) 
i—1 j = l A:=1 /=1 
'P2t-lP2j-lP2k-lP2l-l-
By taking expectation, 
E [{p'ApY 
2N 2N 2N 2N 
= 4 ^ ^ Y1 Y1 {ci2N+i,2N+j + a2N+l-z,2N+j) {a2N+k,2N+l + a2N+l-k,2N+l) 
i=l j=l k=l 1=1 
-E [P2t-lP2;j-lP2k-lP2l-l) • 
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By (A.3), we get 
E [(p^Ap)' 
2N 2N 2N 2N 
< 4 ^  Y1 Y1 Y1 {a2N+i,2N^j + «2iV+i-i’2iV+j) (tt2iV+A:,27V+/ + «2iV+l-fc,2N+/) 
i=l j = l k=l 1=1 
(2z + 2)(2j+2)(2fe + 2)(2/ + 2)g^ 
• (4A^ + 2) {iN + 3) {AN + 4) {AN + 5) 
_ ^ 
={2N + 1) (47V + 3) {N + 1) (4A^ + 5) 
r 1 2 2N 2N 
. Y 1 J2 {^2N+z,2N+3 + a2N+l-z,2N+j) (^  + 1) (j + 1 ) . 
i=lj—1 _ 
By Lemma 3 and noting A is symmetric, we have, for all i,j 二 1, 2, • •., 2N, 
CL2N+t,2N+j + 0,2N+l-i,2N+j 二 a2N+j,2N+i + <^2N+i,2N+l-j = Cl2N+j,2N+t + 0,2N^l-j,2N+i' 
Therefore, 
2N 2N 
Y1 Y1 {ci2N+z,2N+j + a2N^l-z,2N+j) (¾ + 1) { j + 1) 
<二1j=l 
二 2 Y1 {a2N+i,2N+j + a2N+l-i,2N+j) {i + 1 ) { j + 1) 
l<j<i<2N 
2N 
+ X ^ {<^2N+i,2N+i + 0.2N+l-i,2N+z) (^ + 1 ) 
2 = 1 
2N i-1 
= 2 ^ Y^ [{2N + j) {2N + 1 - z) + {2N + 1 - t) {2N + 1 - j)] (z + 1) { j + 1) 
<=ij=i 
2N 
+ E [(2A" + 0 (2A^ + 1 - 0 + {2N + 1 — i) {2N + 1 — t)] {i + l f 
z=i 
- 1 2N 2N 2N 
= 2 ( 4 A T + 1) - ^ z ^ + ( i Y - l ) E ^ ' ' + ( 3 ^ + l ) E ^ " 
_ : t=i i=i i=i 
2N -
+ (iV + l ) 5 ] z - ; V ( 2 7 V + l ) . 
i=i -
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Using (3.17), after simplification, we have, 
2N 2N 
Y^ Y1 (a2N+t,2iV+j + a2Ni-l-z,2N+j) (Z + 1) { j + 1) 
z=l j = l 
=N {4N + 1) (lN' + SN' + ^N' + 6N + ^ ) . 
\ 5 o 丄 。 / 
Thus, 
r. “ x2l ^ 87V2(4AT + l ) V (|yy4 + 8AT3 + - # 2 + 柳 + u)^ 
E [lP 如 ) J - ( # + l)(27V + l)(47V + 3)(4# + 5) . ( ' ) 
Using (3.18) and (3.19), we can obtain an upper bound for V{p^Ap). 
y {p'Ap) 
=E (p*Ap)2 - [ E ( p ' A p ) ] 2 
< 明 斜 1 ) 2 “ 4 ( ^ 4 + 8 f + ^ V 2 + 6yV+ n ) 2 
- { N + 1) {2N + 1) {AN + 3) {4N + 5) V5 3 15； 
— 1 6 ; V 2 ( 4 ^ ) V (竺#4 + 8^3 + 1 # 2 + 1 ^ + i y 
(27V + l)'(47V + 3)' V5 3 3 3 15； 
< 1 明 4 - + 1)2"4 [(.#4 + 8 # 3 + 寻 # 2 + 6 # + 紅 
- ( 2 i V + l ) ' (4iV + 3)' [V5 3 15； 
— f 8 ^ 4 8^3 l ^ 2 l ^ i y 
V5 3 3 3 15； _ 
二 0 ( y v V ) 
Therefore, 
( _ = ^ ： ^ 二 剩 . 
V n^2 乂 n^a^ V ) 
Hence, 
limvf^ ^Uo. 
n~~)-oo 乂 n^a^ j • 
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To find the expectation and the variance of ( A p ) ^ A ( A p ) , we need the fol-
lowing two lemmas. 
Lemma 7 For any non-negative integer r, 
^ = Y { ^ ^ (—iv 1 
作 + 1 [ . ( 州 ) ~ ;^ ^ J 厂 x^j' 
Proof. By Partial Fraction. • 
Lemma 8 Let ui, • • • , Uk he any k non-negative integers and 1 < rii < ••• < 
Uk < 2N he any k increasing integers between 1 and 2N. Then, 
( k \ \L k 
Kn-^H^(^nKo, 
where L = Ui + •.. + Uk. 
Proof. Let 5；. = {0，1,..,"丄 z 二 1,2,-..人 and V 二 { ( t u - - ' , h ) : U G S”i 二 
1,2, • •. , k}. Using the Binomial Theorem, we have 
E(^ApZ^_,) = ^ [ n iP2n.-p2n.-ir 
\i=l ) U"=1 -
二 [^nSf7)(-i)'>k-i^ ;r 
尸1 J=0 \ J J _ 
二 E\ E :ft(7)(-i)V2VipSrz 
.{h,-.tk)evi=i \ ‘ ) _ 
二 E {ffi(;2)(-i+(ftpi-ipr^ 
(ti,-,tfc)ey 1 L=i \ ^ / � \z=i / ) 
Note that, using Lemma 39 in Appendix A, 
^ iWin.-lPln-A - E(P^ i^-J^ i�“P^ 2^ — lPSr2..V4 — lP=rO 
\i=l / 
_ nla^ 古 (/z_ + u � ! 
二 (n + L)! / i (/,-l)!(/, + t,)' 
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where U 二 hi — 1 + Wi H h Wi-i- Therefore, 
,/A^ \ ^ /[A "^>V ,1 nla^  ‘ (U + u,y. I 
ns^^--j = j;,Jls(")(-i)j_H("-i)!("+f,.)i 
_ nla^ • ^ ( U, \ A {U^Uj)l 
=I^ rr^ (,,.^ ,,Mvw "^^  {u-iy-{u^u) 
—_:^nvf^-V IV (� + 〜•)！ 
-I^^Mfev ] r J (u-iy{h^j) 
— n\aL ^ [(/, + u^)l ^  / Ui \ , J__ 
=KT^y^O^iv ]广）WTT)_ . 
By Lemma 7, 
叫 / u. \ j 1 ^ 1 
Sl j)^ ~'^ 'w )^^ "'%WTTy 
Hence, 
^ [ ' 八 . \ _ n\aL ‘ \{k + u,)\u,\ ^ 1 1 — nla^  ‘ 
E vM~2;�ij = ^ ;^ u [ (/^ ._i)i n ^ J 二 i;myiM、叫.). 
• 
Corollary 2. Let 1 < mi < .. • < m^ < 2N be any L integers between 1 and 
2N. Then, 
^ (^ , \ n\L\aL 
E Ap2m,-i < ( , ⑶ . 
\T=i ) {ri^L)\ 
Proof. Suppose that m! < . . . < rriL are divided into k groups such that 
mi - ... 二 m ^ < m^ii+i = . •. 二 m^+^^2 < . • • < ^ui+-+uk-i+i — • •. — ^ u i + - + u ; , , 
where Ui + . . . + Uk = L. Let rii = 爪 ^ ^ 丄 + … + 以 ， ， f o r i = 1, •. • , k. By Lemma 8, 
a \ / A , ,. \ n\a^ A , , � nW.aL 





lim Jb ^ 二 i 
n—oo n^a^ � 48 
Proof. By taking expectation for (3.15), we obtain 
N N 
E [(Ap)^ A (Ap)] = Y1 Y^ tt2(iV+z)-l,2(iV+j)-l^ (Ap4^-3Ap4j-3) 
i=l j-l 
N N 
+ 2 Y1 J2 ^2{N+z)-l,2{N-j)^lE {Ap4i-3Ap4j-l) 
i=l j = l 
N N 
+ J2 J2 a2(AT+0,2(7V+j)^  (Ap4hlAp4j-l) • 
i=lj=l 
For the first double summation, by Lemma 8, 
W A A � / 2^ , i f 4 z - 3 = 4 j - 3 E (Ap4.-3Ap4,-3) 二 I c ’ if 4, 一 3 • 4j _ 3 , 
where C 二 ‘ 二？，。、 . As there are N terms, in this double summation, that (n+1)(n+2) 
4z — 3 = 4j — 3 and a2(7v+^ )-i,2(Ar+j)-i < 几^，we have 
N N N N 
Y1 Y1 a2{N+z)-i,2{N+j)-i^ (Ap4,_3Ap4_^ _3) 二 Y^ Y1 a2(N+i)-1,2{N+j)-1C^O�Na\ . 
i=l j = l ^'=1 i=l 
Similarly, 
N N N N 
2 Y1 Y1 a2{N+i)-l,2{N-j) + l^ (Ap4,_3Ap4j_1) = 2 Y^ Y1 a2(N+z)-l,2{N-j) + l^ 
i=l j=l i=l J=1 
and 
N N N N 
Y1 Y1 a2{N+z),2{N+j)E (Ap4,_iAp4j_i) 二 J2 J2 ^2{N+z),2{N+j)C + 0 [Nfl2). 
i=lj=l «二1J=1 
Hence, 
[N N N N 
E (Ap)^A(Ap) 二 C Y1 J2 ^2{N+i)-l,2{N+j)-l + 2 Y^ Y1 a2{N+t)-l,2{N-j)+l 
i=lj—1 i—1j—1 
+ E E «2(iv+0,2(iv+,) + 0 {Na') (3.20) i=i j=i _ 
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After simplification, we get, 
如 — = 3 ( 4 二 4 ( : ; + 3 ) + 中 2 ) . 
Therefore, 
1. ^ [ ( A p ) ^ ( A p ) 1 [ (Ap)^A(Ap)1 f N y — 1 
iim h ;r^ = iim Jb T7^ 7TTT"7 一 7 -^
n^oo nV N^oo N^a^ \4N + lJ 48 
- J 匕 J 
• 
Lemma 10 
lim V [iM!#|Ml 二 0. 
n—oo L n^a^ 
Proof. From (3.15), 
f 2) f r^ N 
E< (Ap )^A(Ap) \ 二 E\ Y1 Y1 a2(N+z)-l,2{N+j)-l^P4z-3^P4j-3 
L J [ b=i j=i 
N N 
+ 2 X! X] a2[N^ i)-l,2{N-3)^ l^ PAi-2>^ PA3-l 
i=l j — l 
]2� 
N N 1 
+ X] ^  «2(iV+0,2(Ar+j)Ap4,_iAp4j_i ^ • 
z=lj=\ J 
Let 
Citj 二 a2(AT+0_l,2(iV+j)_l, dii = Ap4,_3, c/ij = Ap4j_3, 
C2ij 二 2a2(AT+2.)_l,2(AT_j) + l,^ i^ = Ap4,_3, d2j 二 � 4 j - l , 
C3tj — Cl2{N+i),2iN+j), dsi 二 Ap4i-i, dsj = Ap4j-1. 
We have 
r- _I 9� 
r 2) � 3 N N 1 
E I [(Ap)^ A (Ap)j > 二 E Y1 J2 Y1 Cn]dndr;j > 
� ) r=lz=lj—l 
\ y 
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_ 3 3 N N N N 
= E mmcrt3Cskidr1dr3dskdsi 
r = l s=l 2.= l J = 1 A;=1 /=1 _ 
3 3 N N N N 
= Y 1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 X1 C„jCsklE [dndr;jdskdsl). 
r=l s=l i=l j = l k=l 1=1 
By Lemma 8 and Corollary 2, 
{—广二！’ if z,j, A:, 1 are distinct < ^ , otherwise ' 
In the summation E^Ii E ^ i Ek=i E ^ i Cn3CskiE [dridrjdskdsi), the number of terms 
that i,j, k, 1 are not distinct is bounded above by 0 (7V^). Moreover, CHjCs”. < n^-
We have, 
N N N N ^|^4 N N N N 
E E E E Cn]CskiE [dndr:jdskdsi) = . ' .^  E E E E 匚厂”。淑 + 0 [N^a ' ) . 
Z=1 J = l k=l 1=1 V^ 卞 � - i = l J = 1 k=l 1=1 
Therefore, 
^ { [ (Ap ) ^A (Ap ) ] ' } 
丨"4 3 3 N N N N 
二 7 ^ ^ E E E E E E c ^ , + + a 4 ) 
V^ 卞 ^)- r = l s=l 口 1 j = l k=l 1=1 
4 3 3 N N N N 
< ( ^ , 1 ^ 2 E E E E E E c " , a , + f " 4 ) . 
(n + l) (n + 2) r^is=u=ij^ik=ii=i 
On the other hand, from (3.20), 
{E [(Ap”A(Ap)]}2 
_ "2 3 N N 1 2 
=7——^——r y y V Cn] + 0 (Na'] 
_(n + l ) ( " 2 ) r 3 ^ ^ r ” V ) 
4 3 3 N N N N 
二 ( _,,1 + ? � 2 E Z E Z E E c ” j C “ / + + 4 
(n + l) {n + 2) =^1 ,=.1 ,=i j^i k^i i=i 
Hence, 
y [(Ap)^ A (Ap)] 二 E {[(Ap” A (Ap)]2} — [E [(Ap)^ A (Ap)]}' < 0 卜 ” . 
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Thus, 
lim y [ ( A P ) ? f 1 = iim 4 ^ V [ (Ap)^A(Ap)] 二 0. 
n^oo n a 」 几~^0  n^a^ L 」 
• 
We are now ready to prove one of our main results. 
Theorem 2 R = Op (n - ” . 
Proof. By Lemmas 5, 6, 9, 10, and 41, we have 
p^Ap p 丄 
n%2 ^ "、而 
and 
( A p / A ( A p ) p 1 
n ¥ 48. 
Therefore, using Lemma 40, 
n 2 ( A p ) � ( A p ) — ^ ^ p j 3 _ 5 
P^ P^ — ^ f ^ — 3-
Using Lemma 40 again, 
(Ap) ,A(Ap) p、 /5 
1 ^ ^ ^V3-
It follows from (3.14) and Lemma 40 that, 
(Ap)^A(Ap) 1 n ^ A p / A ( A p ) p , |b 
nR < 2n\ — — . — �2\ -. — \ p,v4p n p^ Ap V 3 
Hence, there exists a constant B > 0 such that 
lim Fi(nR < B) 二 1. 
n—oo ^ — 
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Therefore, R = Op{n- ' ) . 口 
Corollary 3. R ^ 0. 
Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 2. 口 
In this chapter, we have proven that the sequence 7Tait is asymptotically opti-
mal for the general CTV problem, in the sense that its relative error converges to 
zero in probability as n increases. In addition, if the processing times in a CTV 
problem satisfy the symmetric structure, then 7Tait is one of the 2[丁」optimal 
sequences. In next chapter, we will show that 7Vait is the best, in an average sense, 




We now present some more theoretical results. In Chapter 3, we have shown 
that a CTV problem has 2 [ ¥ � o p t i m a l sequences if its processing times fol-
low the symmetric structure (SS). When a general CTV problem with arbitrary 
processing times is considered, the 2 [ ^ J sequences can be applied as heuristic 
solutions. In fact, it can be shown that the resultant sequences of many heuristic 
procedures proposed in the literature (cf. [11], [13], [19], [34]) are contained in 
the set of these 2[V^J sequences. In the following we will show that, 7Tait and rr。（ 
are the best among this set of solutions, in the sense that they have the minimum 
expected CTV when the processing times before sorting are drawn randomly and 
independently from U (0, a). 
As in Section 3.3, here we assume that the processing times originally form a 
random sample from U (0, a), and then are sorted in ascending order forming n 
order statistics from U (0, a). For simplicity, in the following we only prove the 
case when n is odd. The proof for the case with an even n is similar. 
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Let n = 2 M + 1 be an odd integer. The general format of the 2[V"J = 2^ 
solutions is 
a = (2M + l,2M — 1 + rM,. • •, 2i - 1 + r,-, • - - , l + r i , 2 - n , . • •, 2i - n, . . . ,2M-rM)， 
where r,- G { 0 , 1 } for all i 二 1 , . . • , M. By Lemma 1, 
CTV{a) = "^z'Az， 
n 
where 
Z 二 (P2M-l+rM, . • . ,P2i-l+r,r . . ,Pl+ri,P2-n,' • . ,P2i-rn . . . ,P2M-rMP. 
Therefore, 
E[CTVia)] = -Ei7^Az). 
n 
We will show that iTait and 7r:" both minimize E[CTV(a)] among the 2 [ ^ J 
sequences. An interesting bi-product is that another sequence, which has been 
proposed as a good solution in the literature, will maximize E[CTV{a)] among 
the 2L^J sequences (Corollary 5 and its remark). To begin with, the next lemma 
transforms the problem of minimizing E[CTV{a)] to an equivalent maximization 
problem. 
Lemma 11 Minimizing E[CTV{a)] is equivalent to maximizing 
/ ^ ( n , . . . , T M ) = E ( 2 z - l ) ( M + l - j ) ( n - r , f 
l<i<j<M 
for n e {0 ,1 } , I 二 l,〜，Af. 
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Proof. See Appendix B. 口 
To establish our main result, we also need the following interchange formula. 
Lemma 12 (Interchange formula). Suppose that ri,- • •, ryv/ are given. If we 
interchange r^ and r&+i, then the change in h is 
-k-i 
Ah = {rk+i - rk) X ] ( 2 z - l ) ( r / , + rA;+i - 2 r , ) 
-口1 
M _ 
—2 Y^ ( M + l - z ) ( a + r ^ + i - 2 r , ) . 
i=A;+2 _ 
Proof. 
Ah = h (ri,... ,rk-i,rk+i,rk,rk+2, • • • ,'M) — h (ri,- . • ,r^) 
k-l 
= E (2z — 1) ( M + 1 — ^) [(^ -^ — "A:+1)2 — (n — n f 
i=i 
+ ^ (2z - 1) ( M — k) [(r, — nf — (r, — n+,f 
i=i 
+ {2k — 1) ( M — k) [(r,+i - Vkf - ( r , 一 rk+if 
M 
+ ^ {2k - 1) (M + 1 - j ) [(r,+i - r , f - { n - r , f 
J = k+2 
M 
+ ^ {2k + 1) (M + 1 - j ) [(r, - r , f - (r,+i - r , f 
J=k+2 
'k-l 
二（rAr+i—nO X ^ ( 2 h l ) ( r f c + n ; + i - 2 r 0 
.Z=1 
M _ 




We are now ready to prove the following result. 
Theorem 3 h ( r i , . . . , rM)attains its maximum when ri / r2 + r^ + r4 + • •. + 
TM- (Or equivalently, ri • r2,厂1 =厂3 =厂5 = •.. ojid r2 = r4 = re = • •..) 
Proof (By elimination). Suppose that ( r^ , . . . , r*^j) maximizes h. 
Case 1 If there exist two integers 5 and t {s + 2 < t) such that 
氺 / 木 木 / 木 
5^ + ^+1 二 … 二 ^t 牛 r^H， 
then interchanging r* and r*^^ yields 
0 > h (rt, • • • , r,*_i,r*^i,<,r;+2, • • • , r ^ ) - h (r*, • • •, r ^ ) 
= ( < M - r：) [ 2 (2z — 1) (r: + r:+i - 2r*) 
.i=i 
M _ 
- 2 [ (M + l-z)(r: + r,V-2r*) 
i-s+2 _ 
's-l M ‘ 
二 ( l -2r：) 5： (2z - 1) (1 - 2r*) - 2 ^ (M + 1 - z) (1 - 2r；) .(4.1) 
i=l i=s+2 
Therefore, if we interchange r* and rJ^ +” and use inequality (4.1), we get 
h (r ,^. . •，<_1山*+1山*,<^ 2,. • • , ^ u) - h {rl, • • . ’ r^) 
= ( r U i - r：)丨£ (2z — 1) (r： + <+i — 2r*) 
1^'二1 
M , “ 
—2 5： (M + 1 — 0 {r： + r,%i - 2r*) 
!•=t+2 _ 
卜-1 M ‘ =(2r,%i - 1) E(2^ '-l)(l-2<)-2 ^  (M + l-z)(l-2rn 
b = l i=t+2 _ 
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't-l M ‘ 
> (2r： - 1) ^ ( 2 z - l ) ( l - 2 r * ) - 2 ^： (M + l - z ) ( l - 2 r * ) 
_z=l i=t+2 _ 
' 5 - 1 M 
+ (l -2r：) ^ ( 2 z - l ) ( l - 2 r * ) - 2 ^： (M + l - z ) ( l - 2 r * ) 
_口1 i=s+2 _ 
“ t - 1 t+1 
= ( l - 2 r ： ) - ^ ( 2 z - l ) ( l - 2 r * ) - 2 j : (M + l - z ) ( l - 2 r * ) 
Z~s z = 5 + 2 _ 
- [ 1 
二（ l - 2 r : ) - (25 - 1) (1 - 2r：) + (2^ + 1) (1 - 2r：) + (2M + 1) J： (1 - 2r：) 
i=s+2 
+ 2 (M + 1 一 t) (1 — 2r:) - 2 (M — t) (1 - 2r：)] 
= ( l - 2 r : ) ' [ 4 + (2M + l ) ( t - 5 - 2 ) ] 
= 4 + (2M + l ) ( t - 5 - 2 ) 
> 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 2 If there exists an integer 5 (s + 2 < M) such that 
氺 / 木 术 
^5 r ^ + 1 = ... 二�M, 
then we interchange r* and r:+! and obtain inequality (4.1). Therefore, if we 
change r%j to 1 — r%j and use (4.1), we have 
h (rt,. •., r^-i , 1 — r^) - h (r^,. •., ^ ) 
M-1 
二 Y^ (2z — 1) [(r； - 1 + T^uf - (< - ^M)' 
口1 
M-1 
= E ( 2 z - l ) ( l - 2 r ; ; , ) ( l - 2 r * ) 
<二1 
M-1 




+ (1 — 2r：) E (2^ " — 1) (1 - 2<) - 2 E (M + 1 一 0 (1 一 2rr) 
i=l i=s+2 _ 
‘ M-1 
= ( 1 - 2r：) - ( 2 5 - l ) ( l - 2 r ： ) + ^ ( 2 z _ l ) ( l _ 2 < ) 
«==5+1 
M _ 
+ 2 ^ (M + l - z ) ( l - 2 r ： ) 
i-s+2 _ 
「 M - 1 M _ 
= ( l - 2 r : ) 2 - ( 2 5 - 1 ) + [ ( 2 z - l ) + 2 [ (M + l - z ) 
z=s+l t-s+2 _ 
二 4 + (2M + l ) ( A f - 2 - < s ) 
> 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 3 If there exists an integer 5 (<s > 2) such that 
氺 木 / 木 
厂1二...二厂^厂^"1, 
then we interchange r* and r*^^ and obtain inequality (4.1). Therefore, if we 
change r^ to 1 — r^ and use (4.1), we have 
2[h{l-rl,r;,---,rl,)-h{rl---,rl,)] 
二 2 : £ ( M + l — j ) [ ( l — r r — r � 2 — ( < _ r Q 2 
J = 2 L 
M ( . 
二 2 j : ( i l ^ + l - j ) ( l - 2 r 5 : ) ( l - 2 r ^ 
J=2 
M 
> 2 ( l - 2 r : ) ^ ( M + l - 2 ) ( l - 2 r ; ) 
2 — 2 
"5-1 M _ 
+ ( l -2r：) ^ ( 2 z - l ) ( l - 2 r * ) - 2 J： (M + l - z ) ( l - 2 r ; ) 
i-l i-s+2 _ 
= ( 1 — 2r：) [(1 — 2rn + (2M + 1) § (1 — 2r*) + 2 (M + 1 - ,s) (1 — 2r：) 
. 口2 
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+ 2 ( M - . ) ( l - 2 r : + i ) : 
= ( 1 - 2r：) (1 - 2r：) + (2M + 1) ^ (1 - 2r：) + 2 ( M + 1 - 5) (1 - 2r：) 
_ i~2 
-2{M-s){l-2r：)] 
= ( l - 2 r : ) ' [ ( 2 M + l ) ( 5 - 2 ) + 3] 
= ( 2 M + l ) ( 5 - 2 ) + 3 
> 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 4 rl = . . . = rJ .^ 
This will give the minimum value of h. (See Theorem 4 below.) 
Case 5 r* + r； + r ; + • • • + rl^. 
As cases 1 to 4 are not valid, the only possible case is case 5. Here, r^ + r^, 
r* = r3 = rl 二 •.. and r^ = r^ = r ; 二 . • •. The two choices in this case are 
1. rl 二 r^ = r5 = • • • = 0 and r^ = r: = rl = . . . = 1, 
2. r* 二 r* = r； = . . . = 1 and r； 二 r* = r* = .. • = 0. 
In both cases, 
晰 广 . ’ 4 ) 二 [ ( 2 卜 驅 + 1 - 力 ( < - < ) 2 
i<j 
= [ ( 2 z - l ) ( M + l - j ) , 
z < j 
j — i is odd 
which is independent of r^, • • •, r^ . This means that both choices will have the 
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same h value. Hence, both maximize h. This completes the proof. 口 
Corollary 4. E {CTV (a)) attains its minimum when ri + r-j + r3 + r4 + •. • + 
rM-
Remark: The sequences corresponding to ri • v^  ^ r3 + r4 + • • • + r ^ are 
iXait 二 ( n , n - 2 , n — 3 , n - 6 , n — 7 , . . •，n - 8， n ——— 5 , n — 4 , n — 1 ) 
、 . ^ ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘ ^  V ^ 
and 
7rl/, = (n, n — l , n — 4, n — 5, n — 8 , . . • ’ n — 7, n — 6, n — 3, n — 2). 
\ ^ ^ 一、 V ‘ 、 V ‘、 V ^ 
The CTV value for these two sequences are the same [24], which are the best on 
average among the 2 1 ^ � s e q u e n c e s according to Corollary 4. 
Interestingly, we can establish the following results. 
Theorem 4 h (ri,. •.，rM) attains its minimum when ri — r2 = ... 二 rM-
Proof. Since (2z — 1) ( M + 1 — j) > 0 for all 1 < i < j < M, we have 
h { r i , - - - , r M ) > 0. 
When ri = r2 = . • • 二 rM,�r\ — r^f 二 0. Therefore，h ( n , . . .，厂似 )二 0. • 
Corollary 5. E [CTV (a)) attains its maximum when ri = T) — .. • = r>/. 
Remark: The sequences corresponding to Vx 二 r �= . • • = ru are 
(n, n — 2, n — 4,...，n — 3, n — 1) 
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and 
(n, n — l,n — 3 , . . . , n — 4, n — 2) . 
The former is commonly believed to be a good estimate to the optimal solution 




THE BEST V-SHAPED 
SEQUENCE 
One of the most important results, proved by Eilon and Chowdhury [11], is the 
V-shape property of optimal sequences. The V-shape property states that any 
optimal sequence must be V-shaped with respect to the processing times, in 
the sense that all jobs processed before the shortest job must sequenced in non-
increasing order of processing times, while all jobs processed after the shortest 
job must be sequenced in non-decreasing order of processing times. It is based 
on this property that many heuristic algorithms (e.g. in Eilon and Chowdhury 
11], and in Gupta et al. [13]) and pseudo-polynomial algorithms (e.g. in De et 
al. [9], and in Cai [5]) can be derived for the problem. Although one can find 
an optimal sequence among these V-shaped sequences, the number of sequences 
he needs to search for is still 2^"^, which is far from polynomial time. It is thus 
interesting if one may analytically identify some good candidates out of these 2^~^ 
V-shaped sequences. In the following we will prove that iTait is a best sequence 
of this type, in the sense that it is a V-shaped fixed sequence that minimizes the 
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expected CTV when processing times are randomly drawn and then sorted to 
form n order statistics [30]. (Sometimes vve also say that such a sequence is the 
best in an average sense.) 
5.1 Transformation of the C T V Problem to a 
Boolean Optimization Problem 
In this section, we will transform the CTV problem to an equivalent boolean 
optimization problem, which will be used in the probabilistic analysis. Because 
of the V-shaped property, the CTV problem is equivalent to 
Min CTV{jr) 
S.t. 7T G y, 
where V is the set of all the V-shaped sequences. Suppose that the processing 
times have been sorted in ascending order. That is, pi < p2 < . . . < Pn- With 
some algebraic manipulations, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 For any n G V, 
CTVW = � E ^ . " + - T j l + A f > A + f :^2 , (5.1) 
几 2<j<i<n 几 j=2 i=l 
where 
i-i 
Qr 二 (n + l—OA_ + Z l^»“ 
k=l 
i-1 
K 二 (i - l)pz - Ylvk, 
k=i 
n 1 n 
u = Y,Pk ——YMk 
r^ n , , 
k=z k=l 
(0 ，ifpi is scheduled before jobs 1, • • • , i — 1 under the sequence n 
^^  — I 1 , ifpi is scheduled after jobs 1,. . • , i — 1 under the sequence iv 
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for i = 2, 3, • • • ,n. 
P r o o f . See Appendix C. 口 
5.2 Minimization of the Expected C T V among 
All the V-shaped Fixed Sequences 
Again, let us assume that the processing times are firstly drawn randomly and 
independently from a uniform distribution U (0, a) and then sorted in ascending 
order i.e. pi < p2 < • •. < Pn- Therefore, p1,p2, • •. ,Pn are the n order statistics 
from U (0, a). We consider the problem of minimizing E [CTV (7r)] for n G V. 
By taking expectation on both sides of (5.1), we get 
• • 
1 n n 
E[CTV{7T)] =——E E{g,hj)\x,-x,\^Y.E{gnh,)x, +J2E[t^). 
几 L 2<j<Kn j = 2 � i=l 
Therefore, minimizing E [CTV (7r)] for 7r G V is equivalent to minimizing 
n 
— Y 1 E(5^7zj)|xz. — x^ _| + fE(Pn/b.)a^7 
2<j<i<n j=2 
subject to x^ e {0, l},2 二 2, •.. , n. Using (A.1), for 2 < j < i < n, we have 
‘� “ ] � j-i 1 � 
^(gz^j) = El {n^l-^)p^^J2Pk U - ^)Pj - Y,Pk > 
[L k=l � L k=l � , 
i-\ 
二 （n + 1 - 0 U - 1) E {p^pj) + { j - 1) E E {pkpj) 
k=l 
J-1 i - 1 i - l 
- { n + 1 — i) Y. E [p^pk) — Y^ Y^ E {pkPr) 
A:=1 r = l k=l 
二 C<f(n + i - 0 ( j - i ) j ( w ) + ( j ' - i ) E ^ O ' + i ) + 2 ^ ' ( ^ + i ) 
[ [A:=1 k=j _ 
— ( “ l — z ) g “ “ l ) — g [ g w + l ) + g r ( “ l ) l >, 
k=l r=l Lk~l k=r J ) 
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2 
where C =(州;(时2)�0. After simplification, we have 
E [g.h,) = ^ [j - l)j [3 (2n + 2 — z) (z + 1) — 4 { j + 1)]. 
Hence, minimizing E [CTV (7r)] for ir G V is equivalent to 
(P1) Minimizing 
I ( x 2 r " , ^ n ) = — E 0 ' - 1) J [3 (2n + 2 - z) (z + 1) - 4 (j + 1)] |o:. - o:,| 
2<j<i<n 
+ E ( j - l ) j [ 3 ( n + 2)(n + l ) - 4 ( j + l ) ] x , 
J = 2 
subject to Xi G {0, l } , i 二 2,. •. , n. 
We need the following interchange formula for the analysis. 
Lemma 13 (Interchange formula for I) If Xt + Xt+i for some t G {2, 3 , . . . 
,n — 1}, then, by interchanging Xf and Xt+i, the change in I is 
A / 二 6 (1 — 2xt) | X ] (z 一 1) I {n 一 t) (1 — 2xi) + t [2 {t + 1) — (n + 2) (n + 1)] 
U = 2 
+ t J2 [(2几 + 2 — i) {i + 1 ) — 2 {t + 1)] ( 1 — 2x,) i . 
i=t+2 J 
2 
Proof. Noting that |o;i — xjj = (xi — Xj) and Xf+i 二 1 — Xt, we have 
A / 
二 I {X2, • . .，Xt-l,Xt+l,Xt, Xt+2, . . . , Xn) — I {x2, . . . , Xn) 
二 一 E (J 一 l)J [3 (2^  + 2 - t) {t + 1) — 4 (j + 1)] [(x,+i - X,)' — (x, 一 x,f 
J=2 
- E U 一 l)J [3 (2n + 1 — 0 (力 + 2) — 4 (j + 1)] [(x, — x,y — (x,+i - X,)'" 
J=2 49 
—{t — 1) t [3 {2n + 1 — t) {t + 2) — 4 {t + 1)] [{xt — x,+i) ' — (x^+i 一 Xt)\ 
— E (力—1)力[3 (2n + 2 — z) {i + 1) — 4 (t + 1)] [{x, — xt+if - [x, 一 xtf 
i=t+2 
一 y t (t + 1) [3 (2n + 2 — z) (z + 1) — 4 {t + 2)] f(x, - x , ) ' 一 {x^ - xt^if , � 
i=t+2 
+ [t — 1) t [3 {n + 2) {n + 1) 一 4 (t + 1)] (a:,+i - Xt) 
+t {t + 1) [3 {n + 2) {n + 1) - 4 {t + 2)] {xt 一 x,+i) 
= 6 (1 — 2xt) | X ! {i - 1) i {n — t) (1 — 2x,) + t [2 {t + 1) — (n + 2) {n + 1)] 
U=2 
+ t Y1 [{2n + 2 — z) (z + 1) - 2 {t + 1)] (1 - 2x^) i . 
i ^ t + 2 J 
• 
The next lemma shows that for any optimal solution to (P1), the longest job 
must be scheduled first. 
Lemma 14 If (x^, • •., x^) is an optimal solution to (Vl), then x^ 二 0. 
Proof. Assume that x* = 1. If there exists an integer t (2 < t < n — 1) such 
that 
木 ^ 木 木 1 
^t ~ U, ^t+l 二 . . . 二 ^n ~ 丄5 
then, by interchanging x* and x*_^ ,^ the change in /， 
A / 
= 6 (1 一 2 < ) r ^ {i 一 1) 1 {n — t) (1 — 2 < ) + t [2 {t + 1) 一 {n + 2) {n + 1)] 
U=2 
+ t f2 [{2n + 2 - z) (z + 1) - 2 {t + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) i 
i = t + 2 J 
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—t J2 [(2几 + 2 - 0 (z + 1) — 2 {t + 1)] + t [2 {t + 1) — {n + 2) {n + 1)] ^ . 
z-=t+2 . 
Since 1 — 2x^ < 1, we have 




- t Y^ [{2n + 2 — i) {i + 1) — 2 {t + 1)] ^ . 
i=t+2 , 
By simplifying the last expression, we obtain 
AI < -t [{n - 1 - t) [4 {n - lY + {4t + 30) {n - 1) - 4f - Qt + 22" 
+6 {n - 1)2 + 30 (n - 1) - 2t^ - 6t + 20} • 
As n - 1 > t, 
4 {n — 1)2 + {4t + 30) {n - 1) — Af - 6t + 22 > At^ + 24t + 22 > 0 
and 
6 {n — 1)2 + 30 {n — 1) - 2t^ — 6t + 20 > if + 24t + 20 > 0. 
Thus, 
AI < 0. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, X2 = .. • = x* = 1. But, 
/ ( l , . . . , l ) — / ( 0 , - . . ’ 0 ) = f : ( j — l ) j [3(n + 2)(n + l ) — 4 ( j + l ) ] > 0 . 
J=2 
Therefore, (x$,...，x*) = (1, . . • , 1) is not optimal. This contradiction leads to 
< 二 0. 口 
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Because of Lemma 14, (P1) is equivalent to 
(P2) Minimizing 
/(工2 , . . . , ;—1,0 ) = — E ( j - 1) J [3 (2n + 2 - z) (z + 1) - 4 {j + 1)] |x, - x,|. 
2<j<i<n-l 
subject to Xi G {0, l) ,z = 2 , . . . , n — 1, which is equivalent to 
(P3) Maximizing 
J(X2, • • • ,Xn-l) 二 - / ( X 2 , • • - ,Xn- l ,0 ) 
= E ( j — l )J [3 (2n + 2 - z) (1 + 1) — 4 { j + 1)] |a:. — x,\. 
2<i<t"<n-l 
subject to Xi G {0, l} ,z = 2, • • •，n — 1 
Again, we have the interchange formula for J. 
Lemma 15 (Interchange formula 1 for J) Ifxt + Xt+i for some t G {2, 3, • • •, 
n — 2}, then, by interchanging Xt and Xt+i, the change in J is 
AJ 二 6 ( l - 2 a ; 0 < [ [ ( ^ l ) " b n ) ( l - 2 a ; , ) 
li=2 
n-1 1 
+t [ [2 {t + 1) — {2n + 2 — 0 {i + 1)] (1 — 2x,) 1 . 
i=t+2 ) 
Proof. Given Xn = 0, using Lemma 13，the change in J, 
A J 
= — 7 ( ^ 2 , . • . ,Xt_i,Xi+i,Xi,Xi+2, . . . ,Xn-l,^) — I{X2, . . . ,Xn-l ,0) 
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+ t [ [{2n + 2 - i) (z + 1) - 2 (t + 1)] (1 - 2x,) ^ 
i=t+2 ^ 
= 6 (1 - 2x,) |X] (z - 1) z (t - n) (1 - 2x,) 
U=2 
n-1 � 
+ t Y, [2 {t + 1) - {2n + 2 - i) {i + 1)] (1 - 2x^) > . 
i^t+2 , 
• 
We need another interchange formula and a replacement formula in the proof 
of the best V-shaped sequence. 
Lemma 16 (Interchange formula 2 for J) If Xs / Xs+i 二 Xs+2 + Xs+s for 
some s G {2, 3,. • • , n — 4}, then，by interchanging simultaneously Xs with Xs+i, 
and Xs+2 with Xs+s, the change in J is 
A J 二 12 (1 - 2x,) ( - ^ [i - 1) i (1 - 2x,) 
1 i=2 
n-1 1 
+ [ [(2n + 2 - i) {i + 1) - 2 (25 + 3)] (1 - 2^：,) J . 
i=5+4 J 
2 
Proof. Noting that \xi — Xj \ 二 {x^ — Xj) , we have 
AJ 
= J (a^2, • . . , Xs-l,Xs+l,Xs, Xs+3i Xs+2,Xs+4^ . . .，^n) — J (3^2，. . .，^^n) 
s-l 
二 E (i — 1) J [3 (2n + 2 — s) (5 + 1) — 4 (j + 1)] [(o:,+i — X,f — (x, — x,f 
J=2 
s-l 
+ ^ (j - 1) j [3 (2n + 1 — s) (s + 2) — 4 (j + 1)] [(x, — a:,f — (x,+i — x,f 
J=2 
s-l ‘ 




+ E u — 1) J [3 (2n - 1 — 5) (s + 4) - 4 (j + 1)] [(x,+2 —巧)2 — (h+3 — Xj)^ 
J=2 
+ (S — 1) S [3 (2n — 5) {s + 3) - 4 {s + 1)] [(x,+3 — Xs+if — {x^+2 — x^f 
+ (5 - 1) s [3 {2n — 1 — s) {s + 4) - 4 (5 + 1)] (x5+2 — a^5+1)^ — (^5+3 — Xs^if 
n-l 
+ X^ (s - 1) s [3 {2n + 2 - i) (i + 1) 一 4 (s + 1)] [(x^ - x,+i)^ — (x^ — Xsf 
i=s+4 
n-l 
+ ^ s (5 + 1) [3 {2n + 2 - i) (i + 1) - 4 (s + 2)] [(x, - x,)^ 一 (x, - Xs^i)^ 
i—s+4 
+ 5 (s + 1) [3 (2n — s) {s + 3) - 4 (s + 2)] [(x ,+3 — x^)^ — {xs+2 — x,+i)^ 
+ s (s + 1) [3 (2n — 1 — 5) (s + 4) - 4 (5 + 2)] [(x,+2 — x^f - {xs+3 — x^+i)^ 
n-l 
+ Yu (s + 1) (^  + 2) [3 (2rz + 2 — i) {i + 1) — 4 (s + 3)] [(x^ — Xs+3)^ — {x^ — Xs+2)^ 
i=s+4 
n-l 
+ Y^ (s + 2) (5 + 3) [3 {2n + 2 - i) {i + 1) — 4 (s + 4)] [(x, — x,+2)^ _ {x^ — a:.+3)^ . 
i=s+4 
Simplifying this under the assumption Xs / Xs+i 二 Xs+2 + a^ 5+3, we obtain 
A J 二 1 2 ( 1 一 2 0 ； 3 ) ( - 亡 ( 卜 1 ) “ 1 — 20^.) 
1 z'=2 
n-l � 
+ Y^ [{2n + 2 — i) {i + 1 ) — 2 (25 + 3)] (1 - 2x,) > . 
i=s+4 ) 
• 
Lemma 17 (Replacement formula for J) Ifxt is replaced by 1 — Xt (2 < t < 
n — 1) , then the change in J, 
f i - i 
A J 二 (1 — 2xt) ^ [ {t - 1 ) 1 [3 {2n + 2 — t) {t + 1) — 4 {i + 1)] (1 — 2x,) 
U=2 
n-l 1 
+ Y^ {t — 1) t [3 {2n + 2 — 1) {i + 1) 一 4 {t + 1)] (1 - 2x,) 1 . 
i=t+l ) 
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Proof. By noting that \x, — Xj \ = {xi — Xj)^ again, we get the change in J, 
AJ 
= J (X2, . . . , Xt-u 1 — Xt, Xt+i, . • . , Xn-l) — J {X2, . • . ’ ^n-l) 
= E ( j — l ) j [3 (2n + 2 — t) {t + 1) - 4 { j + 1)] [(1 — Xt - ^ , ) ' - (A - ^.)'" 
J = 2 
n — 1 
+ E (, - 1) ^ [3 (2n + 2 一 i) (z + 1) - 4 (t + 1)] [{x^ — 1 + Xtf - {x^ — Xtf 
i=t+l 
= ( 1 - 2a:0 { [ (z - 1) z [3 {2n + 2 — t) {t + 1) - 4 {i + 1)] (1 — 2x^) 
L=2 
71-1 1 
+ E (, - 1)力[3 (2n + 2 - z) {i + 1) - 4 {t + 1)] (1 - 2x,) > . 
i=t+l , 
• 
In the following, Lemmas 15, 16 and 17 will be frequently used without explicit 
reference to them. Firstly, the next lemma shows the two worst sequences. 
L e m m a 18 J (x2, ‘ ‘ ‘ , ^ :^ n-i) > 0 with inequality sign holds if and only if X2 = 
.• . — Xn-1-
Proof. By definition of J, it is clear that J {x2, • •., x^-i) > 0 for any X2,. •.，Xn-i G 
{0 ,1 } . Moreover, 
J{X2, . • -,Xn-l) = 0 4=^ \Xi — Xj \ = 0 ,Vj < i <=^ X2 . . . = Xn-1-
• 
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R e m a r k : Lemma 18 implies that J attains its minimum when X2 = • • • 二 
x^_i. Therefore, I attains its maximum when X2 = … = ^ n - i and Xn 二 
0. The sequences corresponding to this case are (n, n — l , n — 2, • • •, 1) and 
(n，l,2,...，rz — 1). 
To prove that iTait is the best V-shaped sequence, we will need to make use of 
some eliminative and inductive processes in Lemmas 19 to 25 and Theorem 6. 
We denote, in the following, {x^ , . . . , x^_^) as the optimal solution of (P3) . 
Lemma 19 Ifn > 3, then 
木 / 木 
^n-2 千 ^n-l • 
P r o o f . By Lemma 18，there exists an integer t (2 < t < n — 2) such that 
* / * — _ * 
^t 千 ^t+l ―― • . . 二 ^n-l-
If t < n — 3, then by interchanging x* and x*_^^, we have 
0 > 6{l-2x;)\'^{i-l)z{t-n){l-2x：) 
Ki=2 




n - 1 ) 
-t Y. [2 {t + 1) - {2n + 2 - i) {i + 1)] \ 
i ^ t + 2 J 
't-l n - 1 1 
> 6 Y^ (1 — 1) 1 {t - n) — t Y^ [2 (t + 1) - (2n + 2 — 2) [1 + 1)] \ . 
[i=2 i^t+2 J 
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Simplifying the last expression and writing the result in terms of n — 3 — t,, vve 
obtain 
0 > At {n — 3 — tf + 12 (/ + 4) t {n - 3 - / ) ' + [4t' + 51/ + 13f)) t (n 一 3 — /) 
+3/(17t + 28) 
> 3t(17t + 28) > 0. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, t 二 n — 2. 口 
Remark: From Lemma 19, it can be easily seen that there exists an r > 0 such 
that 
X^_2r-2 • ^n-2r-l ~ ^n-2r • ^n-2r + l ~ • . . ~ ^n-4 7^ ^n-3 ~ '^n-2 • ^n-l' 
More precisely, there exists an r > 0 such that 
<-2卜2 + <—2H’Vz = 0, • • •, r 
and 
^n-2z-l ~ Tn-2<,Vz =工’ •..，广 
Lemma 20 If there exists an integer r > 0 such that n — 2r — 4 > 2 and 
木 / 氺 木 / * 水 / _ * ., * / • * 
X,^_2r-2 牛 ^n-2r-l " ^n-2r 千 ^n-2r + l ~ . . . ~ ^n-4 千 "^n-3 二 '^n-2 千 ^n-li 
then there exists an integer t G {2, . •.，n — 2r — 3} such that x* — x*_2,^_2-
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Proof. Suppose that 
X^t 二 z:-2r-2,V^ G { 2 , . . � n — 2r — 3} • 
Let t = n — 2r — 4. Replacing x* by 1 — x^, we have the change in J, 
A J = (1 - 2x；) 1 ^ {i - 1) i [3 {2n - t + 2) {t + 1) - 4 {i + 1)] (1 - 2x；) 
U=2 
\ n - 1 
+ E (力 -1) t [3 {2n - i + 2) (z + 1) - 4 {t + 1)] (1 一 2 < ) > 
i=t^l J 
t-1 
二 Y^ (? — 1) I [3 {2n — t + 2) {t + 1) - 4 (z + 1): 
i=2 
n - 1 
+ {t 一 1) t E [3 (2n — I + 2) (z + 1) — 4 {t + 1)] (1 — 2x*) (1 — 2 < ) . 
i=i+i 
Note that 
3 ( 2 n - t + 2) (t + l ) - 4 ( z + l ) 二 3 (n + 2r + 6) (n - 2r - 3) - 4 (z + 1) 
> 9(n + 2r + 6 ) - 4 ( z + l ) > 0 . 
Therefore, 
A J > T , 
where 
T = {t - 1) t J2 [3 (2^ — z + 2) (z + 1) — 4 {t + 1)] (1 - 2 < ) (1 — 2x*) • 
i=t+i 
The equality sign holds when t = 2. To handle T, we divide the problem into 
two cases. 
Case 1 When r is odd, we have x* = x^^_^ and 
^ J 二 < , z e { n — 4 A ; — l o r n - 4 A ; : A ; = l , . . - ， f } 
� i / < , z 6 { n — 4 A : + l o r n — 4A^  + 2:A: = l ， . . . , f } . 
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Therefore, 
( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < ) 
j 1 ，i G [n — Ah - 1 or n - 4k : k 二 1 , . . . , ^ } U {n 一 1} 
— [ - 1 , z G [n - Ak + 1 or n - Ak + 2 : k = 1, • • •, ^ } • 
Thus, 
T 
( iiL ,, 
2 n-4A: 
= ( t - 1) t 3 {n + 3) n - 4 {t + 1) + ^ ^ [3 {2n — i + 2) {i + 1) — 4 (t + 1)] 
A:=1 i=n—4k — l 
\ r+l � 
2 n-4k+2 
- ^ ^ [3 (2n — i + 2) (i + 1) - 4 {t + 1)] ^ • 
A;=1 i=n-4A:+l 
Simplifying this expression and noting that t = n — 2r — 4，we have 
T = {n - 2r 一 5) {n — 2r - 4) [{n — 2r — 3) {3n + 6r + 14) + 6r + 18] > 0. 
Case 2 When r is even, we have x* + x*_j and 
^ f / x\ ,2'G(n-4A:-lorn-4A;:A:=l,...,|} 
工，[二 X* ，1 e {n — 4k + 1 or n — 4k + 2 : k = 1 , . . . , § + l } . 
Therefore, 
( l - 2 x : ) ( l - 2 < ) 
J —1 , z G U — 4k — 1 or n - 4k : k = 1,. •. , § } U {n 一 1} 
— j 1 , i G [n — Ak + 1 or n — 4k + 2 : k ^ 1,...，§ + l } . 
Thus, 
T 
‘ § n-4k 
= { t - 1) t - 3 {n + 3) n + 4 {t + 1) - ^ 二 [3 {2n — i + 2) {i + 1) — 4 (t + 1)] 
I k=l i=n-4k-l 
§ + 1 n-4A:+2 ] 
+ E E [ 3 ( 2 n - z + 2) (z + l ) - 4 ( ^ + l)] . 
A ; = 1 i = n - 4 A ; + l J 
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Simplifying this expression and noting that t 二 n — 2r — 4, we have 
T = {n — 2r — 5) {n — 2r — 4) [{n — 2r - 1) (3n + 6r + 20) + 6r + 8] > 0. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, we obtain 
A J > T > 0, 
which implies that 
J (^ 25 • • • 1 ^t-n 1 — ^t , ^ i+l7 . . . 5 ^n-l) � J (^ 27 . • .，^n-l) • 
This contradicts to (a:$,... , x*^_^ is optimal. Hence, there exists a t G {2, • • • , n — 
2r — 3} such that x; + 2：二—2卜2. 口 
The next lemma shows that we cannot have three consecutive equal x^ -'s if 
certain conditions are satisfied. 
Lemma 21 If there exist s and t {t > s + 1) such that 
木 / *： * / * 
^s 千 ^s+l = • • • 二 ^t 千 ^t + l 
and 
E ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 x : ) < 0 , 
i=t+2 
then t = 5 + 1 or t 二 s + 2. 
Proof. Assume that t > s + 3. By interchanging x* and a::+” we have 
0 > g ( z - l ) z ( . - n ) ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 x : ) 
i=2 
n-1 
+5 Y^ [2 (s + 1) — (2n + 2 — t) {i + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2x：). (5.2) 
Z = 5+2 
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Similarly, by interchanging x* and x^ _^ ,^ and noting that 1 一 2x* = — (1 一 2x*), 
we get 
0 > ^ ( z - l ) z ( n - t ) ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 o : : ) 
<=2 
n-1 
+t Yu [[2n + 2 — i) (z + 1) — 2 [t + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2x：). (5.3) 
i=t+2 
Adding t times (5.2) to s times (5.3), we have 
0 > - {t - s) n 2 (z - 1) z (1 - 2< ) (1 - 2x：) 
i=2 
+ 5 ( n - t ) 2 ( z - l ) z ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < ) 
i=s 
t+1 
+5t [ [2 {s + 1) — [2n + 2 - i) {i + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2x：) 
i=s+2 
-2st(t-s) £ ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < ) . 
i^t+2 
Since 
g ( z . — l ) z ( l — 2 < ) ( l — 2 < ) s £ ( z — l )z = | ( s — 2) (s — l ) s 
i=2 t=2 ^ 
and 
E ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 x : ) < 0 , 
i=^2 
we have 
1 � ^-1 _ 
0 > 一 — { t - s ) [ s - 2 ) { s - l ) s n ^ s { n - t ) { s - l ) s - Y. ( z - l ) z 
3 _ i=5+l 
+5t [2(5 + l ) - ( 2 n + l - t ) [t + 2)； 
t 
-st J2 [2(<s + l ) - ( 2 n + 2 - 0 ( z + l ) ] . (5.4) 
i=s+2 
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Multiplying | to both sides of (5.4) and simplifying the resulting inequality, we 
obtain 
0 > 2 {t - s - 3) { (n - 3) [{t - 5 - 3) {t + 2^ + 9) + 5^  + 185 + 31 
+ 3 {t - s — 3) {t + 5 + 10) + 515 + 111} + 24n {s + 1) + 6 {s + 3)^. 
Since t — s — 3 > 0 and n > t + 1 > 5 + 4 > 3, the last expression must be positive. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, t 二 5 + 1 or t — 5 + 2. • 
Lemma 22 If there exists an integer r > 0 such that n — 2r — 4 > 2 and 
X*n-2r-2 7^  ^ n-2r-l 二 ^ n-2r + ^n-2r+l — . • . 二 ^ n-4 ^ ^n-3 — ^ n-2 7^  $n-l, 
then either x;_2^_3 + K^ — lr-2 抓 < -2r -4 ^ ^n-2r-3 = ^n-2r-2-
Proof. By Lemma 20, there exists an integer i G {2, . •., n — 2r — 3} such that 
X* + x*n_2r-2. We may take t to be the largest integer in {2, • . . , n — 2r — 3} such 
that X* + x^_2^_2- Therefore, 
* _j_ * — — * / * 
^i 千 ^ t+l 二 . . . ~ ^n-2r-2 千 ^n-2r-l • 
Since 
E ( i - 2 < ) ( i - 2 < ) ^ 0 , 
i=n-2r 
using Lemma 21, we get n — 2r — 2 二 t + 1 or n - 2r - 2 = t + 2. Hence, 
t 二 n - 2r - 3 or t 二 n — 2r - 4. • 
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Lemma 23 If there exists an integer r > 0 and an integer t > 3 such that 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 and 
^: + <+ l + . . • + <-2r-2 + < - 2 r - l = < — 2r + • • . 7^  < - 3 = < — 2 + < - l , 
、 V ‘ 、 V “ 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
then there exists an integer s G {2, •.. , t — 1} such that x* + x*. 
Proof. See Appendix B. 口 
The next lemma extends Lemma 23 and gives the value of 5. 
Lemma 24 If there exists an integer r > 0 and an integer t > 3 such that 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 and 
Xt + < f l + • • • + <-2r-2 + < - 2 r - l 二 < - 2 r + • • • + < - 3 二 < - 2 + ( 1 ， � 一 、 ‘ 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
then x*_^ 7^ x*. 
Proof. See Appendix B. 口 
Lemmas 22 and 24 will be used in proving the next Lemma. 
Lemma 25 If there exists an integer r > 0 such that n — 2r — 4 > 2 and 
J|C / 木 木 / 木 * / 木 * / * 
X^_2r-2 中 ^ n-2r-l 二 ^n-2r 千 ^ n-2r+l = . . . 二 ^ n-4 千 ^ n-3 ―― ^n-2 千 ^n-l 5 
then X^_2j,_^ + ^n-2r-3 二 ^n-2r-2 ' 
Proof. See Appendix B. • 
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Theorem 6 
* / 木 木 / 水 
• • . = ^n-4 千 ^n-3 = ^n-2 千 ^n-l' 
Proof. For n = 2 is trivial. We assume that n > 3. By Lemma 19， 
氺 _j_ 木 
^n-2 千 ^n-l . 
Therefore, there exists the largest integer r > 0 such that 
X^_2r-2 7^  ^ n-2r-l 二 ^n-2r 7^  ^n-2r + l 二 . • . 二 ^n-4 • ^n-3 二 ^n-2 7^  ^n-l ' 
If n - 2r — 2 > 4, then, by Lemma 25, <_2,_4 + ^n-2r-3 二 <-2r-2- This 
contradicts to r being the largest. Therefore, n — 2r — 2 二 2 or n — 2r — 2 = 3. 
For the former case, 
^2 + ^3 $4 + ^5 ~ . . . 二 ^n-4 • ^n-3 二 ^n-2 + ^n-l ' 
For the later case, 
木 / 水 _ 木 / 木__ — 木 / * — 氺 / 木 
^3 中 ^4 二 ^5 千 ^6 二 . . • 二 ^n-4 千 ^n-3 二 ^n-2 千 ^n-l ' 
For this case, if x^ * X3, then from the proof of Lemma 25 (in Appendix B), we 
have a contradiction. Thus, x^ = x^. 口 
Remark: The two choices for 
* / 木 ^ / 氺 
. . . =^ n - 4 千 ^n-3 二 ^n-2 千 ^n-l 
are (• • •, 0,1,1,0, 0,1,1, 0) and (. •.，1,0，0,1,1,0, 0,1). Both are optimal to (P3) . 
Hence, 7Tait and 心 are both optimal to (P1) . 
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Chapter 6 
THE WORST CASE 
ANALYSIS 
Although we have shown that the sequence 7Tait is asymptotically optimal in a 
probabilistic sense and is the best V-shaped sequence in an average sense, it is 
still likely Hait has a large relative error in some worst cases. The main purpose 
of this chapter is to perform a worst-case analysis on the performance of the 
proposed solution Hait [31 . 
Without loss of generality, we assume that pi < p2 < • •. < Pn- Moreover, to 
facilitate the presentation, in this chapter, we will denote the objective function of 
the CTV problem for the processing times p i , . . . ,pk (& < n) under the sequence 
A G rU by 
CTV,{\) = j2[C,{\)-C[\)]\ 
i=i 
where Ylk is the set of all permutations of the first k positive integers, and 
CTVo{X) 二 0. Clearly, CTVn{X) 二 CTV{X) for A G H,. L e t � � be an op-
timal sequence to CTVk (A) for A G Iik-
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Accordingly, the relative error of the sequence 7Tait is given by 
二 CTVn M 
^'CTVr,{ai-)) — • 
We are going to show that R is bound above by |. 
6.1 A Lower Bound for the C T V Problem 
We will first find a lower bound for CTVn ( a ^ ) , which will be used to obtain an 
upper bound for R. 
Lemma 26 For n > 4, 
CTVn (a(M) > P “ " n — l P n - l + C T K - 4 ( « ( " ) , 
where 
/ Pi \ 
Pn-1 = ： ， 
V Pn-1 ) 
— / 1 . . . 1 i i \ 
丄 丄 2 2 
Un-1= 1 •.: 1 I I 
1 1 3 1 
2 ‘ ‘ . 2 4 4 
1 1 1 3 
\ 2 ‘ ‘ “ 2 4 4 / 
is an [n — 1) x (n - 1) matrix. 
Remark: Except the last two rows and columns, all the entries of Un-i are 1. 
Proof. By [15], there exists a V-shaped optimal sequence to the CTV problem 
such that the longest job is scheduled first, the second longest jobs is scheduled 
last, and the third longest job is scheduled at the second position. We may 
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thus assume that a(^) is V-shaped such that a(") (1) = n, a(^) (2) = n — 2 and 
a(n) (n) = n — 1. The next question is on the position of the fourth longest job. 
By the V-shape property of。⑷，there are only two possibilities. 
Case 1: The fourth longest job is at the third position, (i.e. a(”）(3) = n — 3) 
Consider the dual sequence of a^， / 3 , which is obtained by reversing the 
last n — 1 positions of the sequence a(^). It follows that f3 (1) = n, p ( 2 ) = 
n — 1,/? {n — 1) = n — 3 and p {n) 二 n — 2. It has been shown by Merten and 
Muller [24] that C T K (以⑷)= C T V n { f 3 ) . Therefore, 




= E [C^{P)-C{P)f 
2’=l,2，n—l，7l 
二 p . — C (/?)] 2 + [pr. + Pn-1 - C (/3)] 2 + [P — p^_, — C (/?)] ‘ + [P - C ( /?) ] ‘ . 
The last expression is the sum of squared deviations of the four completion times 
Pn,Pn + Pn-i,P — Pn-2 and P from C{f3), where P = [ L i P” Thus, by [34] or 
[15], 
En > {pn - df + {pn + Pn-1 一 对 + {P — Pn-2 一 df + (P 一 d f ， 
where d is the mean of Pn,Pn + Pn-i,P — Pn-2 and P. It can be easily verified 
that the last expression is equal to pl_^Un-iPn-i- On the other hand, 
2 r 12 
E[c^{p)-c{^3)f 二 £ E m . ) - ( ^ ( ^ ) - 2 P n - P n - l ) 
i=3 2二3 _J=3 _ 
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r n 2 n - 2 � i 
> m j n [ Y.Pp{j) -d . 
i—3 j=3 
By [34] or [15] again, the last term is equal to the CTV value of jobs 1，2, •. •，n — 4 
under the sequence {p (3) , . . . , p {n — 2)). Thus, 
「 1 2 
m i n £ i:ppu)-d 2CTK—4(a(“))， d . „ . � \ ‘ %-c> j=3 
the optimal CTV value for jobs 1, 2 , . . . , n — 4. Hence, 
C T K (“⑷）> p L l " n - l P n - l + CTK-4 (a(“)）. 
Case 2: The fourth longest job is at the second last position, (i.e. a(— {n — 1 ) = 
n - 3 ) 
Similar to Case 1, 




K= E [ c + ( i - ^ w ) r 
i=l,2,n-l,n 
is the sum of squared deviations of the four completion times p^, Pn +Pn-2 ’ P—Pn-i 
and P from C (a(M). Thus, by [34] or [15] again, 
Fn > {pn - ^ y + {Pn + Pn-2 - ^ f + {P - Pn-1 - ^ f + (P - 对 ， 
where di is the mean of Pn,Pn + Pn-2, P — Pn-i and P. It can be easily verified 
that the last expression is also equal to p“t/n—iPn—i. On the other hand, using 
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the same argument as in case 1 but this time replacing (3 by a^^\ we obtain 
EL"3 [a- ( « (力 - c ( a ( ^ ) ) ] ' > C T K - 4 ( a ( " ) . Hence, 
CTK (a(—) > pLl^n-lPn-l + CTVn-4 (^^""'^). 
This completes the proof. • 
From the recurrsive inequality of the Lemma 26, we immediately have the 
following lemma, which will give a lower bound for the CTV problem. 
Lemma 27 For n > 4， 
CTVn (a(W) > P “ " P n — i + CTVr (a(r)) , 
where r is the remainder when n is divided by 4, 
/ Pi \ 
Pn-1 = ： , 
\ Pn-1 
and 
/ i i i - - i - i 1 1 i i \ ‘ t I L 2 0 2 2 2 
• • • • 1 • 1 1 • . . 1 1 1 — 2 2 — 2 . • . • • • • • 1 • 1 1 • . • 1 1 1 — 2 2 — 2 . . • • 
. 1 . 1 . 1 • 1 . 3 
7 _ i • . . 7 — — 7 — — 7 — — 7 — — . . . • 
i 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 4 ^ 4 . 1 . 1 • 1 . Q . 1 
U = 1 - \ • . • 1 —金？ — 2 2 — 5 « — A . • • . 
• • • • • 
1 1 1 1 1 I • • • • • • • • • • I I — — 
丄 i i 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 I • • • • • • • • • • I I — — 
丄 i 1 2 2 
1 1 1 3 1 _» • • • • • • • • • • ~~ — ―^ — 
2 2 2 4 4 
, 1 1 1 1 3 \ • • • • • • • • • • — — — 一》 j 
\ 2 2 2 4 4 / 
is an {n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix. 
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Inductively, the final sum is 
P^_l^/n-lPn-l + • . . + P^r%+rP3+r 
/ . . • 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 \ 
Z ^ ^ 一 2 Z _ 2 3 2 
• • • • • • • • • 
* • • • 1 • 1 
1 • • • % 1 1 — ^ 1 — 2 • • • • 
* * ‘ • 1 • 1 
1 • • • 1 1 1 — 2 ？ — 2 • • • • 
• 1 • 1 • 1 , 1 . 3 
7 — . . • 7 — 7 _ 7 土 0 _ • • • • 
^ 2 2 2 4 ^ 4 
= P n - 1 Z — 全 . … Z — 臺 ^ - | Z—營 l - \ . • • • Pn-1 
• • • • • 
1 1 1 1 1 1 • • • • • • • • • • I I -‘― — i 1 1 2 2 
1 1 1 1 1 
丄 • • • • • 丄 丄 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 
2 “ ‘ ‘ ‘ . ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 2 2 4 4 
1 1 1 1 3 , ~— • • • • • • • • • • — — — — • 
\ 2 2 2 4 4 / 
= P i - l ^ P n - l -
• 
6.2 A Worst Case Bound 
In this section, we will show that R < 爭 for any problem instance. By [33], 
R = 0 for n 二 1,2,3,4. Therefore, we can assume that n > 5. To simplify the 
presentation, we will only prove the case when n 二 4” + 1, where v is a positive 
integer. The same argument can be applied to the other cases to obtain the same 
result. Firstly, we divide the matrix U into blocks of size 4 x 4. By the definition 
of U in Lemma 27, 
/ Ey^y . . • El,V • • • El^y \ • • • • 
• • • • 
U 二 Ey,i • •. Ei,i • • • E�i , 
• • 參 • 
罄 • “ > 
V Ey,l • . . Ei,l • • • El^l } 
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where Ej,i is defined as 
/ i i i — I i — I \ 
• • • 2_ • 1 
_ l l I 一 2 2 — 2 
^%,i — • _ 1 . _ 1 • _ 1 . _ 3 , 
2 — 2 2 一 2 2 一 4 Z — i 
, _ i , — 1 7 — 3 7 _ 1 
\ i 2 L 2 ^ 4 ^ 4 I 
i = 1 , . . . , v^  and 
/ i i i i \ 
i^hjY 二 Ej,t 二 • — 1 j — 1 j 一 1 . 一 1 , 
^ 2 2 2 2 
. i . _ 1 . — i • _ 1 \ 1 — 2 2 — 2 Z — 2 Z — 2 / 
1 < i < j < V. (notice that the indexing of Ei,j in the above matrix U is in the 
order opposite to the usual practice.) 
On the other hand, we recall that 
7Tait = {n-, n — 2, n — 3, n — 6, n — 7,..., n — 8, n — 5, n — 4, n — 1). 
、 V ‘ 、 V ‘ ^ V ‘ 、 V ^ 
It is easy to verify, for i 二 1 , . . . , v^  that 
nait{2i) 二 n - 4z + 2 
7Ta"(% + l ) = n - 4z + 1 
iTait {n - 2z + 1) = n - 4i 
7Tait {n - 2i + 2) 二 n - 4 z + 3, 
we have 
n_4i 二 7Tait (n - 2i + 1) 
n - 4z + 1 二 TTaiti2z + 1) 
n - 4i + 2 = 7Tait {2t) 
n - 4z + 3 二 7Tait {n — 2z + 2). 
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Therefore, 
1 71 — 1 n—1 
CTV； {7Talt) = - Y1 Yl a%jP7Valt(l + l)P7TaltU + l) 
几 口1 J=1 
(Fy,y • • • Fi,y • • • Fl,y ^ 
• • • • 
暑 • _ • 
1 • • • • 
= — P n — 1 v^,^  . . . F � . . . F i , Pn-1. • • • • 
• • • • 
V Fy^l • • • F,,1 • • • F\’1 ) 
Denote the above matrix by W, where F^j is a 4 x 4 matrix defined as follows 
(notice that the indexing of F � ] in the above matrix is also in the order opposite 
to the usual practice): 
Fi^i 
( 
/ an-2i,n-2i <^ n-2z,2i <3n-2t,2i-l O.n-2i,n-2i+l \ 
— CL2i,n-2i 0^2i,2i 0,2t,2t-l a2t,n-2i+l 
a2i-l,n-2i ^2i-l,2i Cl2t-l,2i-l Cl2i-l,n-2i+l ‘ 
\ an-2i+l,n-2i O.n-2i+l,2i O^n-2t + l,2i-l O^ n-2t + l,n-2z + l / ； 
/ 2i {n - 2i) 4z'2 2 i (2 i - l ) {2i - 1) {n - 2i) \ 丨 
_ 4:P 2i {n - 2i) (2i - 1) (n - 2i) 2i{2i-l) ： 
二 2 i ( 2 i - l ) (2i - 1) {n - 2i) ( 2 z - - l ) ( n - 2 i + l ) (2i-lf ， ； 
V (2i - 1) (n — 2i) 2i (2i — 1) (2i — lf (2i — 1) {n — 2i + 1) / 
1 
i 二 1 , . . . , %J, and ‘ 
{F,jy 
(an-2i,n-2j <^n-2i,2j Cln-2i,2j-l <^ n_2z.,n_2j + l � 
_ F. — ^2i,n-2j «2t,2j ^2i,2j-l a2t,n-2j + l 
3,i a2i-l,n-2j CL2i-l,2j 0,2i-l,2j-l G,2i-l,n-2j + l 
\ an-2i+l,n-2j <^n-2i+l,2j Cln-2i + l,2j-l Cln-2t + l,n-2j + l / 
(2i (n 一 2j) 4ij 2i {2j — 1) 2i (n - 2j + 1) \ 
— 4ii 2i (n - 2j) 2 i (n -2 j + l) 2 i ( 2 j - l ) 
= 2 i ( 2 i - l ) (2i - 1) {n - 2j) ( 2 z ' - l ) ( n - 2 i + l ) (2i - 1) (2j - 1) ， 
V (2i - 1) (n - 2j) 2j (2i - 1) (2i — 1) {2j — 1) (2i — 1) (n — 2j + 1) 
1 < i < j < V. It is easy to see that 




/ Pn-4i \ 
— Pn-4t + l 4z — 5 
Pn-4z+2 
\ Pn-4i+3 / 
z — X ’ • • •) xj • 
By using a dig-and-fill method, which reduces some entries and increases some 
entries in the matrix W, we can prove the following theorem (the detailed proof 
is given in Appendix C). 
Theorem 7 








A MORE GENERAL MODEL 
In this part, some of the results on the CTV problem obtained above will be 
extended to a more general E /T scheduling model [32 . 
In the following, we will first review some basic concepts on E /T scheduling, 
and then define our model, and discuss its applicability and difficulty. 
7.1 Some Basic Concepts 
Baker and Scudder [3], in their famous survey paper ‘‘Sequencing with Earliness 
and Tardiness Penalties: A RevieuT, wrote that 
"The concept of penalizing both earliness and tardiness has spawned 
a new and rapidly developing line of research in the scheduling field." 
As indicated in Chapter 1, E /T scheduling is motivated largely by the Just-In-
Time (JIT) approach in advanced manufacturing systems, which is to minimize 
the total penalty arising from tardiness as well as earliness of job completions 
under certain due dates. 
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Sometimes, a due window is used instead of a due date. A due window is an 
interval of time, where no penalty will be incurred if jobs are completed within 
it. Such a case occurs when a compromise is achieved between a company and its 
customers to produce the products within a certain range of time. Jobs completed 
before the due window incur earliness penalty, while jobs completed after the due 
window incur tardiness penalty. Due window scheduling is more practical, which 
provides the managers or policy makers more feasibility in choosing the best 
schedule. Theoretically, a due date is as a special case of a due window, where 
the width of the window is zero. 
In general, different jobs may have different due windows, since customers 
may have different tolerances towards violation of due dates. However, there are 
situations where the due windows of the jobs are the same. For example, when 
all product orders belong to a single customer, then the due windows agreed by 
this customer for all his orders may be the same. This kind of problem is called 
common due window scheduling. 
There are two different cases in due window scheduling. In the first one the 
due window is given, whereas in the second one the due widow is to be determined. 
If the due windows are given, then determining the optimal schedule is enough. 
Nevertheless, if the due windows are to be determined, then we need to find both 
the optimal schedule and the corresponding optimal due windows. The first case 
occurs when the customers request for the due windows. The second case occurs 
when the company has to negotiate due windows with the customers. 
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The earliness and tardiness penalties in a scheduling problem depend on how 
the company or manufacturer view these factors. The company or manufacturer 
may view these two things as equally important which should be both discour-
aged. In such a case, the E / T penalties are said to be symmetric, meaning that 
if a job is early or tardy for the same amount, the penalty will be the same. In 
this part, we will only consider the equally important cases, but the results may 
be extended to unequally important cases. Notice that most of the studies in the 
E / T scheduling literature address only symmetric cases. 
Parallel machines will be considered in this part. Our meaning for a machine 
is not limited to a real mechanical instrument, it may refer to anything that can 
process jobs or provide services, e.g. a company, a computer, a person, etc. For 
a detailed review of parallel machine scheduling, see Cheng and Sin [7 . 
To be more specific, in the next section we will describe in details the prob-
lem we address, which is a general E /T scheduling model with parallel multiple 
machines, due window, and a symmetric E /T penalty function. 
7.2 Problem Description 
We consider the problem to schedule n jobs on m parallel identical machines. 
The processing time and the completion time of job i [i — 1，...，n) are denoted 
by Pi and Ci respectively, where it is assumed that p^  > 0. Each job requires 
one machine to process and each machine can process at most one job at a time. 
Splitting and preemption of jobs are not allowed. All jobs are assumed to be 
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available at time zero. A common due window is defined for all jobs, which is an 
interval [e, d]^ where e is the earliest due date and d is the latest due date. The 
width of the due window w = e — d is assumed to be a given parameter of the 
problem. However, the position of the due window is to be determined, i.e. e (or 
d) is a decision variable. Jobs completed within the due window incur no penalty. 
The earliness and tardiness of job i {i = 1 , . . . , n) are defined as Ei = (e — Ci)^ 
and Ti 二（C^. — d)+ respectively, where y+ = max {0, y}. The penalty of job i 
(z = 1 , . . . , n) is a function of the earliest due date e, the latest due date d and 
the completion time C{, and is defined as 
f [{e - G)+) + f ((a- — cO+) 二 f (¾) + f m， 
where 
f { x ) = J 2 ^ a V , r^ + 0, 
is a convex increasing polynomial of x defined for x > 0 with degree r > 1. Here, 
f ((e — C^i)+) is the earliness penalty and f (^{C{ — oQ+) is the tardiness penalty 
for job i. 
The objective is to determine a schedule of the n jobs and the location of the 
due window so as to minimize 
E [ / ( ( e - a ) + ) + / ( ( a - ^ r ) ; . 
i=l 
This problem is called the MCWSET problem (the problem with Multiple ma-
chines, Common due Window, and Symmetric Earliness/Tardiness penalty). A 
solution of the MCWSET problem consists of a schedule and a location of the 
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due window. An optimal solution of the MCWSET problem is the one with the 
minimum objective value among all the possible solutions. 
It is easy to see that our model MCWSET includes the case where the due 
window is given but e is large enough, e.g., e > E L i i ^ . The due window in this 
case is said to be unrestricted. 
7.3 Applications and Difficulties 
The MCWSET problem formulated above subsumes many models being ad-
dressed in the literature. For example, the 'minimal deviation' problem, pro-
posed by Kanet [18], is a particular case of MCWSET, where / (a;) = x, e 二 d 
and m = 1. The 'minimal deviation' problem formulated by Hall [14] is also a 
special case of MCWSET, where f (x) = x and e = d. The MCWSET model 
includes also problems with non-linear penalty functions. For example, the CTV 
problem is a particular case of this model, where f {x) 二 x^, e = d and m = 1. 
Kubiak [22] proved that the CTV problem is NP-hard, which implies that our 
general problem model is also NP-hard. Actually, another particular case of our 
model, where f {x) = x and m — 2, has been shown by Kramer and Lee [21] to 
be NP-hard. The following table lists those relevant problems discussed in the 
literature. 
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Item Restrictions Solvability References 
1 / (a?) = X, e 二 d, m = 1 0 (n logn) time solvable Kanet [18]; Hall [14]; 
Emmons [12]; 
Bector et. al. [4] 
2 / � =工 , e = d 0 {n logn) time solvable Hall [14]; Emmons [12] 
3 f (x) = X, m = 2 NP-hard Kramer and Lee [21] 
4 f {x) -— x'^, e — d, m = 1 NP-hard Merten and Muller [24]; 
Eilon and Chowdhury [11]; 
Vani and Raghavachari [34]; 
De et. al. [9]; Kubiak [22]; 
Schrage [33]; Ng et. al. [25] 
5 f � - x ^ , e - d, m — 1 Unknown for r > 3 De et. al. [10] 
The penalty functions in realistic situations may appear more complicated 
than the polynomial function we address in the model MCWSET. Nevertheless, 
by properly selecting the coefficients in the polynomial function f[x), we may 
provide good approximations to practical penalty functions. Clearly, an effi-
cient and effective approach to find an optimal or a near-optimal solution for 
the model MCWSET is needed. Although, for some NP-hard particular prob-
lems, pseudo-polynomial time algorithms do exist to find an optimal solution, the 
time complexities of these algorithms may still be undesirable. For example, the 
fastest algorithm to date, given by De et. al. [9], for finding an optimal sequence 
to the CTV problem has a time complexity of 0 {n^ J2^=i Pi)- The sum of all the 
processing times may be exponentially large. In addition, for some problems, it 
may be impossible to compute the exact optimal due window. For example, De 
et. al. [10] demonstrated that, for f[x) = x\ e = d and m = 1, the optimal 
due date may be irrational when r > 3, which poses a computational difficulty 
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in finding the exact optimal due date. Heuristic algorithms with polynomial 
time complexities are commonly suggested to deal with difficult E /T scheduling 
problems. However, these algorithms are usually justified only by some simple 
computational experiments, which leave many questions concerning the perfor-
mance of the algorithms unanswered. Clearly, a more rigorous study based on, 
say, the concept of probabilistic analysis, would be much desirable. 
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Chapter 8 
THE ZERO STARTING 
PROBLEM 
We now examine MCWSET. Results of the CTV problem will be extended to 
this more general problem. We adopt the following notations in the remaining 
part of this thesis. 
n^ = the set of all permutations of integers 1, 2 , . . . , n 
Hn,m = the set of all permutations of integers 1, 2,...，n allocated to m cells 
= { ( T T l ， . . . , 7Tm) : 7T, G Un, foT i = 1 , . . . , TTl a n d U i H h 打讯=^} 
e = the beginning time of the due window 
d = the ending time of the due window 
w 二 the width of the due window (i.e. d — e) 
Pi 二 the processing time of job i 
Si 二 the starting time of the first job on machine i 
Ci 二 the completion time of job i 
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Ci (7T) = the mean completion time of jobs oii machine i under the sequence 
7T 
Mi (7T) = the median of the completion times of jobs on machine i under the 
sequence n 
In the following, when we talk about a sequence, we mean a sequence in 
n^^^. Furthermore, when we talk about a sequence n G n。，m, its corresponding 
subsequence on machine i will be denoted by adding a subscript i to it i.e. 7r‘. 
For simplicity, we let 
9 (e, d, C,) 二 f ((e — ay) + f ((C. - d�+) 
be the penalty for job i. The MCWSET problem can be stated more precisely as 
follows. 
It is to determine a sequence ir G ^n,m^ a common due window [e, d] C 况，and 




i=\ j — \ 
where CV,(j) is the completion time of thejob 兀{ (j), which is scheduled at position 
j of machine i under the sequence n. 
Since / (x) > f (0) = 0 for x > 0, it is clear that the penalty function 
/ 7 ^ � f > 0 , Ci • [e, d 
咖 叫 = 0 ; c . G M ： 
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8.1 Problem Transformation 
We now transform the MCWSET problem to an equivalent model. 
From the definition of the MCWSET problem, we immediately have the fol-
lowing property. 
Property 1 There exists an optimal solution for the MCWSET problem with no 
idle time between any two consecutive jobs on any machine. 
Proof. Let a be an optimal sequence and [e, d] be the corresponding optimal 
due window. Suppose that there is an idle time between two consecutive jobs 
ai [j) and cq { j + 1) on machine i. Let rii be the number of jobs on machine i 
and 5 = Ca^{j+i) 一 Ca,(i) — Pa^{j^l) > 0 be the idle time. 
Case 1: If Ca,{j) < e — S, then shifting all the jobs a{ (1) ,. . .，a; (j) to the right 
by S will decrease the objective value. 
Case 2: If e — S < C^a“j) < e, then shifting all the jobs a^ (1),. •. , a‘ (j) to the 
right by e — Ca,(j) and shifting all the jobs a^ - (j + 1) , • •., a^ - (n^) to the left by 
Cc^(j) + ^ 一 ^ will decrease the objective value. 
Case 3: If e < Ca,{j)^ then shifting all the jobs a^ - (J + 1) , . . . , ai {rii) to the left 
by 5 will not increase the objective value. 
Continuing the above process for any two consecutive jobs on the same ma-
chine with idle time between them, we will finally obtain an optimal solution with 
no idle time between any two consecutive jobs on any machine. • 
Due to Property 1, MCWSET is equivalent to the following minimization 
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problem (P4). 
The problem is to find a sequence n G Hn,m^ a common due-window [e, d] C 况, 
and the starting times of the first jobs 5 i , . . . , Sm > 0 on the m machines so as to 
minimize 
m rii 
E X > ( ^ Q j ) )， 
^=1j-i 
where C V � - ) = S i + 1 ^ = 1 ¾ ( + If ^i 二 0 for some i, then there is no need to 
determine si. 
Putting C7r^ (j) = Si + Ei=i PTTr{t) into the objective function, we obtain 
m nj m n^ / j \ 
J2J2d (e,0^,C'7r,(j)) = J2J2d e”d”J2P4�， 
t=lj=l i—lj=l \ t=l j 
where C{ —— e — S{ and di — d — Si. Note that w = d — e = di — e^  for all i. Let 
Ci be the mid-point of the due window [e ,^ di\. We call c i , . . . , Cm the due window 
centers of the m machines. Thus, (P4) is equivalent to the following zero-starting 
(ZS) problem. 
The problem is to schedule n jobs to m machines such that the starting times 
of the first jobs on the m machines are zero. The objective is to find a sequence 
7T G Hn,m, and the due window centers, C{ G 况,i 二 1，..., m, so as to minimize 
� � A ^ / w w 门 \ 
^ (7T,Ci,...,C^) = H g (c, — - , Q + - ,C^,.( j - )， 
口1 J=1 \ ^ 乙 ) 
where CV,(j) = EL1P7r,(i). 
After obtaining an optimal solution for the ZS problem, the corresponding 
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optimal solutions for problem (P4) will be given by the following assignments. 
Cmax : = max{c,|n, ^ 0} 
w 
e • — <S + Cmax — ~^ 
, . — ^ d • 一 ^  + Cmax + ~^  
Si ： = 5 + Cmax - Ci, 1 G {z|rZt + •} 
for any constant 5 > 0, while rr remains the same. Different choices of 5 will 
correspond to different optimal solutions for (P4) . Moreover, the above assign-
ments require only 0 {m) time to complete. We assume in this thesis that m is 
fixed, therefore, the time complexity of the above assignments is bounded above 
by a constant. 
As the MCWSET problem is equivalent to the ZS problem, we will concentrate 
our discussion on the ZS problem in the following. Moreover, unless specified 
otherwise, we assume that F (7r, c i , . . . , c^) operates for jobs jh,,..,Pn. If it 
operates for a different set of jobs, say Q, we will specify it as F (7r, c i , . . . , Cm\Q). 
Let 
G (7r|O) = min F (7r, ci,...，c^|Q) 
CjG^ 
be the minimum penalty for schedulingjobs in Q when a sequence n is given. We 
will write G (7r) to mean G (7r|Q) if Q is the set of pi, •. • ,p^. It is clear that 
minF(7r,C1,... ,Cm\Q) = min minF(7r,C1,... ,CmlQ) = minG'(7r Q). 
7T,Ci 7T L^ i 69¾ 7T , 
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8.2 Properties 
We now describe some properties of the ZS problem. These properties are neces-
sary for the discussion in the sequel. 
Property 2 Ifn 二 m，then scheduling the m jobs in any order to the m machines, 
so that each machine processes one and only one joh, will get an optimal sequence. 
Moreover, the corresponding optimal due window center of each machine can be 
chosen to be the processing time of the job on that machine. 
Proof. Let a G Hm,m be any sequence such that each machine processes one and 
only one job. If the due window center c^  is set to the processing time of the job 
on machine i for all i — 1 , . . . , m, then there will be no early job or tardy job on 
each machine and 
i^ (a , cT , . . . , ( 4 ) = 0. 
On the other hand, for any sequence 7r G ^m,m and due window centers Ci , . . . , c^, 
we have 
m rii / � 
_^ ( >^J r^j \ 
i ^ ( 7 T , C i , . . . , C ^ ) = Y ^ Y . g ( Q — - , C , + - , C ^ , . ( j ) ) > 0 , 
i=lJ=1 \ 乙 乙 ) 
where rii is the number of jobs on machine i. Hence, 
F (7T, Ci, • • . , Cm) > F {a, c * , . . . , c : ) . 
• 
Property 3 Ifn > m, then there is an optimal solution such that the number of 
jobs on each machine is at least 1. 
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Proof. Let 7r* G 1[几，爪 be an optimal sequence, c^ , . . . , c^ be the corresponding 
optimal due window centers, and n i , . . . , rim be the corresponding numbers of 
jobs on the m machines. If there is a machine, say machine i, processing no job, 
then there should be another machine, say machine t, processing more than one 
jobs. Since machine i has no job, the penalty for machine i must be zero. Then, 
perform the following steps. 
1. Move the last job of machine t to machine i, but keep the due window center 
of machine t unchanged. 
2. Set the due window center for machine i to be the processing time of the 
job on machine i. 
Note that, after step 2, the penalty for machine i is still zero. Thus, after 
performing the above steps, the change in the objective value is 
"# f * 叨 * , ^ ^ \ ^ / * w * w ^ \ 
^ 9 [^t - ^^,ct + ^ . ^ < ( j ) J — 1.9 [c, - - , c , + -,C,；(,)j 
j—i j=i 
/ ^ w ^ w \ 
=—g (^ c^  — Y' Ct + Y ' ^^tM J < 0. 
This means that we obtain another solution with objective value not greater 
than the optimal one. Therefore, the new solution is still optimal. If, for the new 
solution, there is still another machine processing no job, then repeat the above 
steps and argument. Eventually, we will obtain an optimal solution with each 
machine processing at least one job. • 
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Property 4 If a machine processes only two jobs, then an optimal due window 
center with respect to the subsequence ofjobs on the machine is given by 
”臺， 
where p and q are the processing times of the first and second jobs on the machine 
respectively. Moreover, the minimum total penalty for this machine with respect 
to this subsequence ofjobs is given by 
2 / 阔 . 
Proof. Let c be the due window center of the machine. The total penalty for 
this machine is 
f / w \+\ f f 1(；\+\ 
^(c) 二 f [C- W-P] +/ [ P - c - -
V^ ^ ) / v^ 乙 ) ) 
, i ( W A+� ^ f f ^V\ 
+ / ( h — 叫 ） + / ( 卜 - 卜 1 ) j -
If c < p, then 
/^(c) = / ( ( p - c - | ) + ) + / ( ( p + g - c - | ) + ) . 
By the non-decreasing property of f and x+, 
(f tu\+\ (( U)\+\ 
h{c) > f [ p - p - - ] +/ [p + q - p - - = h {p). 
\ \ 乙 7 / \ \ ^ / / 
Similarly, if c > p + q, then 
w � r(( ^ y \ 1 r(f W Y\ 
^(c) = / [ c - - - p + / C - - - p - q ] . 
V^ ^ ) ) V^ 2 J 
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By the non-decreasing property of f and x+, 
/ / w \+\ / ( w \+\ 
h {c) > f i p ^ q - - - p ] +/ [p^q- - - p - q ] = h {p + q). 
\\ Z / / V^ : 7 / 
Therefore, the minimum value of h occurs in I = [p,p + q]. If c G [p,p + g], then 
, / � X (( ^ A + � X (f ^V\ / i (c) = / [ c - - - p ] + / p + g - c - - j . 
V^ � ) 1 V^ “ / 
By the convexity of f and a;+, we have 
^ / / w \+\ ^ (f � + � 
/ ( h - d ) + 化 ” " ] ) j 
r ( 1 \f ^ � + f W;\+]\ 
^ ^f [ 2 [ [ ' - 2 - V + � P + g — C — i ) j j 
� r f � 1 / W W;\l+\ 
^ 2 / ( [ “ c - j - ” P + " - � j 
— 2 f | ( ' ^ Y ] - h ( p ^ ' - ] 
- ” ^ V 2 y ) - ^ V ^ 2 j -
• 
It should be noted that p + 1 is the median and the mean of the two completion 
times of the two jobs on that machine. 
Property 5 If n > 2m, then there is an optimal solution such that the number 
ofjobs on each machine is at least 2. 
Proof. See Appendix D. • 
Property 6 For any given sequence, decreasing in any job processing time will 
not increase the optimal objective value with respect to the given sequence. 
Proof. See Appendix D. • 
Property 7 Decreasing in any job processing time will not increase the optimal 
objective value, 
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Proof. It follows directly from Property 6. 口 
Property 8 For any given sequence, deleting any job processing time will not 
increase the objective value. 
Proof. Let ir G ^n,m be a given sequence, rz i , . . . , n^ be the corresponding 
numbers of jobs on the m machines. Suppose that job t — rci (j) is deleted. Let 
n' be the resulting sequence. We want to show that 
G{nlP)>G{n'lQ'), 
where P and Q' are the original and new sets of processing times respectively. 
Let c'- be the new optimal due window center of machine i after deletion. On the 
other hand, consider the reducing of job t to zero processing time. By Property 
6, 
G{nlP)>G{nlQ), 
where Q is the resulting job set of reduction. Suppose that, after reduction, the 
new optimal due window center of machine i is c^ and the completion times are 
C*^^iy 1 二 1 , . . . , rii. Note that these are the completion times of the jobs on 
machine i under 7r', except。二八]、.Therefore, 
G{n\Q)-G[iT'\Q') 
^ { * W * w m \ „ / f w , w ^^ \ 
二 g g 卜 . - 2 ' < + 2 ' C : “ � ) — 5 g (<• — 2 ' c; + 2 ' A o ) 
� Y ^ ( * ^ * I ^ ^* � Y^ f / w , w ^* \ ^ 1^9 c^ - y , c , + - , C , ^ ( ^ ) - ) : ^ ^ ( c . - - , c , + - , C ; ( , J 
l^J ^ : ^ ) 1^3 ^ � � ) 
> 0. 
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The last inequality holds because c- is an optimal due window center of machine 
i when the completion times are C*: (/)’ / + j. Hence, 
G(7r|P) > G{ii'lQ'). 
• 
8.3 Algorithm A and Promising Solutions 
As the ZS problem is NP-hard (it is equivalent to the MCWSET problem, which 
has been known to be NP-hard), it is unlikely to have a polynomial time algorithm 
to find an optimal solution for it. Thus, in the following we propose an algorithm 
to construct near-optimal solutions (i.e. sequences and due window centers). The 
solution derived by the algorithm is a generalization of the sequence iTait for the 
CTV problem. 
Algorithm A 
1. Sort the jobs in ascending order of processing times. 
2. Schedule the m longest jobs in any order to the first positions of the m 
machines. 
3. Schedule the next 2m longest jobs in any order to the second and last 
positions of the m machines. 
4. Schedule the next 2m longest jobs in any order to the third and second last 
positions of the m machines, and so on. 
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5. If the number of remainingjobs is less than 2m, then schedule the remaining 
jobs to any of the 2m innermost positions of the m machines. 
6. For i = 1 , . . . , m, set the due window center of machine i to be the median 
or mean of the job completion times on machine i. The choice of median or 
mean for a machine depends on which one will give a smaller penalty cost 
for that machine. Choose arbitrarily one of median or mean in case there 
is a tie. 
The solutions generated by algorithm A are called the promising solutions, 
while the sequences generated by algorithm A are called the promising sequences. 
8.4 Time Complexity of Algorithm A 
Lemma 28 The time complexity of algorithm A is 0 {n log n). 
Proof. Step 1 requires 0 {n log n) time. Step 2 to Step 5 is a list scheduling 
and takes 0 {n) time. Step 6 uses 0 {m) time. As m is fixed, the overall time 




OF PROMISING SOLUTIONS 
In this chapter, we will examine the performance of the promising solutions using 
again probabilistic analysis. 
9.1 Promising Solutions under a Symmetric Struc-
ture 
We consider a special class of the ZS problem in this section. Namely, the ZS 
problem under a symmetric structure, defined as follows. The results obtained 
for this special case will be used in the probabilistic analysis. 
Definition 2: If n is an odd multiple of m and the processing times satisfy 
Pn > Pn-1 > . . • > Pn-m+l > Pn-m = • • . 二 Pn-3m+l > Pn-3m = . . . 二 Pn-5m+l > . • •, 
then the processing times are said to be under the symmetric structure. 
We will show that, under the symmetric structure, any promising solution is 
optimal to the ZS problem. This result will be given in the next two theorems. 
We will first prove this for a special promising sequence (^⑷，and then generalize 
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the result to any promising sequence. Under the assumption that n is an odd 
multiple of m, the sequence 於⑷ is defined as follows: 
1. Assign jobs pn , . . . ,pn_m+i to the first positions of machines 1 , . . . ,m re-
spectively. 
2. Assign the next m jobs Pn-m-, •.. ,Pn-2m+i to the last positions of machines 
1 , . . . , m respectively. 
3. Assign the next m jobs Pn-2rm • •. ,Pn-3m+i to the second positions of ma-
chines 1 , . . . , m respectively. 
4. Assign the next m jobs pn-3mi • • • ,Pn-4m+i to the second last positions of 
machines 1，..., m respectively, and so on. 
As n is an odd multiple of m, the above assignments will be completed after 
an odd number of steps. 
Theorem 8 Under the symmetric structure, <^(") is an optimal sequence to the 
ZS problem and the corresponding optimal due window centers are given by c* = 
M, ((^ ⑷)，I = l , . . . , m . 
Proof (Induction on n). By Property 2, the theorem is true for n 二 m with 
optimal due window centers c* = Pn+i-i = Mi ((；/^ ⑷),i = 1 , . . . , m. Assume that 
the theorem is true for some integer n = {2k + 1) m, where k is a non-negative 
integer. Then, consider any n + 2m jobs under the symmetric structure: 
Pn+2m > . . . > Pn+m + 1 > Pn+m 二 . • • 二 Pn-m+1 > Pn-m 二 . . . = Pn-3m + l > . • •. 
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Let 7T G n^+2m,m be any sequence and n i , . . . , n^ be the corresponding numbers 
of jobs on the m machines. As there is an optimal sequence having at least two 
jobs on each machine (Property 5), we may assume that n^ > 2, i 二 1 , . . . ,m. 
Thus, 
_F(7T,Ci, • . . ,C^| {pi , . . .,Pn+2m}) 
^ ^ / w w ^ \ 
= 2 ^ 2 _ ^ 5 ^卜_7 ,。2 . + 7 , 6 ^训 ] 
i=ij=i \ z z y 
^ r / w w \ ( w w Y 
=z^ P yc^ 一 y, c. + —, C^(1)J + g (^Q - —, c, + —,。咖、J 
z — 1 
: n g f W w ^ \ 
+ 2_^  1^ 9 {ci - - , c, + - , ““力 1 . 
i=l j=2 
Note that g (c‘ - f , c,- + f , CV,(i))+_^ (^ - f , c,- + f , CV“n,)) is equal to the penalty 
of a machine processing only two jobs of completion times C^*) and CV,(n!) when 
due window center is c” Therefore, by Property 4， 
/ w w ^ \ ( w w ^ \ ^ ^„ ((1 ^ w\^\ 
9 (^ c^ - - - , Q + -,C^^.(i)j^g ^Q — - , c , + y,C^,(n,)J > 2f ^ -2^P7r , ( j ) — - j • 
Thus, by convexity of f and a:+，and increasing property of /，we get 
^ � ( ^ ^ 门 \ ( w w Y 
2_^ [9 l^Ct. - ？ c, + - , ““1) J + g |^Q — - , c, + -,。咖、j 
爪 1 / 1 n, \ + � 
> 2 ^ / nJ2P^j) - W 
2=1 VV^^=2 “ 
(1 爪(1 … ^\ + � 
- 2 - / ^ @ M q 
\ 口1 \ J=2 / / 
/ / 1 rn n. ^ \ + \ 
> 2m/ ‘ E E ^ C ? ) - 7 . 
\V^^=lJ=2 ” / 
Since YT=i 1^工2”兀“_7) is the sum of n + m jobs from p i , . . . ,Pn+2m, this sum will 
be the least if the smallest n + m jobs are chosen, i.e. pi,..., Pn+m • Therefore, 
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n i i E ^ ^ w S E S � . Thus, 
( ( 1 - ni ^y\ 
2 m / ‘ E E ^ W - 7 
W^r = lj=2 “ / 
/ / 1 n+rn iu\^\ / A + ^ ^^\^\ 
> 2 m / — Y1 Pz — • = 2 m / ^ P2m] — ^  . 
\V^^ z = l “ / V \j = l “ 
Let a G ^n,m be the sequence formed by deleting the first and the last jobs of 
each machine from 7r. ai G n�—2, i = 1 , . . . ,m are defined accordingly. That is, 
^i ( i ) 二 7T, { j + 1), for all i,j. Thus, 
• nfi f ^ 4_^ r � 2^ Z^ 9 (c^ - ？ c, + - , ““力 1 
i=l j—2 
� • • " # f ^ 丄川 r ) 
> mm L ^ g [^c, — - , c, + - , 6,^(,) J 
2=1 j—2 
^ ¥ ( w w \ 
二 min2^ 2^ g [U — ?,~U + 7,PM1) + •. -^Pa,{j) 1 , 
…“ z=i j=i \ ^ 乙 y 
where i{ 二 C{ —P7r“i). Note that the last minimization is equivalent to a ZS prob-
lem of n jobs (from among pi,... ,Pn+2m) to m machines. As reducing processing 
times will not increase the optimal objective value (Property 7), the minimum 
value will be the least if the smallest n jobs are chosen, i.e. pi,... ,p^. Therefore, 
.A"^' ( w w \ 
mm}_^ L 9 U^- — ? t + y，^PMi) + …+ � � ) 
‘ ‘ i - l J = 1 , 
> m i n F ( a , t i , . . ' ,tm\{pi,. • - ,Pn}) . 
Oi,ti 
By induction assumption, the minimization of the right hand side occurs when 
a = (/)(n) and ti = Mi (</^(几)).From this, it is easily verified that 
^ ( p ^Y\ 
mini^(a,fi,...,:^^|{pi，...，pn}) = 2 m ^ / X^P2mj — — • 
站 .=1 V V =^i “ / 
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Therefore, 
F(7T,Ci, • . . ,Cm\ {pu . • .,Pn+2m}) 
/ A + i ^ \ + \ k ( p w � + � 
> 2 m / ^ P2mj 一 - + 2 m ^ f Y . p2mj - y 
W = i “ ) / H W = i / / 
“ 1 ( ( ' wY\ 
= 2 m f / Ylp2mj - - • 
z=i V v= i “ / 
Other the other hand, it is also easily verified that if 7r* = 0(几+2— and c � = 
M, ((/)(彬—)，then 
+^1 / / ^ w � + � 
F (7T*, C* , • • • , C；；! { p i , . . . , P n + 2 m } ) 二 ^niJ2f J1 P^rnj " " • 
H W = i / / 
Hence, 
F ( 7 T , C i , • . ' , C m l { p i , . . -,Pn+2m}) > F ( 7 r * ,C1 , . . . , C : | { p i , . . . , P n + 2 m } ) . 
This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 9 Under the symmetric structure, any solution generated by algorithm 
A is an optimal solution for the ZS problem. 
Proof. For any promising sequence, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that the m longest jobs are assigned in the same order as the m longest jobs 
in ( ^ � to the first positions of the m machines. As Pn-m = . . . = Pn-3m+i, 
P n - 3 m = . . . 二 P n - 5 m + i , - ' ' , and p2m 二 . . . 二 Pi, interchanging the positions 
of jobs n — m, •. •, n — 3m + 1，the positions of jobs n — 3m, • • •, n — 5m + 1, 
and so on will not affect the set of all completion times of jobs on any machine. 
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Thus, using Theorem 8, any promising sequence a is an optimal sequence and the 
corresponding optimal due window centers are given by c* = M^ - (a), i — 1 , . . . , m. 
• 
It should be noted that, under the symmetric structure, any promising se-
quence a gives us Mi (a) 二 Ci (a) for all i = 1 , . . . , m. Therefore, we can choose 
either mean or median in Step 6 of algorithm A when the processing times are 
under symmetric structure. 
9.2 An Upper Bound for the Relative Error of 
Promising Solutions 
From now on, we assume that n > 3m. This assumption will not affect the 
asymptotic behaviour in the error analysis. In this section, an upper bound for 
the relative error of any promising solution will be derived. This upper bound 
will be used in the probabilistic analysis. 
Let a be any sequence and c'” . . . , 心 be the corresponding due window centers 
generated by algorithm A. Let us denote this solution by a. Suppose that 7r* is 
an optimal sequence and c^, . . . , c^ are the corresponding optimal due window 
centers. In order to define the relative error for a, we require the following 
condition. 
Condition 1: F (7r*, c^, . . . , c : ) + 0. 
Provided that condition 1 holds, the relative error for u is defined as 
f > , " i , . . . , o 
^ - i ^ ( , * , c T , . . . , c : ) - l . (9-1) 
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However, condition 1 may not always true, for example, if the width of the com-
mon due window, w) is very large, then the due window may cover all the com-
pletion times, so F (7r*, c^ , . . . , cJ )^ = 0 and R does not exist. We will tackle this 
difficulty in the remainder of this thesis. But, at least, it should be clear that 
R > 0 when it exists. Recall that c[ is chosen to be Mi (a) or ¾^ (a) depending 
on which one will give a smaller penalty cost for machine i. Therefore, if we only 
choose Mi (a) as the due window center for machine i, i = 1,. .. ,m, then the 
resulting objective value will not decrease. That is, 
F ( a , c ; , . . . , 4 ) < F ( a , M i ( a ) , . . . , M ^ ( a ) ) . 
After scheduling the jobs according to the sequence a, we may perform the 
following operations. 
1. Keep the m longest jobs unchanged. 
2. Increase the next 2m longest jobs to the longest processing time among 
them, i.e increase processing times pn—m—i, • •. yPn-3m+i to Pn-m-
3. Increase the next 2m longest jobs to the longest processing time among 
them, i.e increase processing times pnSm-i , . . . ,Pn-5m+i to Pn-sm-, and so 
on. 
4. If the final set of jobs is less than 2m jobs, then just increase their processing 
times to the longest processing time among them. 
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5. Update the due window centers using the new medians of completion times. 
Let the resulting set of processing times after performing the above opera-
tions be Q. As increasing processing times will not decrease the deviations 
of the completion times from their corresponding medians. Thus, the ob-
jective value will not decrease. Therefore, 
F (a, Ml ( a ) , . . . , M^ (a)) < F (a, M, ( a ) , . . . , Mm � \Q). 
Next, let b be the remainder when n — m is divided by 2m. That is, 
n 二 {2k + 1) m + b, 0 < b < 2m, for some positive integer k. This means 
that there are b jobs in the 2m innermost positions. 
6. If b > 0, then we add 2m — b jobs all with processing times equal to the 
smallest processing time in Q (i.e. p^) to the job set Q, and schedule the 
added jobs in any order to the remaining positions of the 2m innermost 
positions. Then, update the due window centers using the new medians of 
completion times. 
Let f3 be one of the resulting sequence and Qi be the resulting job set. We 
have 
Lemma 29 Adding processing times in Step 6 above will not decrease the objec-
tive value. 
Proof. Suppose that one or two jobs are added to machine z, which has r^ jobs 
initially. 
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Case 1: rii is odd 
Two equaljobs of size pb are added to the middle. This is equivalent to adding 
two equal jobs of size 0 to the middle, and then increasing the two added jobs to 
Pb. Adding two zero sizejobs will not change the median and will not decrease the 
objective value. Moreover, increasing job processing times will also not decrease 
the objective value. 
Case 2: rii is even 
Before adding any job, the median lies in the middle of the | {rii + 2)-th job 
which has size pb. After adding a job of size pb next to this job, the median 
becomes the junction point of these two jobs. Thus, adding the job is equivalent 
to increasing the | {rii + 2)-th job to the double of its size. Therefore, there will 
be no decrease in objective value. • 
Therefore, 
F ( a , M i ( a ) , . . . , M ^ ( a ) | 0 ) < F ( / ? , M i ( / 3 ) , . . . , M ^ ( / ? ) | Q i ) . 
Noting that the processing times in Qi are under the symmetric structure and f3 
is a promising sequence, it is easily verified that 
‘ ^ / / 2. \ + \ 
2m g � / ( EP2m,+6 — f ) , if b > 0 
F ( / ? , y M / 3 )’。.，M ^ ( " ) i Q i ) = : / y 7 ° � + () 
2 m E / ( E P 2 m , - f ) , if h = 0 2=1 \ \j=i / y 
^ / / ^ ^\+\ 
< 2 m f / X]p2mj + 6+l - - . 
口0 V \J=o “ / 
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The last inequality holds because f and x^ are non-decreasing functions. Hence, 
/ , ^ / / ^ ^ ^ � + � 
F ( a , 4 , . . . , 4 ) < 2 m J 2 f X^P2mj+6+1 - y . (9.2) 
i=o \ Vj=o 乙 / / 
Similarly, for F (7r*, c^,..., c^), after scheduling the jobs according to the 
sequence 7r*, we may perform the following operations. 
1. Keep the m longest jobs unchanged. 
2. Decrease the next 2m longest jobs to the shortest processing time among 
them, i.e decrease processing times Pn—m,. • . ,Pn-3m+2 to pn-3m+1. 
3. Decrease the next 2m longest jobs to the shortest processing time among 
them, i.e decrease processing times Pn-3m-,. .. ,Pn-5m+2 to pn-5m+1^ and so 
on. 
4. If the final set ofjobs is less than 2m jobs, then just decrease their processing 
times to the shortest processing time among them. 
Let the resulting set of processing times after performing the above oper-
ations be Q'. As decreasing processing times will not increase the optimal 
objective value for the given sequence 7r* (Property 6), we have 
F ( ^ * , c t , . . . , c ) = = G ( ^ * ) > G ( ^ * | g % 
Next, perform the following operation. 
5. Delete the b jobs in the innermost 2m positions. 
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Let p' be the resulting sequence and Q\ be the resultingjob set. Since deleting 
processing times will not increase the objective value (Property 8), we have 
G{^^m>G{p'm-
Note that the processing times in Q\ are under the symmetric structure and P' 
is a promising sequence. Thus, by Theorem 9, 
Li (( ‘ wV\ 
G {P'\Q[) = F {P', Ml {p')，. •.，M^ (/?') 10；) = 2m Y^ f J2 P2^j+b+i —- . 
口0 \ \ j = 0 丄 ) / 
Therefore, 
^-1 ((^ ^,Y\ 
F ( 7 T * , c t , . . . , 0 > 2 m ^ f J2P^rnj + b+l " ^ . (9.3) 
口0 \ \ j=0 乙 / / 
It is now clear that F (7r*, c^ , . . . , c^) > 0 (which implies R exists), for large 
enough k (i.e. for large enough n), if the following condition is satisfied. 
. . . 1^ 




Suppose that condition 2 holds. Then, for large n, using (9.1), (9.2) and (9.3), 
k ( ( � ^\+\ 
E f E P2mj + b+l — f 
^=0 \j-0 / 
R < ) x f - l 
— M ( ‘ «A ) 
E f E P2mj+b+1 一 f 
i=o VV;=o / 
f k \ / k \ 
f E P2mj+b+1 — f f E P2mj+b+1 
— V=o y < \^ ) 
_ k-i / i \ — T^i Y~i Y, 
E f E P2mj+b+l — f E f E P2mj+b+l - f 
1=k2 V=o / 口^；2 \i=o ) 
k2 
where k2 is the smallest non-negative integer such that 二 p2mj+b+i > y- Using 
j=0 
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the definition of /，we obtain 
r . r 
E aj {pb+l + P 2 m + b+l + h P 2 m k + b + i y E «J^J 
D <- J = 1 J = 1 
^ " " ^ ^ v " ^ " " ^ I , 
E « j E (Pb+l + P2m + b+l + h P2mz+b+l 一 f ) g ^J^J j = l i=k2 \ ) J = 1 
where 
A j = {pb+l + P2m+6+l H h P2mk+b+lY 
and 
^ 1 / wy 
Bj = 2 ^ [pb+l + P2m+6+l H + P2rm+b+l — " 1 
i=k2 
for j = 1 , . . . , r. 
Notice that the upper bound above is independent of what solution from 
algorithm A is selected. That is, it is an upper bound for all the possible solutions 
given by algorithm A. 
9.3 Probabilistic Analysis on the Relative Er-
ror of Promising Solutions 
We now examine the relative error of any solution given by algorithm A using 
probabilistic analysis. For this purpose, we assume that the processing times are 
first drawn, randomly and independently, from a uniform distribution U (0, a), 
forming a random sample from U (0, a), where a > 0. Then, they are sorted in 
ascending order of magnitude such that pi < p2 < ••. < Pn, forming n order 
statistics from U (0, a). We need to use order statistics since we have to sort 
the processing times in increasing order of magnitude (Step 1 of algorithm A) 
before we can perform the other steps of the algorithm. Similar to the CTV 
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problem, after the sorting, p!,p2,...,_pn are neither uniformly distributed nor 
independent. Further, the relative error R of any promising solution a becomes a 
random variable. In this section, we will show that R tends to zero in probability 
as n ~^ oo, and the rate of convergence is of order Op (n~^). The convergence is 
valid for all promising solutions. 
As stated in Section 8.2, R may not exist in general. However, if there exists 
k2 
the smallest non-negative integer k2 such that ^ p2mj+b+1 > f , then, for large 
j=0 







Aj = (pb+l + P2m+b+l H h P2mk+b+iy 
and 
^ � i ( ^y 
Bj = }_^ Pb+1 + P2m+b+l + • • . + P2mt+b+l — ^ 
• 7 \ 乙 / i=k2 
for j = 1 , . . . , r. Moreover, n — {2k + l )m + b and 0 < b < 2m. 
Let the upper bound of R be Tn,k2. That is 
r 
E ajAj 
rp — i ^ 
lnM 二 ~ • 
E ajBj j : i 
We will analyse Tn,A^  first. The results obtained will be applied to the analysis 
on R. Lemmas 40 and 41 will be used in the analysis. But first, we need the 
following lemmas. 
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Lemma 30 For any positive integer j, 
^ (A,\ f a y 
lim E — = — — . 
n—oo V n^ J \AmJ 
P r o o f . Using Multinomial Theorem and Lemma 39, 
E {Aj) 二 E {pb+i + P2m + 6+l + h P2mk^b+lY 
= E 彻 丨 ) 二 , ( 必 . 1 【 “ 叫 ) 
ro + ---+:^ fe=J 丄0. ^k-
— nla^ „ j ! ^ (2m/ + 6 + xo + --- + x/)! 
— [ n + j)\ ^+.t f_^-朴！ . •. Xk^ . ;to (2m/ + b + xo + ... + a:/-i)! • 
Note that 
(2m/ + 6 + xo + ——h a：/)! 
(2m/ + 6 + xo + --- + a:/-i)! 
={2ml + b + 1 + xo + . . . + x/_i) •.. (2m/ + b + 朴 + ... + xi) 
< (2m/ + b + jyi . 
We have, using Multinomial Theorem again, 
聊 ^ 為 工 為 5 ( 2 - + 〜 广 
= ( ^ ^ t e — + " ) J 
721 Qj^ r ~] j 
二 - ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ k ^ m + k { m + b + j ) + b + j . 
(n+力丨L � 
Noting that k = ^^^=^, we obtain 
^ , , 、 n\a3 ( n^^ \ 
E{Aj) < 7 - + ---
� ” -(n+j)! \4^m^ 乂 
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Similarly, by noting that 
(2m/ + b + xo + ——h .r/)! 
(2m/ + 6 + o;o + . . . + ^ i ) ! 
={2ml + b + 1 + .ro + .. • + : ‘ i ) . . • (2m/ + b + 补 + ... + xi) 
> (2m/ + 6 ) � 
we get 
, ‘ � nla^ ( n " \ 
E[A,) > " ^ + ... . 
� ” —(n + j)! \4^mJ J 
Hence, 
1 皿 丑 ( 年 胖 
n^ o^o V n^  / V4m/ 
• 
Lemma 31 For any positive integer j, 
/Ai\ lim y � = 0 . 
n^oo \ nJ J 
Proof. Note that 
A ; 二 C P 6 + 1 + P 2 m + b + l H + P 2 m k + b + l f ^ 二 ^ 2 j -
Therefore, by Lemma 30, 
,.^/Aj]' 1. ^ /A2j] f a \2j � MAl' lim E — = lim E ~ ^ = — — = l i m E — . n~)"00 V n^ / n^oo \ n^j J \4m/ L"">oo V n^ J. 
Hence, 
lim y { 勾 = l i m E (^V — [ lim E (^)Y = 0. n^oo \ fi3 J n^oo \ Tl^ / L^^oo \ U^ J. 
• 
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Lemma 32 For any positive integer j, 
Aj p f a y 
n^  V 4m / 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemmas 30, 31 and 41. 口 
Let 
A:-1 . 
Dj = Y^ (P6+1 + P2m+6+l H + P2mi+b+lY ,j 二 1，2,—— 
i=k"2 
We will analyse the convergence of Dj. The result obtained will be useful for the 
convergence of Bj. 
Lemma 33 For any positive integer j and non-negative integer k2, 
(D, \ a^ 
1 ‘ jp I 3 � — 
n™ V ^ y 二 22^ +1 (2j + l )m^+i ' 
Proof. Using Multinomial Theorem and Lemma 39, 
A:-1 . 
E {Dj) 二 二 E {pb+l + P2m + b+l H h P2rm+b+lY 
i^k2 
= £ E ^ ; r ^ 4 f ; i . i S n , + w ) 
1二乂2 xo^—vxi—j u 2 
_ n\a^ g • j! 六 ( 2 m / + 6 + j:o + . . . + 3:/)! 
—(几 + J)! .¾ ,;o+-^^.=j 工0!.. •工2.! /ti (2m/ + b + xo + • •. + x/_i)!" 
Note that 
/？，‘+： + � + … + 乂 < (2m/ + 6 + j r . 
(2m/ + 6 + x o + --- + x/_i)! — ^  力 
We have, using Multinomial Theorem again, 
聊 < ^ E E ^ ^ r i ( 2 m / + 6 + , r 
1"卞7^ i=k2 a^  + —+a;FJ 丄0. 丄” /=0 
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= i ^ t e ( 2 " " + “ . 4 ' 
ji]Q,i 人--1「 . j 
= , ' . 厂 . 、 丨 E " � " + i (川 + 1) + "•) + !) + J ‘ 
(‘"+力丨£^2 
nlct> i^i / o , i \ 
= 雨 5 ( . ' . ' " + — . ) 
_ nla^ (m"P"+ i \ 
= { n + j ) l V W + 1 +一.) . 
Noting that k = ^^^^^, we obtaiii 
nla^ r n27+i ‘ 
('_) - (n + j-)l |_2'幻+1(�.+ l),m"+i + .. “ • 
Similarly, by noting that 
(2m/ + b + ^0 + 1- xi)\ 工.， 
7^ > [Znil + 6 ) . 
(2m/ + b + Xo H + x/-i)! 
we get 
nla^ r n2.7+i “ 
E (D") - ( n + j ) ! |_22Ri(2j + l)m^ .^+ i + . • •_ . 
Hence, 
lim E ( ^ ' ] = 以". 
n^ VnJ+1 / — 22^'+^ (2j + 1) rnJ+�. 
• 
Lemma 34 For any positive integer j and non-negative inlcger k:2, 
/ D, \ 
lim V ~ f 7 二 0. 
n~)"00 \n] + ” 
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Proof. Using Multinomial Theorem and Lemma 39, 
E⑷ 
k-l k-1 . 
=Y^ Y1 E (P6+1 + P2m + bi-l H h^rm+6+l)" 
i~k2 t-k2 
• (p6+l + P2m+b+l + • . . + P2mt+b+lY 
k-1 k-1 (-])2 
= V V V V ^ 
.^ /^ 丄^ .丄^ . a : o ! . - .A !yo ! ' - ' y i ! 
i-k2 t-k2 a:oH——ha:t=J yH \-yt=J u t f v yi 
.E ( p ^ i . . . P2lm+b+1Pbh .. • P2mt+b+1) 
— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U-) 
t<t xo+—+a;,=j yi+—+yt=j 工0!... ^i'yo5 •.. yJ 
jT /^ ^0+y0 a^7j +Vt „yt+l r>yt � 
'^ {Pb+l ‘ ‘ 'P2rm + b+lP2m{i+l)+b+l P2mt+b+l J 
+ y y y ^ 
^ , , , , • Xn! • • • X !^un- • • • VJ t>t xoH ha:t=j yH——hyt=j ^ " u tfi 
T? (^XQ+yo xt+yt _yt+i ^Vi \ •匕 \Pb+l . • • P2mt+6+l^ *2m(i+l)+6+l . . . ^mi+6+l) • 
Note that, for i < t, 
TP {xQ+yo x^+y^ Vi+i yt \ 
乃[Pb+l . . . P2rm + b+lP2m{t + l)+b+l . . • P2mt+b+l J 
— n\a^^ ‘ (2m/ + b + xp + yp + • • • + xi + yi)l 
(n + 2j)l ;^o (2m/ + b + xo + yo + h 工！-i + yi-i)l 
^ (2m/ + b + xo H h Xi + yo H h yi)l 
,iii (2爪,+ b + xo H h 而 + yo H h y/-i)! 
< ^ ^ ^ ^ n ( 2 m / + 6 + 2 j ) _ n (2m/ + b + 2jr 
(^ n + zj).z=o /=i+i 
=(^'fo-V n (2m/ + b + 2jyi n (2m/ + b + 2j^ • 
(^72十」刀]=0 /二0 
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Similarly, for i > t, 
p (W^o+yo ^^t+yt ^yt+i ^Vt \ 
^ V 6^+l • . • P2mi+6+lP2m(i + l)+6+l . . • P2mi+h+l) 
< (^_[^'' n ( 2 m / + b + 2 j r f i (^爪1+b+2j.r. 
( n + Z j ) . z = o / = o 
Thus, using the Multinomial Theorem again, 
2� n!a2j n &—1 ( j l f 
E � D � � - I ^ ^ T ^ £ £ . o + 5 . = . � F j . ^o ! . . . * ! . •. yJ 
i t 
• : = (2m/ + b + 2jyi n (2mZ + b + 2jyi 
z=o i=o 
„ I . 2 j 卜-1「2. ] ^ V 
= I ^ { S [ S ( 2 ^ K 2 " ) l l 2 
r?l"2j 卜 - 1 r ..1 
二 7 ^ ^ E z 2 m + z'(m + " 2 j ) + 6 + 2 j ) 
(n + 2j)! l=k, L � J 
n\a^^ [ 力 . 2 7 7 �r 
= T rr V {i^^m^ + . •• 
(^ + 2j)! [ 4 ^ )_ 
— n\a” [ p j + ^ ]2 
二 (n + 2j)! [ 2j + l + … . 
— nla2J r n4~^ +2 _ 
二 (n + 2j)! [2^^+2 ^2j + 1)2 m2"+2 + • • •_ • 
Similarly, by noting that, for i < t, 
Tp fxQ+yo ^^i+Vt y^t+i „yt � 
L V^6+1 . . • l^2mi+b+lP2m{i+l) + b+l . . . P2mt+b+l 乂 
> 7^^Ui^rnl + brtl{2rnUbr 
\n i- z j ; . ^^Q 1二0 
and, for i > t, 
r f^^o+yo ^^t+yt vt+i vz \ 乃 yPb+i •.. P2mt+b+1P2m{t+1)+b+1. •. P2mi+b+1) 
70i^2j t i 
> 7 ; 7 v ^ n ( 2 - / + ^ r n ( 2 - / + ^ r , 
�rt~t~ZJ)-l = Q /=0 
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we have 
/ X 7 7 l " 2 j � „ 4 j + 2 ] 
E (]jA > 1 . . . 
� “ - (n + 2j)! [24j+2(2j + l)S722.^ +2 - . 
Therefore, 
/ D, \2 a2J 
lim E — 
n= Vn^+iy 一 2^J'+2 [2j + l)2m2j+2. 
Hence, using Lemma 33, 
1 皿 乂 ^ % ) 2 二 1 皿 五 ( 辱 ) 2 — 卜 皿 丑 ( 制 2 二 0 . 
n^oo \n^+ y n~^oo \fiJ + l ) [n^ cxo 乂几“^十丄人 
• 
Lemma 35 For any positiv6 integer j, 
Dj p a" 
^ ^ ^、22j+i (2j + l)m^'+i" 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemmas 33, 34 and 41. 口 
Lemma 36 For any positive integer j, 
Bj p a^ 
^ ~~、22j+i (2j + l)m^'+i" 
Proof. Using Binomial Theorem, 
^ f wy 
Bj = ^ [Pb+l + P2m+b+l + . • . + P2mt+b+l — • 
• I \ 乙 / i=k2 
A—1 ) j ! / w\]-i 1 
=5Z X! ( • _ /X|/, ( —17 ) [Ph+l + P2m + 6+l + h P2nu + b+l ) 
1=h2 1=0 U — ”丄 \ 乙 / 
二 ^ J! [ wy-^ 
- ^ y 3 7 y m V " 2 ; " 
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Hence, by Lemmas 35 and 40, 
Bj — ^ j\ / wy-i Di p 0^ 
^ " ^ 0 ' - / ) ! / ! V l J ^ — 22"7_+i(2j + l ) m ^ . 
• 
Now, we prove the convergence of Tn,k2 • 
Lemma 37 For any non-negative integer k2, 
TnM = Op (n -1 ) . 
Proof. By Lemmas 32 and 36, for any positive integer j , 
A. p ( a Y 
~^ T-rP V4m/ 
and 
Bj p a] 
^ 一 22^ +1 (2j + l)m^+i" 
Thus, by Lemma 40, 
_ L V o 4 二 a X 
n � b a " A " — ( 4 m , 
and 
1 T V 丄 • "^^  j^ p <^ rfl 
^ ^ ] 一 22r+i (2r + l )m-+ i ' 
Therefore, by Lemma 40 again, 
丄 V^ a -A • 
0 < nTr^ M = T ; : i ] ‘ ^ 2 (2r + 1) m. 
；^ h j=i ^3^3 
Hence, Tn,k2 二 Op � for any non-negative integer k2. • 
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Finally, noting the following points 
k2 
1. If there exists the smallest non-negative integer k-2 such that ^ /^ 2mj+6+i > 
j=o 
y , then, for large enough n, R exists and 0 < R < Tn,k2 • 
2. By Lemma 32, putting j 二 1, we have 
Ai p a 
n Am ‘ 
which implies that 
儿 — - a ^1 2 P> ^ 
n 4m 
Obviously, we have 
/ w\ 
lim Pr Ai > - 二 1. 
n">oo \ 2 / 
3. Tn,k2 二 Op (几-1) for any non-negative integer k2. 
We can obtain our main result on the convergence of R as stated in the 
following two theorems. 
Theorem 10 R 二 0�(n—i). 
Proof. See Appendix C. 口 
This theorem means that R converges to zero in probability at a rate n-�By 
definition, R = Op (n_i) is equivalent to 3B > 0 such that lim^^oo Pr (|n/^ | < B)= 
1. Here, ^\nR\ < B, means ‘R exists and \nR\ < B, (since if R does not exist, 
we cannot have \nR\ < B). Therefore, although R may not exist, the probability 
that ‘R exists and \nR\ < B, tends to one as n ~> 00. 
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Theorem 11 R ^ 0. 




AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
WORK 
The CTV problem is NP-hard, thus it is unlikely that any exact optimum for 
the problem can be found in polynomial time. Considering this, we have turned 
to examining, within the framework of probabilistic analysis, the solvability of 
the problem in terms of finding an asymptotic optimum. We have started with a 
generalization of the famous Schrage's Conjecture, to fully characterize the posi-
tions of all jobs. This has resulted in a sequence, 7TaU, which can be constructed 
in 0 (n log n) time. Two kinds of probabilistic analyses have been made on the 
sequence. The first one is the asymptotical probabilistic analysis. Our main 
result of this analysis is that, when the processing times before sorting form a 
random sample from a uniform distribution U(0, a), the sequence is asymptoti-
cally optimal in the sense that its relative error converges to zero in probability 
as n increases. The second kind of probabilistic analysis is the comparison anal-
ysis among all the V-shaped fixed sequences. The result is very favourable as it 
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indicates that the sequence is the best in an average sense. 
In addition to probabilistic analyses, we have performed a worst case analysis 
for the sequence. A worst case bound no more than | has been established. This 
result is also significant, noting that there is no other worst-case bound of any 
heuristic for the CTV problem derived in the literature, except the one given by 
Kubiak [23]. Note also that our bound is better than that of Kubiak, which is 
equal to 1. 
Other theoretical results have also been derived, including (i) there are a set 
of 2[宇」optimal sequences when the problem has processing times following a 
symmetric structure; and (ii) when a general CTV problem is considered, our 
proposed sequence is the best solution among the 2[^^�sequences, while another 
sequence, which is commonly believed to be a good estimate to the optimum, is 
in fact the worst. 
The successful results on the CTV problem have provided us with some im-
portant insights on the MCWSET problem. One of these is that a near-optimal 
solution to its equivalent problem (ZS) should have some kind of symmetric pat-
tern in terms of assigning the jobs. This suggests us to use algorithm A to 
construct a promising solution. Following similar arguments for the CTV prob-
lem, we have proven the optimality of the promising solutions under a symmetric 
structure of processing times. Finally, the asymptotic optimality in probability 
for the general case is also proven, within the framework of probabilistic analysis. 
Three points should be emphasized here, (i) The processing times pi, p2, • • •，Pn 
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after sorting become n order statistics, which are neither uniformly distributed 
nor independent. This makes our problem different from stochastic scheduling 
problems in which the processing times are random variables which are assumed 
j^ 
to be mutually independent, (ii) The probabilistic convergence result R — � 0 , 
for either the CTV problem or the ZS problem, does not depend upon the pa-
rameter a of the distribution U(Q,a), although we assume that the processing 
times (before sorting) are randomly drawn from this distribution, (iii) For the 
ZS problem, R may not exist for some instances; however, we have shown that 
the probability of occurring such instances tends to zero as n increases. 
The findings of this thesis are significant both in theory and practice, which 
have actually shown that the general parallel machines scheduling problem with 
symmetric earliness/tardiness penalty about a common due window is asymptoti-
cally solvable in a probabilistic sense. The generalization of Schrage's Conjecture, 
the extensions to the MCWSET problem and the probabilistic proofs are also 
interesting, which have actually resolved a long-standing question on the CTV 
problem by using probabilistic analysis, and have proven an efficient and effective 
algorithm for the MCWSET problem. 
The following lists some possible further research. 
1. Among all the promising solutions, there must exist at least one promising 
solution that has the minimum expected value of the ZS objective. Finding 
such a solution is an interesting work for further studies. 
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2. A worst case analysis on the best promising solution should also be per-
formed. 
3. Generalizations of the techniques and results in this thesis to other earli-




Preliminary Results for Analysis 
The results and definitions introduced in this appendix is necessary for the anal-
yses in this thesis. The following two definitions will be used in our probabilistic 
analysis, where X1,X2, • • •，Xn are n random variables. 
Definition 3: If Xi, X2, • • • , Xn are drawn randomly and independently from a 
distribution, then {X1,X2, • • •, Xn) is called a random sample from the distribu-
tion. 
Definition 4: If Xi, X2, • • •, Xn are arranged in ascending order of magnitude 
and written as _X(i) < X(2) < .•. < 义(几）,then we call 义⑴ the ith order statis-
tic (i 二 1, • • • , n). Furthermore, if (X1,X2, • • • , Xn) is a random sample form 
a distribution, then X(1),X(2), • • • , X(n) are called the order statistics from the 
distribution. 
The following lemmadescribes the distribution of a normalized random sample 
from the uniform distribution U(0, a). 
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L e m m a 38 If (¾,¾, •. •, Xn) is a random sample from U{0, a), where a > 0， 
then (^, ^, . • •, t ) is a random sample from U(0,1). 
P r o o f . The joint p.d.f. of A^1,X2, • • •, Xn is 
/ ( x i , x 2 , - " , ^ n ) = \^Xi G (0，a),2 = 1,2, • • • ,n. 
a^ 
Let Yi 二 ^ , i 二 1 , 2 , . . . , n. Then, the Jacobian of transformation is equal to a/\ 
Therefore, the joint p.d.f. of Yl, ¥2, • • •, Yn is 
^(y i ,y2 , - - - ,yn) 二 l，？A. e (0 , l ) , z = l , 2 , . . . , n . 
Hence, {Y1^Y2^ •..，Yn) is a random sample from U(0,1). 口 
The next lemma gives the expectation of the product of any order statistics 
from [7(0, a). 
Lemma 39 Let (X1,X2, . • • , X^) he a random sample from /7(0, a), where a > 0； 
and X(i), X(2), • • •, Xi^n) be the order statistics. Then, for any t order statistics 
X(^ki)i^{k2)i. •. , ^{kt)川他 1 < A：! < k2 < .. • < kt < n and any t positive integers 
w1,w2,. • •, ^t, we have 
r t 1 _ u t U - l + t u , ) l 
p r r Y^ — _ r r A =^^  ) 
^ llA(A:,) — f ^ , ^ M i i 7 口~~S~' 
L=i � （几十列-口 1 h — i + E 〜 ！ 
V j=i / 
t 
where u = J] Ui. 
i=i 
Proo f . By Lemma 38, {Y1,Y2,.. •, Yn) is a random sample from U(0,1), where 
Yi 二 令，i 二 1 ,2, . . • , n. Let V^i), F(2), •. •, Y(n) be the order statistics of V -^'s. From 
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[8] (p .36 ) , 
「， 1 , t (^'> - ^ + E u ] ！ 
E n r � — " 丨 JT \ 厂1 / 
y v ) - ( n + . ) ! H / , , _ , ^ V 
k.i — 1 十 2^ u j ！ 
V 户1 ‘ / 
Y 
N o t i n g t h a t ？ ‘ ⑴ = ^ ^ , i = 1, 2 , . • • , n , w e h a v e 
r ^ 1 „,^u t ( " W + ^ : , ) 
p n Y ^ ' — “ � T T A -Fi ) 
^ i l - � M 一 / ^ i , , , v i i / 卜1 \ • 
Lpi � 沖 。 . 口 1 fe-i + E^/.；! 
V j = i ‘ ) 
• 
A c loser l o o k a t t h e a b o v e l e m m a w o u l d r evea l t h a t t b i s l e i n m a is t r u e , e v c n 
i f s o m e or a l l u,s a r e ze ro . 
Corollary 6. Let {X1^X2^ • • •, Xn) be a random sample Jrorn U(0, a), where 
a > 0 , and X ( 1 ) , X ( 2 ) , • • •, X ( „ ) be the order statistics. Then 
r 1 l ( l + 1) a^ 
E Xu)Xi,) = , 、 “ 丁，)~~—, 1 < i < j < n , ( A . 1 ) 
L ⑴ ⑴ 」 （n + l ) ( 7 z + 2 ) , — - J - ^ 
and 
r 1 z(7 + l)(A; + 2)( / + 3)a^ . . , , 
E [义⑴义⑴义⑷叉⑴]二 ( 二 ) ( 二 ) ( 二 ) ( 二 4 ) ， 1 ^ 1 ^ 丨^ ‘ ^ 1 ^丨丨 
(A-2) 
Proof. T h e r e su l t s a re c o n s e q u e n c e s o f L e m m a 39. • 
Corollary 7. Let (X1,X2, • • •, Xn) be a random sample from f7(0, a), where 
a > 0 , and X ( 1 ) , X ( 2 ) , . • •，义('"）be the order statistics. Then 
厂 [ Y Y Y Y 1 < ( 4 3 ) ( j + 3)(A; + 3)( / + 3)a4 . . 
E R o ^ ) ^ ( ^ ) ^ ( o J < ( , + 1) ( , + 2) ( n + 3) ( n + 4 ) ‘ ‘ - " , 、 , ^ , " . ( 九 . ” 
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Proof. It follows easily from (A.2). 口 
Now, we define the convergence in probability. 
Definition 5: Let {X^)^-i be a sequence of random variables. If there exists a 
finite constant c such that, Ve > 0, 
lim Pr( Xn — c < e) = 1, 
n^oo 
•p 
then we say that Xn converges (or tends) to be c in probability, and write X^ —� 
c. 
The next lemma presents some properties on convergence in probability. 
Lemma 40 Suppose that Xn ~^ c and Yn ~^ d. We have 
1.) Xn + Yn ^C^d, 
2.) XnYn "^ Cd, 
3.) ifd#Q, then ^ ^ §, 
4.) ifc > 0 and Pr(X^ < 0) = 0 for all n, then ^/X~n ~^ ^fc . 
Proof. See [17] and [20]. • 
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for convergence in probability. 
Lemma 41 Let c be a constant. If, as n — 00，E{Xn) — c and V{Xn) — 0, 
p 
then Xn ——�c. 
Proof. Note that 
0 < (Xn - c)2 = [X^ — E(X^) + E(X-,) - c]' < 2[X^ — E(X^)f + 2[E(X^) — c]^ 
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Taking expectation, we have 
0 < E[{Xn — c)2] < 2V{Xn) + 2[E{Xn) — c]2 — 0 as n — oo. 
For all 6 > 0, by Chebyshev's inequality [17], 
Fv{\Xn - c\ > e) = Fi[{Xn — c)2 > e2] < 即义:2— c) 1 — 0 as n — oo. 
Hence, 




Proofs of Some Lemmas 
In the following, (v�_ denotes the z-th entry of the vector v. 
Lemma 4 
N N 
(Ap)^ A (Ap) = J2 Y^ «2(iV+z)-l,2(7V+j)-lAp4^-3Ap4j_3 
i=l j — 1 
N N 
+ 2 X ] Y1 a2{N+i)-l,2{N-j) + l^P4i-3^P4j-l 
2=1 i=i 
N N 
+ X^ Y1 «2(iV+0,2(7V+j)Ap4i_iAp4j_i 
i—\ j=l 
and 
_ 2N _ 
p,Ap = 2(4iV + l ) 2 ^ (2A^ + l - 0 ^ h i P 2 [ i + E ( 2 A ^ + l - 0 p L i . 
l<j<i<2N z=l 
— —“ — 」 
Proof. Note that (Ap)2“ i = 0,Vz 二 1,2, • • •, 2N. Since A is symmetric, it 





r = l s=l 
2N 2N 
= E E ^ 2 . V 2 j ( A p ) 2 , ( A p ) 2 . ^ . 
i=lJ-l 
N N N 2N 
=EE^“Ap)2“Ap)2—E E «2,’2./(Ap)2“Ap).2, 
i=l j = l i=l j=/V+l 
2N 2N 
+ E E W，2“Ap)2“Ap)‘27. 
i=AT+l j=iV+l 
N N N 2N 
= Y 1 J2 ^2t,2j^P4{N-i) + l^P4{N-j) + l + 2 ^ Y1 a2,，2jAp4(A^-0+lAp<”A0—l 
i^l j = l i = l j = /V+i 
2N 2N 
+ Y1 X ] Cl2i,2j^P4{t-N)-l^P4{j-N)-l 
i=N+l j=N+l 
N N N N 
= Y 1 Y1 a2(N+l-i);2{N + l-j)^P4z-3^P4j-3 + 2 ^ ^ «2(" + i-0，‘2(A^+j)Ap'“-3Ap.lj—l 
i-1j-1 i-i j=y 
N N 
+ X ] Y1 ^2(N+z),2(iV+j)Ap4i-lAp4j_i (B. 1 ) 
i—1 j — \ 
N N N N 
二 X ] 5^ Cl2{N+i)-l,2{N+j)-l^P4i-3^P4j-3 + 2 ^ ^1 ft 2 (N +1) - 1,2 (/V - j) + 1 A p 4., _ ；} A p .j .j _ 1 
2=1j=l i-lj=l 
N N 
+ X ! X^ <^2(AT+0,2(iV+j)Ap42_lAp4j_i. 
i = l j = l 
Similarly, 
4N 4N 
p'Ap 二 Y. Y. a,j (p)^ . (p)_^ . 
2 = 1 J = 1 
27V 2N 2N 4N 4N 4N 
= E E M p ) “ p ) w E E Mp)z(p)_^.+ E E Mp)z (p )7 . 
i=lj = l i=lj=2N + l i=2N + l i=2/V+l 
2N 2N 




+ 2 Y1 Y1 a2N^l-t,2N+j ( P ) 2 " + “ (P)27V+J 
i=l j=l 
2N 2N 
+ Y1 Y1 <^2N^i,2N+j (P)2A^H (P)27V+j 
i=l J = 1 
2N 2N 2N 2N 
二 Y1 Y1 Cl2N+l-i,2N+l-jP2t-lP2j-l + 2 ^ Y1 Cl2N^l-i,2N+jP2t-lP2j-l 
i=l j — 1 i=l i=l 
2N 2N 
+ Y1 Y1 a2N+i,2N+jP2i-lP2j-l 
i=l i = l 
2N 2N 
= ^ Y1 {a2N+l-i,2Ni-l-j + 2a2N+l-t,2N+j + a2N+i,2N+3) P2i-lP2j-l • 
i=l j=l 
By Lemma 3, a2N+1-i,2N+1-j = a2N+i,2N+j, for all i,j = 1 , . . . , 2N. Thus, 
2N 2N 
p^Ap = 2 J^ ^ (a2N+i,2N+j + a2N+i-z,2N+j) P22-1P2j-1 • (B.2) 
i=i _7=1 
By Lemma 3 again and noting A is symmetric, we have, for all i,j 二 1 ,2 , . . • , 2N, 
d2N+i,2N+j + 0'2N+l-i,2N+j 二 G^2N+j,2N+i + 0,2N+i,2N+l-j 
二 <^ 27V+j,2iV+z- + 0:2N+l-j,2N+f 
Therefore, 
P^Ap — 4 Y1 {ct2N+i,2N+j + a2N+l-i,2N+j) P2i-lP2j-l 
l<j<i<2N 
2N 
+ 2 ^ {a2N+i,2N+i + <^2N+l-i,2N+i) Plt-1 
口1 
= 4 ^ [{2N + j ) {2N + 1 - z) + {2N + 1 — z) {2N + 1 — j ) ] ^ _ i P 2 , - i 
l<j<i<2N 
2N 
+2 ^ [{2N + z) {2N + 1 — z) + {2N + 1 — i) {2N + 1 - z)] p^_, 
i=i 
_ 2N _ 
二 2(4iV + l ) 2 Y^ (2iV + l - 2 ) p 2 h i P W - i + I ^ ( 2 i V + l - 0 p ^ - i •口 
_ l<j<i<27V i=\ 
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Lemma 11 Minimizing E[CTV{a)] is equivalent to maximizing 
h (ri,...，VM) = E �—1) (M + 1 - J)(厂2. — 厂")2 
l<i<j<M 
for r, G {0 ,1 } , i = l , . . . , M . 
Proof. Using Lemma 3, noting that A is symmetric, and by change of dummy 
indexes, we have 
z 'Az 
2M 2M 
二 E E M z ) “ z ) _ ^ . 
i—lj—l 
M M M 2M 2M M 
=EE«^.H-(^). + E E % ( z M z ) j + E E«”.（z)“z)j-
i=lj=l i=l j=M+l i=M+lj = l 
2M 2M 
+ E Z Mz)“z)_^. 
2=Af+l j=M+l 
M M M 2M 2M 2M 
=EEa”(zMz)) + 2E E -.(-).(-). + E E a”(zMz)j 
i=lj = l i=lj=M+l i=Af+lj=M+l 
M M M M 
= Z ! Z ! aM+l-z,M+l-j (Z)M+l-z (Z)M+1-J + 2 Z^ Y^ aM+l-zM+J i^)M+l-i (Z)M+J 
1=1J=1 Z=1J=1 
M M 
+ J 2 12 ^M+z,M+J (z)M+t (Z)M+j 
i=l j — l 
M M M M 
二 ^ Y1 ClM+l-i,M+l-JP2i-^+r^P2J-l+rJ + 2 ^  Y1 aM+l-i,M+jP2i-l+rJ>23-rj 
i=l j = l i=l J = 1 
M M 
+ J2 J2 <^M+i,M+jP2i-nP2j-rj 
i=l j=l 
M M 
二 XI Y1 aM+i,M+j [P2i-l+r^P2j-l+rj + P2i-r^P2j-rj) 
i=l j=l 
M M 
+ 2 Y^ ^ aM+l-i,M+jP2i-l+r,P2j-rj . 
2'二1 j=l 
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二 XlXl<^M+%M+_7 E (p2hl+n^_7-l+rj) + E (p2t-r,P2j-rJ 
i=l i=l 
M M 
+ 2X^ 5Z ClM+l-i,M^J^ {p2t-li-r,P2j-rj) 
i=lJ=1 
=2 Y1 aM+t,M+j E (^p2i-l+r^P2j-l+rj) + E (j)2t-r^P2j-Vj) 
i<j 
M 
+ [aM+‘M+z. E (p2t-l+r,) + E [plt-rJ 
i=l 
+ 2^aM+l - t ,M+j^ (p2z-l+nP2j-rj) + ^^aM + l-i,M+J^ (p22-l+nP2j-rj) 
I<j i>3 
M 
+ 2 ^ aM+l-i,M+i^ [P2t-i+r^i-n ). 
i=l 
Using (A.1), noting r, 二 rj and letting C 二 (州；：几+2)�•, we have 
2 J^ ttM+z,M+J E (p2t-l+nP2j-l+r,) + E (p2t-nP2j-r,) 
i<j 
二 2C ^ (M + z) (M + 1 一 j) [(2z — 1 + r,) {2j + r,) + (2z — n) {2j + 1 - r,)] 
i<j 
=2C Y. {M + 0 (M + 1 — j) {Sij + 2i — 2j — Ti — r, + 2r,r,) 
i<j 




faM+z_,M+2_ E (p2{-l+n) + E [pl^-r,) 
i=l 
M 
= C J 2 { M + i) (M + 1 — t) [{2i — 1 + r,) (2z + r,) + {2i — r,) {2i + 1 - r,)] 
i=i 
M 




= S C Y , { M + i){M^l-i)t\ 
t=i 
which is independent of r\,s. Similarly, 
2Y^aM+l-i,M+J^ (P2t-l+nP2j-rj) + 2 ^  aM+l-i,M+J^ [p2t-l+r^p2j-rj^ 
i<J i>j 
=^YlaM+l-t,M+J^ [p2i-l+r,P2j-rj) + 2^aM+l-j,M+i^ (p2j-l+rjP2z-n^ 
i < j J>i 
=2C J2 {M + 1 — i) {M + 1 - j) (2z — 1 + r,) (2j + 1 一 r,) 
i < j 
+ 2 C ^ ( M + 1 — j ) ( M + 1 - z) (2z - r,) (2j. + r,) 
i < j 
=2C Y, ( M + 1 — i) ( M + 1 — j) {8ij + 2i — 2j — 1 + r, + r, — 2r,r,) 
i < j 
二 2C J2 ( M + 1 — 0 {M + 1 — j) [Sij + 2i — 2j — 1 + (r, — r^f • 
i < j 
Note that 
/ P2t-iP2z, if r^t = 0 




2 f a M + l —�M+2_£^ (P2z — l+nP2z-n) = 2 ^ ( M + 1 - i f E [ p 2 h i p 2 d 
i=l =^1 
M 
=2C Y, (M + 1 - if {2i - 1) {2i + 1) , 
z"=l 
which is also independent of r^'s. 
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Hence, to minimize E [CTV (a)] is equivalent to minimizing 
- 2 C [ (M + z) (M + 1 - j ) (vi — r,)2 
i<J 
+2C Y^ {M + 1 — 2) (M + 1 — j) (r, — r , ) ' 
t<j 
= - 2 C E ( 2 z - l ) ( M + l - j ) ( r , - 7 ^ , f , 
i<3 
which, in turn, is equivalent to maximizing 
h ( n , . • • , rM) = E � - 1 ) (M + 1 — j ) (n — r , f 
i<J 
for r, G {0 ,1 } ’ i 二 l，.-.，Af. 口 
Lemma 23 If there exists an integer r > 0 and an integer t > 3 such that 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 and 
X； + a:;+i + • • • + <-2r-2 + <-2r-l = <-2r + • • • + < - 3 二 < — 2 + <-1， 
^ 一 ‘ V ‘ 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
then there exists an integer s G {2, •.. ,t — 1} such that x^ + x^. 
Proof. Suppose that x* 二 x*, Vz G { 2 , . . . , i — 1}. Interchanging x* and x*_^ ,^ we 
have 
0 > ' ^ ( z - l ) z ( ^ - n ) ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < ) 
i=2 
n - 1 




5 — l ) z ( “ n ) ( l — k m i - 2 � 二 ( t - n ) | J ( z - l ) z 
i=2 口2 
二 ^-{t-n){t-2) {t-l)t, 
by multiplying (B.3) by |, we get 
0 > {t-n) {t-2) { t - l ) 
+ E [6 {t + 1) - 3 (2n + 2 - z) (z + 1)] (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2 < ) . (B.4) 
i-t+2 
Assume that t > 4. Replacing x^_^ by 1 - x*_2, and noting that x*_2 = x*, we 
have 
0 > ( l - 2x;_,) { 2 (z - 1) z [3 {2n - t + 4) {t - 1) - 4 (z + 1)] (1 - 2 < ) 
li=2 
、 
+ X^ {t - 3) {t — 2) [3 (2n — 2 + 2) (z + 1) 一 4 (t 一 1)] (1 - 2 < ) ^ 
i=t-i , 
二 3 (2n - t + 4) {t - 1) § (z — 1) i - 4 2 (z - 1) i {i + 1) 
i=2 z'=2 
n-1 
+ (t — 3) (t 一 2) Y^ [3 {2n — i + 2) {i + 1) — 4 {t — 1)] (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2 < ) . 
i=t-i 
Since 
E(^-l)^ = Ut-4) (t-3)(t-2) 
i=2 ^ 
and 




0 > {2n - t + 3) {t - 4) {t - 3) {t - 2) {t - 1) 
n - l 
+ (t 一 3) (i — 2) Y^ [3 (2n — i + 2) {i + 1) 一 4 [t — 1)] (1 一 2x*) (1 - 2 < ) • 
i=t-l 
Dividing both sides by {t — 3) {t — 2), this inequality becomes 
0 > ( 2 n - t + 3) ( t - 4 ) { t - l ) 
+ 2 [3 (2n - z + 2) (z + 1) - 4 {t - 1)] (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2 < ) . (B.5) 
i=t-i 
Adding (B.4) and (B.5), we obtain 
0 > (t - n) {t - 2) {t - 1) + (2n - t + 3) {t - 4) {t - 1) 
+ [3 {2n — t + 3) t - 4 {t - 1)] + [3 {2n - t + 2) {t + 1) - 4 {t — 1)] 
- [ 3 (2n - t + 1) {t + 2) - 4 {t - 1)] + 2 {t + 5) £ ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < ) . 
i=t+2 
Note that 
n—\i . . w . . . ^ — / 1 , i f r z - 2 r - ^ - 2 i s odd 
2^ [l-ZxJ[i-zx,) — <|o , if n - 2r - t - 2 is even 
i^t+2 � ‘ 
> 0. 
Therefore, 
0 > {t - n) {t - 2) {t - 1) + {2n - t + 3) {t - 4) {t - 1) 
+ [3 {2n - t + 3) t - 4 {t - 1)] + [3 {2n 一 t + 2) {t + 1) - 4 (t — 1): 
- 3 ( 2 n - t + l ) ( t + 2 ) - 4 ( ^ - l ) ] 
二 n(f — l ) f + 2 ( “ 3 ) f + 1 6 � 0 . 
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This contradiction leads to t = 3. That is, 
^^2 = � / t< + • • . + < — 2卜2 + <一2,�— 1 二 < - 2 r + . . • + < - 3 = < - 2 / < - l . � . ‘ � 一 
n — 2r — 5 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
Case 1: {n — 2r — 5 > 1 is odd) 
Replacing X2 by 1 — x^ ^ we get 
n-l 
0 > 6 5 ] [{2n - t + 2) {i + 1) - 4] (1 - 2x*) (1 - 2x；) 
厂3 
= 6 ( [ ( 2 n — 1) (4) - 4] + £ p 2 + (2n + 1) 1 + 2n — 2] (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2^；)| 
= 6 [ 8 ( n - l ) + Gi + i / i ] , 
where 




H, 二 Y^ [-1^ + {2n + 1) 1 + 2n — 2j (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2x；). 
i - n - 2 r - l 
Gi can be found directly. 
n - 2 r - 2 
Gi = Y. [-z'2 + (2n + 1) 1 + 2n - 2] (1 - 2x]) (1 - 2x^) 
t=4 
n-2r-6 
= Z [ - (4 + 2uf + (2n + 1) (4 + 2u) + 2n - 2] ( - 1 ) 
u=Q 
n-2r-6 
+ E [ - (3 + 2uf + [2n + 1) (3 + 2u) + 2n - 2] (1). 
U=1 
Simplifying this expression, we have 
Gi 二 --n^ — 6n + 2r^ + 4r + 8. ^ 
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To find Hi, we consider two cases. 
Case 1.1: (r is odd) 
n - l 
丑1 = Y^ [-i^ + {2n + 1) i + 2n - 2] (1 - 2x*) (1 - 2x；) 
i=n-2r-l 
r + l , 
2 n-4k+2 
= ^ Y^ [ - z ' + (2n + l )z + 2 n - 2 ] (1) 
k=li=n-4k+l 
r - 1 , 
~Y~ n-4k 
+ E E [-^' ' + (2” + 1) 1 + 2n — 2] ( — 1) 
A;=1 i-n-4A:-l 
+ [— (n — 1)2 + (2n + 1) (n — 1) + 2n — 2] ( — 1). 
Simplifying this expression, we get 
F i 二 n^ + 3n - 4r^ - 8r — 6. 
Case 1.2: (r is even) 
n-l 
Fi 二 ^ -2^ + (2n + 1) z + 2n - 2j (1 - 2x；) (1 - 2x；) 
i = n-2 r- l 
J n-4k . 
= J 2 Y^ [ - z ' + (2n + l )z + 2 n - 2 j (1) 
k=li=n-4k-l 
1 n-4k+2 
+ Y^ E hz.2 + (2n + 1) 1 + 2n — 2j ( — 1) 
k=l i-n-4k+l 
+ [— (n - 1)2 + (2n + 1) (n — 1) + 2n — 2] ( 1 ) . 
Simplifying this expression, we get 
Hi = n^ + 3n — 4r^ — 8r - 4. 
Combining Cases 1.1 and 1.2, 
Hi > n^ + 3n — 4r^ - 8r — 6. 
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Therefore, 
8 ( n - l ) + Gi + 77i 
> 8 {n — 1) + (―臺一 - 6 n + 2r^ + 4r + 8) + [n^ + 3n — 4r' — 8r - 6) 
= - ( n — 2r — 6) {n + 2r + 16) + 18r + 42 
力 
> 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: {n — 2r — 5 > 2 is even) 
Putting t = 3 into (B.4), 
n-l 
0 > 2 (3 - n) + ^ [3z' - 3 {2n + 1) z - 6n + 18j (1 - 2x*) (1 - 2x；) 
z = 5 
二 2 ( 3 - n ) + G2 + ^2, 
where 




H2 = XI 3z^  — 3 (2n + 1) t — 6n + 18] (1 — 2x-) (1 — 2x；). 
t=n-2r-l 
G2 can be found directly. 
n-2r-2 
G2 二 Y^ [3z' - 3 (2n + 1) i - 6n + 18j (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2x；) 
z=5 
n - 2 r - 7 
二 亡 [ 3 (5 + 2uf — 3 (2n + 1) (5 + 2u) — 6n + 18] (1) 
u=0 
n-2r-7 
+ ^ [3 (4 + 2uf - 3 (2n + 1) (4 + 2u) - 6n + is] ( - 1 ) . 
U=1 
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Simplifying this experssion, we have 
3 , , 93 
G2 = --n^ — 2ln + 6r^ + 12r + — . 
z z 
Case 2.1: (r is odd) 
n-l 「 1 
H2 = Y . 3z' - 3 (2n + 1) i - 6n + lSj (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2x；) 
i-n-2r-l 
r + l 
2 n-4/c+2 
二 ^ Y^ [3z^-3 (2n + l ) z - 6 n + 18j ( - 1 ) 
A;=1 i-n-4:k+l 
r - l 
~^ r~ n-4k 
+ E E [ 3 z ' - 3 ( 2 n + l ) z - 6 n + 18] ( l ) 
k=li=n-4k-l 
+ [3 (n — 1)2 — 3 {2n + 1) {n — 1) - 6n + 18] (1). 
Simplifying this experssion to get 
H2 二 3n2 + 9n - 12r^ — 24r — 30. 
Therefore, 
0 > 2 (3 - n) + G2 + H2 
y Q Q 0 \ 
= 2 ( 3 - n ) + ( - - n ' - 2 1 n + 6r' + 12r + - j + (3n^ + 9n - 12r' - 24r - 30) 
\ 2 2 / 
二 i ( n — 2r — 7)(3n + 6r — 7) + 2(r — l ) 2 0 . 
2 
This means that the last expression is equal to zero and, hence, r 二 1 and 
n 二 2r + 7 = 9. That is, 
木 木/ 水/ * / 木 木/ * 
^2 ~ ^3 千 ^ 4 千 ^ 5 千 ^ 6 二 ^ 7 千 ^8-
But, in this case, J {x^, X3, X4, X5, Xg, Xj, Xg) 二 45360 < J (xa/t) = 45408, where 
Xait is the 0 — 1 vector corresponding to iTait. This is also a contradiction. 
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Case 2.2: (r is even) 
n-l 
H2 二 Y. [3z' - 3 (2n + 1) 2 - 6n + is] (1 - 2x*) (1 - 2x^) 
iz=:n-2r-l 
^ y^ 4 J^ 
= 亡 Y^ [ 3 z ' - 3 ( 2 n + l ) z - 6 n + 18] ( - 1 ) 
k=li=n-4k-l 
2 n-4k+2 
+ i ] E [ 3 z ' - 3 ( 2 n + l ) z - 6 n + 18j (1) 
A;=1 i-n-4k+l 
+ [3 (n — 1)2 — 3 (2n + 1) {n - 1) — 6n + 18] ( — 1) • 
Simplifying this expression, we get 
H2 二 3n2 + 9n — 12r^ — 24r — 24. 
Therefore, 
0 > 2 (3 — n) + G2 + H2 
二 2 (3 - n) + f - - n ' — 21n + 6r' + 12r + 票 ) + (Sn' + 9n — 12r^ — 24r — 24) 
\ ‘ V 2 2 y \ ) 
二 i ( n — 27^  — 7)(3n + 6r^  — 7 ) + 2 r + 4 � 0 . 
2 
Therefore, we have a contradiction. 
As Cases 1 and 2 both lead to a contradiction, we must have an integer 
5 G { 2 , . . � t — 1} such that x* + x\. • 
Lemma 24 If there exists an integer r > 0 and an integer t > 3 such that 
n - 2r — t - 2 > 1 and 
Xt + X +^i + . . . + ^n-2r-2 7^  ^n-2r-l ~ ^n-2r + • • . + ^n-3 " ^n-2 7^  ^n-l5 
V ^ ^ ^ � ‘ 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
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then x^_^ + X*. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 23, there exists an 5 G {2 , . • � t — 1} such that a:: + x\. We 
can take 5 to be the largest integer in {2, •..，t — 1} such that x* + x\. Therefore, 
木 / * 木 / 木 
Xs T ^5+l 二 .•• = ^i 牛巧+ l . 
Moreover, 
g ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 . : ) = | - ^ ， . i f t ? 2 1 — 2 i s o d d 
L ^ ^ ‘ V s) 0 ,if n — 2r — t — 2 is even 
i=i+2 1 ‘ 
Therefore, ^E ( l - 2 x * ) ( l - 2 x ：) < 0. Thus, by Lemma 21, s 二 t — 1 or 
i=t+2 
s 二 t — 2. Assume that 5 = t — 2. Under this assumption, we have t > 4 and 
^t-2 + ^t-l — ^t + ^t+l-
Case 1: {n — 2r — t — 2 > 2 is even) 
Interchanging x*_2 with x*_^ and x; with x^ _^ ^ simultaneously, and using The-
orem 16, we have 
0 > - g ( z - l ) z ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < _ 2 ) 
i=2 
^-1 f � 
+ Y^ [(2n + 2 — i) {i + 1) — 2 {2t — 1)] (1 — 2x*) ( l — 2x^_^) • (B.6) 
z_=t+2 
Case 1.1: (r is even) 
Interchanging x*_2 with x*_^, and using Lemma 15, we get 
0 > - 2 4 ¾ (z — 1) i (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2 < _ 2 ) . 
i=2 
Therefore, 
0 > E (z - 1) I (1 - 2 < ) ( l - 2 ( 2 ) . (B.7) 
i=2 
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Adding (B.6) and (B.7) together, 
0 > 5(卜1)“1-2姊-20：:-2) 
i=t-2 
+ 2 [(2n + 2 — z) (z + 1) — 2 (2t — 1)] (1 — 2x*) ( l — 2 x U ) . 
i=t+2 
Simplifying this inequality, we obtain 
0 > n{n - 2 r - t - 4) + 8 > 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 1.2: (r is odd) 
Interchanging x*_4 with a:*_3 and x*_2 with x*_^ simultaneously, and using 
Lemma 16, we have 
0 > - g ( z - l ) z ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < _ 4 ) 
i-2 
二 £(卜1)小-2工0(1 — 2工“) . (B .8 ) 
i=2 
Adding (B.6) and (B.8) together, we get 
0 > 2 {i-l)i{l-2x])[l-2xU) 
i-t-2 
+ 2 [(2n + 2 — z) (z + 1) — 2 (2t — 1)] (1 — 2<) (1 — 2 x U ) . 
i=i+2 
Again, simplifying this inequality, we obtain 
0 > n(n — 2r - t - 4) + 8 > 0. 
This is also a contradiction. 
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Case 2: {n - 2r — t — 2 > 1 is odd) 
Interchanging x*_2 and x^_ ,^ we have 
0 > (t - 2 - n) 1^ (z - 1) z (1 - 2x*) ( l - 2xl,) 
i=2 
+ {t — 2) 2 [2 (t — 1) - (2n + 2 一 0 (2 + 1)] (1 — 2< ) (1 一 2 x Q . 
i=t 
(B.9) 
Replacing x*_2 by 1 — o:*_2, 
^-3 f X 
0 > 3 (2n + 4 - t) {i - 1) X ] [i - 1) 1 (1 - 2x*) (l - 2< .^ ) 
1二2 
- 4 g ( z - l ) z ( z + l ) ( l - 2 < ) ( l - 2 < _ 2 ) 
i=2 
+ E (t - 3) {t - 2) [3 (2n + 2 - z) (z + 1) - 4 {t - 1)] (1 - 2x*) ( l - 2^_^) 
i=t-i 
> 3 (2n + 4 — t) {t — 1) 2 {t — 1) i (1 - 2 < ) (1 — 2xU) 
i=2 
- { t - 4) {t-3) {t-2) {t-l) 
+ ( t - 3 ) ( t - 2 ) 2 [3 (2n + 2 - z) (z + 1) - 4 {t - 1)] (1 - 2 < ) ( l - 2xU) • 
i—t — l 
(B.10) 
Adding 3 {2n + 4 - t) {t — 1) times (B.9) to (n - t + 2) times (B.10), and then 
simplifying the result, we get 
0 > 3 [{t + 1) n + 2] {G3 + Hs) — 2 {n + 2 — t) {t - 3) [Un — f + t + 3] , 
where 
n - 2 r - 2 
Gs = J2 [z'2-(2n + l ) z - 2 ( n + 2 - 0 ] ( l - 2 o ^ T ) ( l - 2 < _ 2 ) 
i=t 
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n - 2 r - t - 3 
= 亡 [ { t + 2uf — (2n + 1) [t + 2u) 一 2 (n + 2 — t)] ( - 1 ) 
u = 0 
n - 2 r - t - 3 
+ J2 [ ( 力 + 1 + 2w)' — (2^ + 1 ) (t + 1 + 2w) — 2 (n + 2 — t)] ( 1 ) 
u=0 
= - - ( n — 2r - t — 3) (n + 2r — t + 1) — 2n + 2. 
2 
and 
Hs = E [2 {t — 1) — {2n + 2 — i) (z + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) (1 — 2xU) 
i=n-2r-l 
‘n^ + 3n — 2t - 4r^ - 8r + 2 , if r is even 
二 1 n^ + 3n — 2t — 4r^ — 8r , if r is odd 
> n^ + 3n — 2t — 4r^ — 8r. 
Therefore, 
� 1 
0 > 3[(f + l ) n + 2] - - (n - 2r - t - 3) {n + 2r - t + 1) + n^ + n - 2t 
- 乙 
—4r^ — 8r + 2] — 2 (n + 2 — t) {t — 3) [3tn 一 t^ + t + 3 . 
Simplifying the last expression and write the result in decreasing order of uj 二 
n — 2r — t — 3 > 0, we obtain 
3 9 0 > a3iJ + a2i0 + aiio + o"o, 
where 
^3 二 ^ ( ^ + l ) > 0 , 
Q 45 
^2 二 5力2 + 9(厂 + 5)力 + 9 厂 + 〉 0 ， 
乙 乙 
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ai = 5t^ + (6r + 13) t^ + 3 (4r^ + 56r + 93) t + 3 (4r^ + 26r + 43) > 0, 
ao = 3t^ + (lOr + 1) f + (14r + 47) f + 3 (44r' + 170r + 153) t 




asuo + a2i0 + aiio + ao > 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, we get 5 / t — 2. Hence, 5 二 t — 1. 口 
Lemma 25 If there exists an integer r > 0 such that n — 2r — 4 > 2 and 
X^-2r-2 + ^n-2r-l 二 $n-2r 7^  ^ n-2r + l 二 . . . 二 ^ n-4 • ^n-3 = ^n-2 + ^n-l' 
then X^_2r-4 + ^n-2r-3 二 ^n-2r-2 ‘ 
Proof. By Lemma 22, we have either x*_2^_3 + x*_2^_2 or x*_2^_4 / a;*_2r-3 = 
x*_2^_2- Assume that x*_2^_3 4" a;*_2r-2- There must exist a smallest integer 
t > 2 such that n - 2r — t — 2 > 1 and 
4 + �*+l + • . . + < -2r -2 + < - 2 r - l 二 <—2r + • • • + <—3 = 心 2 + < - l . < ^ ‘ ^ ^ 
n — 2r — t — 2 > 1 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
If t > 3, then by Lemma 24, x*_^ + x*. This contradicts to t being the 
smallest. Therefore, t 二 2. That is, 
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^ 2 7^ . . • 7^ ^ n - 2 r - 2 7^ ^ n - 2 r - l 二 ^n-2r 7^ • . . 7^ ' ^ n - 3 =工71-2 ^ ^n-l. 
、 ‘ 、 V ‘ 
n — 2r — 3 > 2 terms 2r > 0 terms 
(alternating) (two terms alternating) 
Case 1: {n — 2r — 3 > 2 is even) 
Replacing X2 by 1 — x^ ^ we get 
n - l 
0 > 6 Y^ [(2n + 2 - 1) {i + 1) — 4] (1 - 2x*) (1 — 2x；) • 
i=3 
That is, 
n - l 
0 > ^ [-z^ + {2n + 1) 1 + 2n — 2] (1 — 2x*) (1 — 2x；) = G4 + th, 
i=3 
where 
n - 2 r - 2 
G4 = Y . [-t^ + (2n + 1) i + 2n - 2] (1 - 2x*) (1 - 2x；) 
i=3 
n-2r-5 
= 亡 [ 一 （ 3 + 2w)2 + (2^ + 1) (3 + 2u) + 2n — 2] ( — 1) 
u = 0 
n - 2 r - 5 
+ Y1 [ - (2 + 2uf + (2n + 1) (2 + 2u) + 2n - 2] (1) 
u=l 
1 . 11 ^ 0 , 
= - - n ^ — 5n + — + 2 r + 4r. 
2 2j 
and 
n - l 
H4 二 Y^ [-2^ + (2n + 1) % + ln - 2] (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2x；) 
i = n - 2 r - l 
J n^ + 3n — 4— — gr — 4 , if r is even 
1 n^ + 3n — 4r^ — 8r — 6 , if r is odd 
> n^ + 3n - 4r^ - 8r — 6. 
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Therefore, 
^4 + H4 > -n^ — 2n — 2r^ — 4r — ^ 
- 2 2 
= - { n - 2r 一 5) {n + 2r + 1) + 2r + 2 > 0. 
2 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: ( n - 2 r - 3 > 3 is odd) 
Interchanging x^ and X3, we get 
n - l 
0 > ^ [6 — {2n + 2 — i) {i + 1)] (1 — 2 < ) (1 - 2x；). 
i=4 
That is, 
0 > ^ \i^ — {2n + 1) 1 — 2n + 4] (1 — 2x*) (1 — 2x；) 二 G^ + ^ , 
口4 
where 
G^ 二 ";f;2[z.2 + (2n + l ) z - 2 n + 4 ] ( l - 2 < ) ( l - k ; ) 
i=4 
n-2r-6 
= 亡 [ ( 4 + 2uf + (2n + 1) (4 + 2u) - 2n + 4] (1) 
ii=0 
n - 2 r - 6 
+ 亡 [ ( 3 + 2uf + (2n + 1) (3 + 2u) - 2n + 4] (-1) 
U=1 




H5 二 Y^ [z'2 + (2n + 1) I - 2n + 4j (1 - 2 < ) (1 - 2x^) 
i=n-2r-l 
{ n^ + 3n — 4r^ — 8r — 6 , if r is even 
二 I n^ + 3n — 4r2 — 8r — 8 , if r is odd 
> n^ + 3n — 4r^ — 8r — 8. 
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Therefore, 
Gs + H^ > -n^ - 3n - 2r^ - 4r + 2 
2 
= - { n — 2r — 6) {n + 2r) + 2r + 2 > 0. 
2 
This is a contradiction. 




Proofs of Some Theorems 
T h e o r e m 5 For any n G V, 
CTV{n)^-- J2 ^A>.-Zj.l + t f > Z j + f^^ (C.1) 
^ 2<j<t<n ^ J=2 i= l 
where 
i-i 
Qz 二 (n + 1 - i)pr + Y^Pk, 
k=l 
i-1 
hn = (i — VjPt — J^P^^, 
k=l 
n 1 n 
u 二 J^Pk-;Ylkpk 
k=i k—l 
(0 ， ifpi is scheduled before jobs 1, • • • , i — 1 under the sequence 7r 
^^  — I 1 ， ifpi is scheduled after jobs 1, •..，i — 1 under the sequence n 
for i 二 2, 3,.. • ,n. 
Proof . Let Xi G {0,1} . For i = 1,2, •. • , n, let 
Ci = the completion time of job i, 
C — the mean completion time, 
i 




Pz = J2 ^Pk-
k=i 
Then, 
Ch = (1 - Xn)Pn + • . . + (1 - a^ .+ l) Pz + 1 + Pr + 工、{pi + . . • ^Pz-l) 
n 




nC 二 X^a 
Z=1 
n n n n n 
=EE^^^ + E ^ - i ^ ^ - E E Pj^j 
i=l j=i i=l i=l j=i+l 
n j n n j-1 
= Y . Y . P J + Y . ^ ^ - l ^ ^ -J2J2PJ^J 
j=l i=l i=l j = l i=l 
n n n 
二 X^ JPj + Z ! 0^^-l^^ - Y1 U 一 1) Pj^j 
j=l t=l j=l 
n 
二 (^n — ^ ^ ^j^j-
J = 1 
Then， 
n 1 1 n 
Ct — C 二 Oin — a^-l + a^-lXi — V PjXj Pn + 一 Y ] hjXj 
.”1 n n , 
J=^+^ J=1 
1 几 
二 — X^  7u^i + “， 77- • i j=i 
where 
‘hj , j < i 
Jij 二 hi + n a , _ i = {i — 1) p^ + (n - 1) a,_i J = i • 
[hj — npj 二 ( j — 1 — n) pj — a^-i ,J > i 
Therefore, 
n — 2 几(1 ^ \ 2 
Y.{c.-C) = E - E 7 . - . + / . 
口1 口1 V j = i / 
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1 n n n 9 ^ ^ ^ 
= ; ; i E E E irukX;jXk + ^ E E , " ” • � + E 斤 
'^ t = l j = l k=l ‘^ i = l J = 1 i=l 
1 n n / n \ 2 ^ / 几 \ ^ 
= ] Z ! Y^ Y.7u.7A ^3^k + — X^ X]Uii3 Xj + j ] /•• 
几 J = 1 fc=l \z=l / 几 J = 1 \口1 / z = l 
Note that 
X^ X j ^^ (T{ X j ^  ^^ X^ ~f" Xj 2X1X j — O^i + Xj ^X^ Xj . 
Thus, 
E ( C i - ^ 2 
i^l 
1 n n / n \ 2 几(几 \ 几 
= ^ J2 E E$ruk [x, + xk — |x, — xk\) + - ^ E^nrj ^3 + Y^G 
饥 j = l /c=l \i^ \ / ,A J = 1 � = 1 / 口1 
1 n n ( n \ 工 n n / n \ 
二 - ^ E E E 7 u 7 ^ H k . - ^ ^ l + ; ^ E E E7u7^^ U . 
饥 j=ik=i \z=i } ri j=ik=i Vi=i 乂 
2 n / n \ n 
+-EE^^7..h. + E ?^ 
几 j=i \t=i ) t=i 
1 / n \ 1 n n ( n \ n 
二 —~2 Z1 Zl7u.7A |Tj — TA:| + ] Z ] Z ! Z l o ^ + 2 n “ . b ” . r j + Z X 2 -
几 l<j<k<n \i = l / 几 J = 1 i=l \k=l J d 
Note that, for j < k, 
n i-1 k-l n 
Y^ lzjlzk = Y1 ltjltk + ljjljk + [ lrjltk + lkj7kk + Y1 lzjlzk 
i=l i=l i=J + Ti i=k+l 
J-1 
二 X ! [(i - 1 — n) Pj — ttj_i] [{k — 1 - n) Pk - ak-i 
i^l 
+ [{j - 1) Pj + {n — 1) o^_i] [{k - 1 - n) Pk — ak-i 
k-i 
+ Z1 [{J — ^)Pj — Q^j-i] [{k — 1 - n)pk - ak-i 
i=J + l 
+ [(j — 1) pj - aj_i] [{k - 1) pk + {n — 1) ak-i_ 
n 
+ Z ! [(i - l )Pj - Q^j-i] [(^ - ^)Pk - otk-i_ 
Z.=A;+1 




J2 “ 认 = J ^ [(^ - 1) Pk - Ctk-l] + [(? - 1) Pz + {n — 1) 0!^-l_ 
k-1 k=l 
n 
+ J2 [(^ - 1 - n) Pk - CXk-l_ 
k=t+l 
n n 
= Y ^ [{k - 1) pk — (^k-i] + na^^i - n J^ P^ 
k=l k-i+1 
n k—1 
= P n — CXn — J2 J2 Pr + 几叫—丄—几 ( ^ ^ 一 叫 ) 
k=l r=l 
n 
= P n - Y^ {n - r) Pr - {n + 1) a^ + n ( a “ + a^) 
r=l 
==2pn - (2rz + 1) an + n (a,_i + a^) • 
Therefore, 
n / n \ 
J2 Y1 Tk + 2 n / , 卞 ] 
i=i \k^i / 
^ � ( 1 y 
二 ^ 2Pn — (2n + 1) OLn + n ( a , _ i + a^) + 2n i a^ — «2-1 Pn ) hj 
2=1 L ^ 几 乂」 
n 
二 K-Oin + npi)li] 
t=l 
J-1 
= Y ^ ( - « n + np“ [{j - 1 — n)pj — a^-i] + ( - « n + npj) [(j — 1)朽 + (n — 1) o^_i: 
—1 
n 
+ Y^ (-ttn + n^i) [{j - ^)Pj - O^j-l_ 
PJ+1 
n J-l 
二 Z1 ( - « n + m) [{j 一 l)pj — aj_i] - npj J2 ( ― � + 几凡.)+ 几(-«n + npj) a^_i 
i=i 口1 
二 —np] [ - { j — 1) an + naj—i] + n ( - a ^ + npj) a^_i 
=noin [{j — l)Pj — aj - i ] 二 noiJriy 
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Thus, 
n 2 1 Q^ 几 几 
J2 (^t - c) = -- Y1 Qkhj \xj - Xk\ + — X] hjXj + ^ /^ 
z=l 几 l < j < k < n 几 J = 1 i = l 
Note also that hi = 0 and g^ 二 o^�. Hence, 
CTV{n) = - - J2 9^hJ\x^-x,\ + ^f2h,x,^j2^l 
几 2<j<t<n 几 J = 2 2;1 




Proof. In this proof, we will denote the (z,j)-th entry of a matrix H by (丑)。. 
For j = i + 1’. •., V — 1, let � = 臺 2 ' {n — Aj). 
1. Reduce (i^j+i,Oi 4 and (Fj“)i’i by (¾, and increase ( ^ ) i , 2 by 2¾. 
As Pn_4j_l < Pn-4j < P n - 4 j + l , W e h a V 6 
(Fj + l,,)l,4Pn-4iPn-4j-l + (Fj，z.)i’iPn—42Pn-4j + {Fj^,)^^^Pn-4zPn-4j + l 
r 1 r ‘ • 
< [(i^j + l,i)i^4 — ^ J Pn-4zPn-4j-l + [(^j,z)i,i — ^ J Pn-AiPn-Aj 
+ [(^J,Ol,2 + 2¾] Pn-4zPn-4j + l-
Thus, such an operation will not decrease the objective value. Similarly, let 
r / , , ^ | ( 2 z - l ) ( n - 4 j ) . 
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2. Reduce ( i ^ ) 2 2 and (^^)23 by 5ij, and increase (Fj�)2,4 by 2¾. 
3. Reduce {Fj^ )^^  ^  and {Fj^ )^^  3 by r]^ j, and increase (^^)34 by 2r]t]. 
4 . Except for i = l , j = 1, reduce (厂^+丄’山‘ and (〜)‘，！ by %， a n d increase 
(Fj^4,2 by 2%-
5. Reduce (F2,1)4,4 ^^d (^ 1^,1)4,1 by "i’i —昔，and increase (i^ 1,1)4^ 2 by 2"i，i — 尝 
6. Reduce {Fy i^)^  3 by 3z, and increase ( F � � � b y 3z. 
7. Reduce (F ,^i)3^3 by 3 (z — |), and increase (^^)3 4 by 3 (z — |). 
We also do similar operations to Fi j and i ^ � + i . That is, 
8. Reduce (i^zj+i)4,i and (F^,j)i,i by ^ , and increase ( F � ) ) , ! by 2¾. 
9. Reduce (^ ,-,^ )2,2 and (F�j)3，2 by % , and increase ( F � ^ , ] by 2¾. 
10. Reduce (F]j)2,3 and (F,,j)3^3 by %•, and increase (^^^)4 3 by 2rj^ j. 
11. Except for 1 = l , j = 1，reduce {Fi^ j+i)^ ^^ and (F],j)1,4 by "”，and increase 
( ^ ) 2 , 4 by Hj-
12. Reduce (F1,2)4^4 and (i^i,i)i,4 by rji,i —昔,and increase (^ 1^,1)2,4 by 2r]i,i — % 
13. Reduce (i^3，2 by 3z, and increase ( ^ ^ 4 2 by 3z. 
14. Reduce (F,,^ )3^3 by 3 (z 一 |)，and increase (^^^)43 by 3 {i 一 |). 
Then, let 5^ = |z {n 一 4z) 
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15. Reduce (i^i，Oi’4 and ( i^+i )4 i by fc, and r e d u c e � F � \ , i by 2fc, while 
increase ( F � ) ” and (i^)�’！ by 26 ,^. 
We denote the resulting matrix of / ¾ and Fi,] by Fj^ - and F;,] respectively. 
Thus, for j = i + 1，..., v — 1，(except for i 二 l , j = 2) 
/ , \ t 
(F' •) 
V W 
= F ' j，z 
/ |i (n - j) |i {n 一 i) 2z- (2j — 1) |i (2n - 2j - 1) \ 
— 4ij | i ( n - i ) | i (2n-2i + 3) |i{2n-2j-3) 
= 2i (2i - 1) | ( 2 z - l ) ( n - i ) | ( 2 z - l ) ( n - i + |) | ( 2 z - l ) ( n - j - | ) 
V | ( 2 i - l ) ( n - i ) | ( 2 i - l ) ( n - i ) (2z - 1) (2j - 1) | ( 2 i - l ) ( n - j - | ) 
< � . 
- 3 ' ' 
4n( .t 
二 j 1 ¾ ) ， 
⑷ ’ 二 Ki 
/ |(n-2) |(n-2) 6 | ( 2 n - 5 ) \ 
— 8 | ( n - 2 ) | ( 2 n - l ) | ( 2 r z - 7 ) 
二 4 | ( n - 2 ) | ( 2 n - l ) | (2n - 7) 
V |(n-2) |(rz-2) 3 宇一曼； 
< 宇 松 ， 1 
二 宇 ( 〜 ) ％ 
and 
/ , \t ⑷ 
一 Fv,i 
(2i {n — 2v) Mv 2i (2v — 1) |i {n — ^ — ^ ) \ 
_ iiv 2i (n - 2v) 2i {n - 2” - \) 2i {2v + |) 
= 27； (2i - 1) ( 2 i - l ) ( n - 2 ^ ) {2i - 1) {n - 2^  - |) (2 i - l ) (2t ;+|) 
\ (2i — 1) (n - 2v) 2v {2i — 1) (2i - 1) (2v — 1) | (i — |) (n — •v — |) 
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/ i ( n + l ) i (n - 1) i (n - 3) |z (n - i; - ^) � 
i {n — 1) i {n + 1) in in 
= (^  - l) {n - 1) ^ ' - ^ ) {n+l) U - iJ n [i - i ) n 
V ( ^ - 1 ) ( ^ + 1 ) l ^ - \ ) { n - l ) 0 - | ) ( n - 3 ) | 0 - | ) ( ^ - ^ - 1 ) 
An 
< jEy,i 
= 警 ( ^ 0 、 
Moreover, 
^v,v 二 Fv,^n 
and, for i — 2,..., v — 1， 
/ h{n + 2i) |i(n-i) 2i{2i-l) | ( 2 i - l ) ( n - i ) \ 
一 |i(n-i) 2i (n - 2i) {2i - 1) (n - 2i) | {2i - 1) {n - i) 
[“二 2i {2i - 1) (2i - 1) (n - 2i) ( 2 z - l ) ( n - 2 i + l ) (2i-lf , 
\ I (2i — 1) (n — i) I (2i — 1) (n — i) (2i - 1)' (2z" - 1) (n — 2i + 1) / 
and 
/ 1 (^ + 2) | ( n - l ) 2 ^ - | \ 
二 | ( n - l ) 2 ( n - 2 ) n-2 争一臺 
i，i— 2 n - 2 n - 1 1 • 
^ - 2 4n _ 2 1 — 1 / 
\ 7 3 7 3 丄 'L 丄 / 
Next, for i = 1, •.., v — 1, 
16. Reduce (i^+i,,+i)^^ by \i (n - 2i — 1), and increase ( ^ ¾ ) " by |z {n — 2i — 1). 
17. Reduce (^V1.+1),,2 ^^ 臺（义 + 丄）（几—^ ‘^ _ ‘)，&nd (&1,^1)3,3 ^Y ¥ (几—如—4), 
while increase (F;J) by | {2i + 1) {n — 4z — 4). 
\ , y 1,3 
18. Reduce (&1,,+1)2,3 and (&1 ,41 )32 ^Y | (¾. + |) {n — 4i — 4), and increase 
(i^,,)^^^by|(2z + l ) ( n - 4 z - 4 ) . 
19. Reduce (F( i)^^ by ,，and reduce (^ 1^,1)2,3 and (^1,1)3,2 by 争. 
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20. Increase (^；,)^^ and (F；,,)^^^ by f . 
21. Increase {Fl,)^^^ and (厂；，山，斗 by ^ . 
22. Increase (厂；，山，�and (厂；’丄)】，‘ by f f . 
Let the resulting matrix of F/，，be F-'^. For i = 2 , . . . , v — 1, we have 
F"-
V 
(|^(2n-l) f2>-O 条(卜会）(几一” |(2z-l)(n-j) \ 
二 H 〜 ） ¥ (^  - 0 !(卜会）(…） |(2z-l)(n-z) 
— , 1 ( 卜 会 ） （ - - 0 f O - 0 ( n - O | ( h i ) ( n - z + l ) - | ( z + 2) (2卜1)2 
\ I (2i - 1) (n - 0 I (2t — 1) (n - i) (2z - lf | {4t - 1) (n - 2z + 1) / 
< —Ei i. 
一 3 ， 
Moreover, 
^v,v 
/ 2v{n - 2v) 4v^ 2v{2v - 1) {2v - 1) {n - 2v) \ 
4v^ ^v{n - v) I (v - I) (n - v) 2v{2v - 1) 
二 2t;(2u_l) I (t/ - I) {n - v) |(z- i)(n-^ + l)- |-(^ + 2) {2v- lf 
\ {2v - 1) (n - 2v) 2v{2v - 1) {2v - l f ^ (4^ ; - 1) (n - 2v + 1) / 
/ v{n+ 1) v{n - 1) [v - ^) (n - 1) (^v - ^) {n + 1) \ 
一 v{n - 1) |t;(n - v) 3 (^ “ 2") (^ “ ^) ( ”一2 ) ( n _ l ) 
二 {v-'^) (n-l) | ( u - ! ) ( n - y l O ' - i ) ( n - ^ + l ) - i ( ^ + 2) (t^-f )n-2v+I 
\ {v — i) (n + 1) (f - i) (n - 1) (v - I) n — 2v + } 全(4v - 1) (n - 2v + 1) / 
< —F 
^ 2 J^v,v • 
and 
( | ( 2 n - l ) | ( n - l ) | ( n - l )争—臺 \ 
| ( n - l ) ^ - 4 争一2 f - | l_^ 
� 1 一 | ( n - l ) f - 2 晋 — 1 ff + 1 — 7 '''• 
5n — 2 5ji — 2 ^ j_ 1 15n — i 
\ ~7 3 ^ 3 Ti ‘ 丄 Ti 丄 y 
Therefore, 
1 y y 1 f) y v i n 
C T K (-..) 二 去 E E q % A < Y E E 必],凡〕< ^ C T V ^ ( … ) ) • 
几 i=i j=i ‘ i=i j=i ‘ 
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The last inequality follows from Lemma 27. Hence, 
- f 
• 
Theorem 10 R = Op ( n - ” . 
Proof. Let Ek 二 Ef=oP2rm+6+i = ^i- We have 
( w\ 
lim Pr Ek > - = 1. 
n—oo \ 2 / 
Therefore, V/? > 0，3A^ (/?) such that 
Pr ( ¾ ( ^ ) > I ) > 1 - ^ . 
Secondly, since Tn,k2 二 Op (n—” for any non-negative integer k2, we have: 
lim Pr (^n{Tn^k2{p)l ^ B) = 1 for some constant B > 0. 
That is, V/^  > 0, 3N (/i, h {p)) such that Vn > N (…h (/?)), 
Pr (n|Tn,A:2(/?)! < B) > 1 - … 
This implies 
/ w\ 
Pr (几 TnMP)l ^ B and E k _ > - ^ 
( w\ 
> 1 — P - P r (^n Tn,k2{P) < B and Ek“p、< —j 
/ w \ ( w \ 
二 l—fi-Pri^nT^Mm < B Ek,(p) < - J Pr (^¾(^) < - ^ . 
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On the other hand, since 
n\Tn,k2{fS)\ < B and E^ ^^ p) > f 
= ^ 0 < nTn,k2{P) < B and 0 < R < Tn,k2{p) 
= ^ 0 < nR < B 
=^ M l S B, 
we have, 
Pr(|ni^l < B) > Pr (几|7；’糊| < B and ^ ( 外 > | ) . 
Thus, 
( 10 \ ( w \ 
Pr(|ni^| < B) > 1 — fi — Pr {n\T^MP)\ < B 五〜⑷ < j ) Pr [ E _ � < - ) • 
Note that 
/ w\ _ / ^ w\ ^ 
0 < P r 〔丑糊 < j ) = 1 — P r 、 £ 嚇 > - j < (3. 
Therefore, 
( w\ 
恕 ? 如 、 ) = 0 . 
As Pr (n|7;,fc209)| < B |^(^) < f ) G [0,1] is bounded, we get 
/ w\ f w\ 
lim Pr [n Tr,,k2(/3) < B E _ < - FTiEk,{p) < - 1 二 0. 
/3~>"0十 \ 乙 / \ 丄 / 
Thus, V6> > 0, 3p > 0，such that, Nn > N (仏 k^ (/?)), 
Pr(|ni^| S B) > 1 - j i - 0 . 
Putting 0 = //, 
Pr(|niZ| S B) > l - 2 ^ . 
Hence, 
lim FT(lnR < B) = 1 
n^oo \ — ‘ 
and, thus, R = 0^ (n~^). • 
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Appendix D 
Proofs of Some Properties 
Property 5 If n > 2m, then there is an optimal solution such that the number 
of jobs on each machine is at least 2. 
Proof. By property 3, there is an optimal sequence 7r* G Hn,m such that the 
number of jobs on each machine is at least 1. Let c^, . . . , c : be the corresponding 
optimal due window centers and n i , . . . , n^ be the corresponding numbers ofjobs 
on the m machines. If there is a machine, say machine i, processing only one job, 
then there should be another machine, say machine t, processing more than two 
jobs. Since machine i has only one job, the penalty for machine i must be zero. 
Case 1: c* < CVt*(m-i) 
Perform the following steps. 
1. Move the last job of machine t to the last position of machine z, but keep 
the due window center of machine t unchanged. 
2. Change the due window center for machine i to the median of the two 
completion times of this machine, (i.e. the optimal due window center 
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under the current subsequence of jobs on machine i (Property 4).) 
After performing the above steps, using Property 4，the change in the objective 
value is 
^r ((P-nnt)-^V\ ( * w .^ ^ ^ 、 
2 / ( ( ^ " 2 ^ ) J - + - i ， c 々 ， q w ) . 
Note that 
f . ^ r V <r (r ^ r V ( ^ . V n 
(Ci 一 ^  — “ r w ) ^ i ^ “ r ( � - i ) — Y — c < M ) = l^—y — p^;{nt)J = u 
and 
( p * w\^ \ ( w � + ( \ + 
\^<M - q - - J > — n � - Y ) ^ l ^ < ( - t ) - 叫 . 
Therefore, by convexity of f and x^, 
f 木 w * w \ 
9 (Cf — •^iCt + -,0^*(n,)^ 
/ / w \+\ / / tt;\+\ 
= f ^^< - 2 - ^<(-)J J + f [ [ ^ < M - ' t - j J J 
> / ( 0 + ) + / ( “ n � - — + ) 
、 O f ( (P-:M-^Y] 
-nV^"2^J )' 
Therefore, the change in the objective value is non-positive. 
Case 2: c* > C7r;(nt-1) 
Perform the following steps. 
1. Move the second job of machine t to the last position of machine i. 
2. Change the due window center of machine t to c[ = c* —尸兀：⑶. 
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3. Change the due window center for machine i to the median of the two 
completion times of this machine. 
Let n[ be the subsequence in machine t after moving the second job to machine 
i. We have 
“ —/ ^7r;(j+i) — P7r*{2) , i 二 2 ’ . . .,nt — 1 
“丨⑴：！^“⑴ ,j = i . 
Since rit > 3, we have c* > C7r*(nt-1) ^ C7r*(2), which implies that c* — CV^(i) > 
P7r*{2)' Therefore, after performing the above steps, the change in the objective 
value is 
o,ffP<M-^V\ , T^1 f / ^ , i ^ r \ 
2 / ( 〔 ^ 2 " ~ " J ) + § 小 — 一 + 1 ,〜 " )） 
^ f * ^ .^^ ^ \ 
_l^g[^ct - - , q + ?c<(j)J 
^ s f f p < M - ^ V \ , T^ i f * 比 * ^ ^ ^ 丄 、 
二 2 / ( � ^ ^ 2 “ ^ ) ) + g 4 c ^ p + j ， C ^ + p , " 2 ) J 
^ f . ^ *^^ ^ � 
- 石 4 。 广 一 + 1 ， 0 剑 ） 
n j , � r M — ^ � + � i (* 川 *丄切^^  丄 、 
= 2 / ( ( ^ ^ “ ^ j ) + 4 。 厂 ？ 。 〜 〜 1 ) + 叫 
T^1 ( w ^ w \ ^ / * w ^ w \ 
+ L 9 (^ c, - - , C, + - , “丨0+1) ) — 1 ^ 9 [c, - - , C, + - , c v ^ J 
or [ fP^nnt)-^V\ ( * ^ * l ^ r ^ � 
= ^ f [ [ 2“^J ) - 小 - ？ 。 〜 〜 1 ) ) . 
Since 
/ * w 广 � + \ f w\+ ( \ + 
[^t 一 飞 一 C<(i)J > (^ P7r*(2) 一 - J > (^ P ;^(2) — w) 
and 
(^ * w\^ ^ ( w\^ ^ 
Q k l ) - C � j J < ^-P<(2) - 2； = 0 ， 
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we have 
g {< - *,< + f , � i ) ) > f ( ( 咖 - — + ) + / ( � + ) > 2/ ( P t " ^ ) + ) . 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, one of the jobs in machine t can be moved to the 
last position of machine i but keeping the objective optimal. After this, if there 
is still another machine processing only one job, then repeat this argument and 
steps, and so on. Finally, we will obtain an optimal solution with each machine 
processing at least two jobs. • 
Property 6 For any given sequence, decreasing in any job processing time will 
not increase the optimal objective value with respect to the given sequence. 
Proof. Let 7r G ^n,m be a given sequence, ni, . . .，n^ be the numbers of jobs and 
c^ , . . . , c^ be the corresponding optimal due window centers with respect to 7r for 
the m machines. Suppose that job t — 7r^  {j) is decreased from pt to p[^ while the 
other n — 1 jobs remain unchanged. We want to show that 
G{nlP)>G{nlQ), 
where P and Q are the original and new sets of processing times respectively. 
As 7T is given, the decrease of job t at machine i will not affect the completion 
times or the corresponding optimal due window centers of other machines. It only 
affects the completion times and the corresponding optimal due window center 
of machine i. Let the new completion times and the corresponding optimal due 
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window center of machine i be C*^(,), 1 二 1，..., n^  and c- respectively. We get 
G{AP)-G{AQ) = f > (c* — f,c： + |,a.(o)-E^ (<• - f,c;. + f,^；(/)). 
1 — 1 1 — 1 
It is clear that 
C' _ I 7^T,(/) " = l , . . .， j — l 
^'(0 — l c v , ( / ) — P f + P; ,l=J,...,rn . 
From this, letting S = c* — pt + p[ < c*, we have 
^ f * ^ * 丄 川 ^ \ 
g + l , c , + 7 , h o J 
1 —丄 
"X^l f * ^ * , ^ p, \ , ^ /r ^ r , ^ ^/ � 
= 1 ^ 9 [^^ - 巧 . + Y'^-^(oJ + ^ P V 2 ' ^ Y ' "^(^V' 
Z=1 1二3 
We have two cases. 
Case 1: C ' ^ < < — ^ 
Then, for 1 = 1 , . . . ,j — 1, we have 
^/ , Pt 一 Pt ^* / ^f , Pt — Pt 。* ^ n 
^Mi) + 1 c,_ < 。 咖 + — c,- < 0. 
(i) I f C ; ( o S 5 + y ， t h e n 
/ y; w \ f f w A+� 
n^ "2'^ +2'^ -(^ )J 二 ,(lJ—j—G“o)) 
/ r ( ( * ^ /^ V^  ^ ( * ^ . , ^ r^ / \ 
^ ^ [ [ ' ^ - 2 - ^ - ( o J j ^ n ' ^ " 2 ' ' ^ + 2 ' ^ - ( o j -
(ii) I f C ; ^ ( , ) > ( ^ + f , then 
/ w w \ ( / w \ +� 
+ 一 ^ 。 ) = 參 ( 。 本 7 ) )• 
Note that 
(r' X ^ \ f , ^ ^/ 、 0 ( r ' 丄 Pt-Pt .\ z n 
(^<^0 - 5 - 飞 ) - 卜 . - ^ - C , “ i�J = 2 ( c ; “ , ) + — c^j < 0. 
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Thus, 
r ( (^, r WY\ (( , U； V ^ ^ ( ^ ^ * i l � r ' \ 
Hl^ -(O-^ -2J ”,((q -i〜)）)<4^.-2'^^ +i'^ -(0j-
Combining (i) and (ii), we have 
j—i j—i 
V^ / , w . w ^, \ \ ^ (? w _ w ^, \ L9 [c^ — j , c, + - , c;“�J > ^ g � 5 - Y' ^  + ^' c�(/)) ’ 
1 — 1 1— 1 
which implies that 
^ f * ^ .丄川 ^ ] � ^ fr ^ r 丄 W 广 \ 
^/\' ~J'^' + ^ ' ^ - . ( O j > L^[^-J^^+J^^rr^(i)j 
\ ^ f / ^ / ^ ^, \ 
> [ g � c ' � — + i , c ; “ i � ) . 1—1 
The last inequality holds because when the completion times of machine i are 
C^(/), 1 二 1 , . . . ,Tii, c'- is an optimal due window center for machine i. 
Case 2: C ' ^ > < — ^ 
Then, for 1 二 j , . . . , n“ we have 
^/ , Pt — P't * �^/ , Pt -Pt . � n 
^Mi) + ——1 Ci ^ ^Mj) + ~^ c. > 0. 
(i) I f C ; ( o > < - f , t h e n 
f ^ w ^ w , \ (f , ^ ^\^\ 
小 - ？ 0 内 , 〜 , ) 」 = / ^ W - c � y J j 
. r ( f r ^ , r ^\^\ / f r W , W ^ , \ 
^ •�'])J^n'-2'^+2'^-(o)-
(ii) l f c ; ( 0 < < - f , t h e n 
f * ^ * 丄川 ^/ � r ( ( . ^ ^, � + � 
g b" - 2'"^ - + 2'^ -(oJ = , [['^ — 2 - ^ -(oj j . 
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Note that 
/* ^ r< \ (r> R M� 0 in',内一乂 *) ^ n 
(Cz- — J - ^Mi) ) — [ ^ M 0 — ^ — J J = - 2 (^M/) + ——2 ^^j ^ 0-
Thus, 
r (( * ^ ^, 、+、 ^ ^ ((。’ , W;\+\ ^ ( , w ^ W n, \ 
警*丁�0) j ^ / ( K ( 0 - ^ - 2 ) )神 ] , � � 0 ) . 
Combining (i) and (ii), we have 
^ r, w r w ^, \ ^ ( ^ w ^ w � \ 
E d [^ — 2 ' ^ + 2 ' ^ - ( o j ^ E g ( < - 2 ' < + Y ' ^ - ( o j ， 
which implies that 
^ ( * 切 * 丄 w ^ \ 、 ^ f . w , w \ 
1^9 [c^ - ？ c, + - , CV“/)J > L " (^ c, — - , c, + - , C ; “ � J 
1 — 1 1 — 1 
\ ^ ( / ^ / ^ ^ , \ 
^ p ( c ; - — Y，c;. + i , q o ) . 
The last inequality holds because when the completion times of machine i are 
C^;.(,), 1 = 1 , . . . , n“ c[ is an optimal due window center for machine i. 
Hence, combining Cases 1 and 2, we have G (7r|P) > G (7r|Q). • 
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Appendix E 
An Alternative to Completion 
Time Variance 
Because of the difficulty of the CTV problem, Kanet [19] used the sum of absolute 
differences in completion times as an alternative measure of variation. We present 
this measure here for completeness. 
The objective of this measure is to determine a sequence 7r = (7r (1) , . . . , ir (n)) G 
n^ so as to minimize 
TADC(^) = f:j:iQ(^)-C,(^)|. 
t:ij=i 
Kanet showed that TADC(7r) can be expressed as 
n 
TADC{Ti) 二 Y , W j p ^ ^ j ) , 
j=i 
where Wj = ( j - l ) ( n - j + l ) . Thus, TADC{7r) can be viewed as a scalar product 
of two vectors. It is known from Hardy, Littlewood and Polya ([16], p.261) that 
such a scalar product is minimized by arranging the elements of one vector in 
non-increasing order and the elements ofthe other vector in non-decreasing order. 
Based on this, Kanet proposed an 0{n log n) procedure to generate an optimal 
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sequence for this measure as follows. Let 
U be the set of unscheduled jobs; 
S be the final sequence; 
B, A be empty sets; and 
n be the number of jobs to be scheduled. 
Procedure GEN: 
For i 二 1 to n do 
remove the largest job from U and label it job i 
if {i is odd) then place job i in the last position of set B 




Kanet showed that the CTV problem is equivalent to minimizing 
TSDC(7r) = f:f:iQM-C,(7r)f 
i=l j=l 
for 7T G n„ . Therefore, the crucial difference between TADC and CTV is the 
difference between the sum of absolute differences and the sum of squared dif-
ferences as measures of variation [2]. Although Kanet,s alternative measure is 
simpler to solve than the CTV problem, large deviation between any two com-
pletion times may be highly undesirable, which justifies non-linear measure and 
squared deviation in particular. 
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